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iAbstract
Wireless networks have to operate despite the effects of interference. Therefore, it is a vi-
tal prerequisite to have algorithms that suitably manage wireless spectrum accesses. In this
thesis, we design and analyze such algorithms from a theoretical perspective, striving for
provable performance guarantees. In contrast to most previous studies in algorithmic the-
ory, interference constraints are stated based on the signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio
(SINR). This way, our interference model allows to take power control into account. That
is, transmit powers are individually adjusted with the purpose of minimizing the effects of
interference.
In the first part of this thesis, we consider the very fundamental combinatorial optimiza-
tion problems. In the capacity-maximization problem, given a set of n possible communication
requests, the task is to select a maximum feasible subset of these requests. In the latency-
minimization problem, in contrast, the task is to compute a schedule serving all of the requests
using as few time slots as possible. We consider both problems in the variant that transmit
powers are given in advance or that they are chosen by our algorithm. For both variants
of capacity maximization, we present constant-factor approximations. In the case of latency
minimization, they directly yield centralized O(log n)-approximation algorithms. We also
analyze a distributed algorithm for latency minimization with fixed transmit powers and
show it to be an O(log2 n)-approximation. Furthermore, existing approaches work well to-
gether with our algorithms allowing them to be used in multi-hop scheduling scenarios.
Here, we also get polylog n approximations.
As a second step, we study a more sophisticated, stochastic interference model using
Rayleigh fading. We are able to transfer all of our results by presenting a black-box trans-
formation of algorithms, which loses at most a factor of O(log∗ n) in the approximation
factor. Thus, we obtain the first O(log∗ n)-approximations for capacity maximization and
O(log n · log∗ n)-approximations for latency minimization in the Rayleigh-fading model.
In addition to these theoretical analyses, we present simulation results for a number
of approximation algorithms and heuristics for capacity maximization. They are able to
demonstrate that the algorithms we develop combine two favorable properties. With re-
spect to the randomly generated networks in the simulations, they are able to compete with
existing algorithms. In contrast to those algorithms, however, for our algorithms we can
guarantee the performance. In particular, it never degenerates to a trivial one in any net-
work.
In the second part, we deal with two advanced problem scenarios. By using suitable
abstractions, we are able to reuse the insights of the first part. At the same time, our results
are more general because they do not only apply to SINR-based models but also to a number
of further models previously studied in algorithmic research.
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The first setting we consider are auctions for secondary spectrum markets. In these mar-
kets licenses allowing secondary-usage of currently unused parts of the spectrum are being
sold. Licenses are valid for short terms and in local areas. Thus, they have to take inter-
ference into account. We devise approximation algorithms whose guarantees are almost
optimal under standard complexity-theory assumptions. Furthermore, we are able to turn
them into truthful-in-expectation mechanisms ensuring that no bidder can benefit from lying
about his true valuation.
The other advanced problem we study deals with dynamically arising communication
requests within a network. By introducing a stochastic and an adversarial injection model,
we are able to quantify and to bound the amount of arising requests. Furthermore, we
present a general technique to transform latency-minimization algorithms built for the re-
spective static problem into stable protocols guaranteeing delivery in the dynamic setting.
Approximation factors are preserved in this transformation. Depending on the applied static
algorithm, the obtained protocol also works in a distributed way.
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Zusammenfassung
Funknetzwerke mu¨ssen trotz Interferenzeffekten zuverla¨ssig arbeiten. Aus diesem Grund
sind Algorithmen erforderlich, die die Zugriffe auf das Funkspektrum verwalten. In dieser
Arbeit entwerfen und analysieren wir solche Algorithmen aus der Perspektive der Algorith-
mik. Hierbei verfolgen wir das Ziel, beweisbare Garantien herzuleiten. Im Gegensatz zu den
meisten fru¨heren Arbeiten in der Algorithmik modellieren wir die Interferenzbedingungen
mithilfe des Signal-zu-Interferenz-plus-Rausch-Verha¨ltnisses (signal-to-interference-plus-
noise ratio, SINR). Auf diese Weise erlaubt uns das Interferenzmodell, variable Sendeleis-
tungen zu beru¨cksichtigen.
Im ersten Teil dieser Arbeit betrachten wir die grundlegenden kombinatorischen Op-
timierungsprobleme. Im Capacity-Maximization Problem ist eine Menge von n mo¨glichen
Kommunikationsanfragen gegeben. Von diesen Anfragen muss unter Einhaltung der Inter-
ferenzbedingungen eine mo¨glichst große Anzahl ausgewa¨hlt werden. Im Latency-Minimiza-
tion Problem hingegegen mu¨ssen alle Anfragen in mo¨glichst wenigen Zeitschritten bedient
werden. Wir untersuchen fu¨r beide Probleme sowohl die Variante, dass die Sendeleistungen
im Voraus gegeben sind, als auch, dass der Algorithmus die Sendeleistungen auswa¨hlt. Fu¨r
beide Varianten von Capacity Maximization stellen wir Approximationsalgorithmen mit kon-
stantem Approximationsfaktor vor. Fu¨r Latency Minimization lassen sich hieraus unmittelbar
O(log n)-Approximationen ableiten. Weiterhin analysieren wir einen verteilten Algorithmus
fu¨r Latency Minimization mit festen Sendeleistungen und zeigen, dass dieser eine O(log2 n)-
Approximation erreicht. Daru¨ber hinaus ko¨nnen vorhandene Ansa¨tze mit unseren Algorith-
men kombiniert werden, um Multi-Hop-Scheduling-Probleme zu lo¨sen. Fu¨r diese erreichen
wir ebenfalls polylog n-Approximationen.
Als zweiten Schritt betrachten wir ein stochastisches Interferenzmodell, das auf Ray-
leigh-Fading basiert. Durch eine Black-Box-Transformation sind wir in der Lage, alle Ergeb-
nisse zu u¨bertragen. Hierbei verlieren wir nur einen Faktor von O(log∗ n) im Approxi-
mationsfaktor. Das heißt, wir erreichen die ersten O(log∗ n)-Approximationen fu¨r Capacity
Maximization und O(log n · log∗ n)-Approximationen fu¨r Latency Minimization im Rayleigh-
Fading-Modell.
Zusa¨tzlich zu diesen theoretischen Analysen stellen wir Simulationsergebnisse fu¨r eine
Reihe von Approximationsalgorithmen und Heuristiken vor. Diese zeigen, dass die von
uns entwickelten Algorithmen zwei wu¨nschenswerte Eigenschaften vereinen: In Bezug auf
zufa¨llig erzeugte Instanzen zeigen sie vergleichbare Ergebnisse wie fru¨here Algorithmen.
Im Gegenzug ist jedoch bei unseren Algorithmen die Qualita¨t des Ergebnisses garantiert.
Insbesondere ist sichergestellt, dass in keinem Netzwerk nur triviale Lo¨sungen berechnet
werden.
Im zweiten Teil bescha¨ftigen wir uns mit erweiterten Problemszenarien. Mithilfe von
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geeigneten Abstraktionen sind wir in der Lage, die Ergebnisse aus dem ersten Teil weiterzu-
verwenden. Gleichzeitig sind unsere Ergebnisse allgemeiner, weil sie nicht nur auf SINR-
basierte Modelle anwendbar sind, sondern auch auf eine Reihe weiterer Modelle, die zuvor
in der Algorithmik untersucht wurden.
Die erste Problemstellung, die wir behandeln, sind Auktionen fu¨r sekunda¨re Spektrums-
ma¨rkte. In diesen Ma¨rkten werden Lizenzen u¨ber die Sekunda¨rnutzung von aktuell un-
genutzten Teilen des Spektrums verkauft. Diese Lizenzen gelten nur kurzzeitig und lokal.
Aus diesem Grund mu¨ssen sie Interferenz beru¨cksichtigen. Wir stellen Approximationsal-
gorithmen vor, deren Garantien unter den u¨blichen Annahmen der Komplexita¨tstheorie fast
optimal sind. Außerdem ko¨nnen diese fu¨r Truthful-in-Expectation-Mechanismen eingesetzt
werden. Diese stellen sicher, dass kein Bieter davon profitieren kann, eine unwahre Bewer-
tung mitzuteilen.
Im anderen erweiterten Szenario untersuchen wir dynamisch auftretende Kommunika-
tionsanfragen innerhalb eines Netzwerks. Wir fu¨hren zwei Modelle ein, die es uns er-
lauben, die Menge der auftretenden Anfragen zu quantifizieren und somit zu beschra¨nken.
Daru¨ber hinaus stellen wir eine allgemeine Technik vor, um Algorithmen fu¨r das statische
Scheduling-Problem in stabile Protokolle zu transformieren. Die Approximationsfaktoren
bleiben hierbei erhalten. Abha¨ngig vom angewandten Algorithmus fu¨r das statische Prob-
lem werden verteilte Protokolle erzeugt.
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1CHAPTER 1
Introduction
Wireless networks play an increasingly important role in our society. Most prominently,
wireless Internet access via cellular phone networks or wireless LANs has become an in-
tegral part of people’s everyday life. Another promising example of future applications
are wireless sensor networks, consisting of small devices that coordinate themselves au-
tonomously in order to perform measurements in industry or in the environment.
A fundamental characteristic of wireless communication is that transmissions using the
same radio frequencies can collide due to interference. Thus, spectrum accesses have to be
managed within and between wireless networks. In sensor networks or generally ad-hoc
networks this has self-evident consequences: Devices are required to coordinate themselves
and have to communicate in spite of interference. But also for infrastructural networks like
cellular phone networks, suitably dealing with interference is increasingly important: Radio
spectrum has become a very scarce resource that must be shared in a flexible way to ensure
a continuing growth of wireless services.
In the past development of algorithms for managing spectrum accesses mainly two rad-
ically different approaches can be distinguished. On the one hand, there are rather practi-
cally-driven works, often focusing on certain technological or regulatory aspects. Results
are evaluated in simulations or in real-world networks. A drawback of this approach is its
heuristic nature not allowing to show general validity of the results. On the other hand,
there are theoretical studies of wireless algorithms that are able to give provable perfor-
mance guarantees. However, most of these results heavily abstract from the actual nature
of wireless signal propagation. Interference constraints are often modeled essentially by a
graph whose edges indicate if a transmission conflicts with another one. This way, important
aspects such as aggregation effects or different transmit powers are neglected.
In this thesis, we will attempt to narrow the gap between both approaches by combin-
ing favorable properties of both sides. We use well-established models from engineering
based on the signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) for the interference. This allows
us to take aggregation effects and different transmit powers into account. Nevertheless, we
present mathematically rigorous analyses of the studied algorithms using the means and
notions of algorithmic research. For this reason, our studies are carried out on a very fun-
damental level. That is, we abstract from the different fields of operation and technologies
involved and intend to focus on the common underlying problems.
Using the more realistic models based on SINR, we are able to take power control into
consideration. Modern devices allow that for each transmission the used power is set in-
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dividually. This way, the transmit power can be adjusted to a level that yields successful
reception but minimizes the effects of interference. Theoretical and practical considerations
have shown that using power control the network performance can drastically be improved.
Hence, in contrast to most previous algorithmic studies, our algorithms do not only have to
coordinate admission, time, and frequency of a transmission but also the transmit power to
be used.
In the remainder of this introduction, we will first describe the used interference model
in Section 1.1 and the considered algorithmic problem in Section 1.2, followed by a discus-
sion of the role of different power assignments in Section 1.3. Afterwards, we give a brief
overview over the achieved results in Section 1.4 and over related work in Section 1.5.
1.1 Modeling Interference
We use a standard model from engineering (see, e.g., [Rap01]) based on the signal-to-inter-
ference-plus-noise ratio (SINR). The SINR is the key measure to quantify the signal quality. It is
defined as the ratio of the intended signal and the sum of all other signals plus ambient noise.
The higher this ratio the better different symbols in the transmission can be distinguished
and thus the better is the signal quality.
In order to formally define the SINR, we first have to model the signal propagation. The
attenuation of an electromagnetic wave is a combination of effects that are commonly sum-
marized in a simple path-loss model. For our considerations, we mainly use the following
definition, which is along the lines with standard models in engineering. We assume that
the wireless nodes are located in a metric space (V, d). If a node s transmits at power level p
then a node r in distance d(s, r) receives this signal at a strength proportional to p/d(s, r)α.
The constant α is referred to as path-loss exponent. In practical applications it is typically
assumed to be between 2 and 6 but also values smaller than 2 can occur. For most of our
considerations we only assume that α > 0.
Given a set L ⊆ V × V of pairs of senders and receivers (links) that transmit simul-
taneously (on the same frequency) and a power assignment p : L → R>0, the SINR of a
transmission ` = (s, r) is given by
γ`(L, p) =
p(`)
d(s,r)α
∑`′=(s′,r′)∈L,`′ 6=`
p(`′)
d(s′,r)α + ν
.
The ambient noise ν is assumed to be constant and identical for all transmissions. To avoid
ambiguities, we assume it to be strictly larger than 0.
Almost all of our algorithms consider fixed data rates. That is, for each link the amount
of data transmitted per time is fixed. In terms of the SINR this means there is some value
below which the bit error rate becomes unacceptably high. This value acts as a threshold: If
the SINR is below it, the connection is considered useless. If, in contrast, the SINR is above it,
the actual SINR does not matter. We briefly demonstrate that our techniques can in principle
also be applied in a more general setting with flexible data rates, where each link has a utility
function expressing the data rate that can be achieved at a certain SINR. Nevertheless, we
mainly see the study of flexible data rates as an important aspect for future research.
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1.2 Algorithmic Problems
In this thesis, we consider combinatorial optimization problems connected to this SINR
model. We design and analyze algorithms that decide which transmissions are carried out
at what time or on which frequency. For this reason, the foremost decision is a discrete one,
namely to admit or schedule transmission requests. This is in contrast to algorithms for pure
power-control problems (see also Section 1.5). Those algorithms solve convex optimization
problems, assuming that all given transmissions are carried out simultaneously on the same
frequency and only transmit powers have to be selected.
The most simple problem and starting point of our studies is the (unweighted) capacity-
maximization problem. Here, we are given n communication requests `1, . . . , `n, each being a
link, i.e., a pair of a sender and a receiver. For each of these links, we are given a threshold
on the SINR β(`) ≥ 1. Our task is to select a subset L of these links such that for each
selected link the SINR is above the respective threshold, that is γ`(L, p) ≥ β(`) for all ` ∈
L. Concerning the power assignment p, we distinguish between two variants. Either the
transmit powers are part of the input or they have to be chosen by our algorithm. We use the
same distinction for all other problems as well. Further details on this issue are discussed in
the next section.
There are two natural extensions of this problem to be considered. On the one hand, we
introduce weights such that the sum of weights of links in the set L has to be maximized.
On the other hand, we introduce multiple channels. This also includes the case in which
bundles of channels can be allocated, bringing about a new combinatorial aspect.
The unweighted capacity-maximization problem is comparable to the maximum inde-
pendent set problem in graphs. The respective analog to the coloring problem in this con-
text is the (single-hop) latency-minimization problem. Again, we are given n communication
requests `1, . . . , `n. and a threshold on the SINR β(`) ≥ 1 for each of them. This time, our
task is to compute a feasible schedule of minimal length. That is, we have to assign each
link to a time slot such that the SINR constraint of each link is fulfilled in its time slot. The
objective is to minimize the number of time slots that are used. Formally, we have to de-
compose the set of all requestsR into disjoint sets L1,L2, . . . ,Lk, with k as small as possible,
such that their union is R and each Li is a feasible solution to the capacity-maximization
problem. Also for this problem, we consider the variants that the power assignment is given
or is computed by our algorithm.
The transmission requests in the latency-minimization problem can be interpreted as
packets of data that all need a single time slot to be transmitted from its sender to its receiver.
However, transmit powers might not suffice for a direct connection. Therefore, in a wireless
mesh network, a packet of data is transmitted via relay nodes in order to reach its destination.
We take these multi-hop networks into consideration in two further problem variants. On
the one hand, we assume that the paths a packet takes are fixed and only a schedule has to be
computed. On the other hand, we consider the combined scheduling and routing problem,
where we first have to determine the intermediate nodes before computing the schedule.
We also study an advanced scenario in which communication requests arrive dynami-
cally over time, injected by a probability distribution or by an adversary. In this case, one
strives to design stable protocols that guarantee all requests to be served within bounded
time. Furthermore, the expected time until delivery should be as small as possible.
We treat these problems in worst-case analyses. That is, we do not make any assumptions
on the distribution of the network nodes and consider algorithms whose running time is
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polynomial in the network size on any network. There are a number of results showing NP-
hardness of different variants of both the capacity-maximization problem [AD09, GOW07]
and the latency-minimization problem [KVW10, Kes09, LS12]. Therefore, we can only hope
to get approximate solutions within polynomial time. We evaluate the approximation algo-
rithms in terms of their approximation factor. Taken the maximum over all inputs, this is
the relative solution quality of the algorithm with respect to the solution that an algorithm
with unbounded computational resources and unlimited knowledge could achieve. For the
problems mentioned above, there are many simple and intuitive heuristics. However, many
of them fail to compute good solutions with respect to the approximation factor. Considered
asymptotically they are not even essentially better than trivial algorithms. For this reason,
we strive to design approximation algorithms with a good scaling behavior and neglect con-
stant factors by expressing approximation guarantees using big O notation.
In general, we assume centralized computation with perfect information. For some prob-
lems, however, we will demonstrate that using our techniques we can even design and an-
alyze algorithms that achieve similar performance guarantees but work in a distributed set-
ting with only little information.
1.3 Different Power Assignments
In contrast to simple interference models based on graphs, models based on the SINR have
the advantage of taking different transmit powers into consideration. Practical experiments
have demonstrated that by adjusting the transmit powers the network throughput can be
significantly increased [MWW06]. These effects can also be theoretically observed, for exam-
ple, when considering the capacity-maximization problem as defined above. In this prob-
lem, the gaps between different power assignments can be as large as Ω(n). This means,
there are families of instances such that with an optimal power assignment a constant frac-
tion of all links can be selected to the set L. In contrast to this, other power assignments yield
that any feasible solution will only include a constant number of all links. This, however, is
not essentially better than selecting only a single link, which is trivially a feasible solution.
1.3.1 Oblivious Power Assignments
In related work, approximation algorithms often select transmit powers in an oblivious man-
ner. That is, the power assignment follows a specific scheme that defines the power for a link
without considering the other links. This approach has the advantage that selecting the links
and assigning the transmit powers is separated. In this section, we will give an overview
over these schemes and findings related to them. These results consider the following re-
stricted version of the capacity-maximization problem: For all transmission requests the
same threshold β has to be fulfilled, which is considered constant. Besides, ambient noise
is neglected by suitably scaling the transmit powers. It is important to remark that for the
approximation factor the computed solution is compared to an optimum which is not fixed
to use the respective scheme but may select powers arbitrarily.
The studied schemes can be subsumed as oblivious power assignments [FKRV09] as they
assign transmit powers only based on single links without taking other links into consider-
ation. That is, there is a function f : R>0 → R>0 such that a link (s, r) is assigned a transmit
power f (d(s, r)).
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Figure 1.1: A nested-links instance, parameterized by xi and yi.
Uniform and Linear Power Assignments. The simplest scheme is to ignore the possibility
of power control at all and to make all transmissions at a uniform power level [HW10, AD09,
ALP09], which is trivially oblivious. Another very intuitive approach are linear power assign-
ments [CKM+07, FKV11]. They set transmit powers proportional to the minimum value that
is required to only deal with ambient noise. In case of identical thresholds this means that
a transmission request (s, r) is assigned a power level proportional to d(s, r)α. Sometimes
linear power assignments are also used to model energy efficient communication because
the consumed energy for the transmit power is at most a constant factor higher than the
minimum needed for a transmission via the respective distance [WNE02, BM02].
If the lengths of all links only differ by a constant factor, one can show that the optimal
solution to the capacity-maximization problem restricted to uniform or linear power assign-
ments is only a constant factor worse than the optimal solution with respect to arbitrary
power assignments [HM11c]. For this reason, by using uniform or linear power assign-
ments, one can get O(log∆)-approximations to capacity maximization, where ∆ is the ratio
between the longest and the shortest distance between a sender and its receiver.
This O(log∆)-bound is tight as there are classes of instances in which the optimal so-
lutions differ by a factor of Ω(log∆). For example, consider instances in which all nodes
are located on a line building nested links as depicted in Figure 1.1. Formally, we define
the instance for n links by two sequences (xi)i∈[n] and (yi)i∈[n] of non-negative reals as fol-
lows. Sender si is located at −xi, whereas receiver ri is located at yi. This means that link
(si, ri) has length xi + yi and all senders and receivers of smaller links are located between
the respective sender and receiver.
It is not hard to see that in these instances the maximum feasible set with uniform or
linear power assignments has size 1 if β ≥ 1. Also with β < 1, all feasible sets are of constant
size. In contrast, when setting xi = yi = 2i and the transmit powers pi proportional to√
d(si, ri)α, the optimal solution has size Ω(n) = Ω(log∆).
Square-Root Power Assignments. Power assignments setting the transmit power of a link
(s, r) proportional to
√
d(s, r)α are called square-root power assignments [FKRV09, Hal09]. As
this is equivalent to the geometric mean of a uniform and a linear power assignment, these
power assignments are also referred to as mean power assignments. Similar to the effect
observed in the previously mentioned instances, square-root power assignments perform
better than uniform and linear ones: One can get O(log log∆)-approximations for capacity
maximization [HHMW13]. However, also for this case there are instances yielding a lower
bound of Ω(log log∆). This behavior can be observed by setting xi = 22
i
and yi = 22
i+1
in
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the nested-links instance in Figure 1.1.
Even worse, these instances or their reversed ones (xi = 22
i+1
and yi = 22
i
) cause a bad
performance for all oblivious power assignments [Hal09, FKRV09, Fan10]. More precisely,
for any function f : R>0 → R>0, the power assignment setting the power of link (s, r) to
f (d(s, r)) we can observe a gap of Ω(n) = Ω(log log∆).
Summarizing, oblivious power assignments offer a reasonable way to approximate the
“optimal” power assignment in several settings. However, all of them have the striking
disadvantage that there are instances in which they only yield poor solutions. As an Ω(n)-
approximation is not essentially better than the trivial one which only selects a single link,
this left the open question whether there are algorithms whose performance guarantee is
non-trivial in terms of n. The first algorithm for capacity maximization yielding a non-
trivial performance bound in all instances was introduced in [Kes11]. This algorithm and
its extensions will be presented in Chapter 2 of this thesis.
1.3.2 Assumptions in this Thesis
In this thesis, we consider most problems in two variants. On the one hand, we assume that
our algorithm can freely choose the transmit powers from all non-negative reals or from a
set [0, pmax]. The optimal solution and the approximation factors are defined with respect
to the same limitations, that is, powers are arbitrarily chosen from [0,∞) or from [0, pmax]
respectively.
On the other hand, the power assignment may be given as part of the input. This power
assignment may follow one of the schemes introduced above. As we assume that each
link has an individual SINR threshold β(`) throughout this thesis, we extend the power-
assignment definitions as follows. We replace the sender-receiver distance by the link sen-
sitivity, which is the minimum power necessary to overcome ambient noise, i.e., β(`) · ν ·
d(s, r)α for a link ` = (s, r). A power assignment is called linear if p(`) is chosen propor-
tional to β(`) · d(s, r)α for all ` = (s, r) ∈ R. It is called square-root power assignment if p(`)
is proportional to
√
β(`) · d(s, r)α.
However, we do not require a given power assignment to follow a certain scheme but
allow every power assignment satisfying the following monotonicity condition. It has to be
non-decreasing and sublinear or linear in the sensitivity. This means if we have for two links
` = (s, r) and `′ = (s′, r′) that β(`) · d(s, r)α ≤ β(`′) · d(s′, r′)α then
p(`) ≤ p(`′) and 1
β(`)
p(`)
d(s, r)α
≥ 1
β(`′)
p(`′)
d(s′, r′)α
. (1.1)
So the transmit power of `′ has to be at least as large as the one for `. At the same time, the
received power relative to the thresholds at the receiver of `′ must not be larger than the one
at the receiver of `. This monotonicity condition is fulfilled by all previously studied power
assignments, particularly the ones mentioned above.
When considering algorithms with respect to fixed power assignments, approximation
factors are given within this power assignment. In other words, the respective optimal solu-
tion is restricted to use the same power assignment. This is orthogonal to the comparisons of
different power assignments in the previous section. For these comparisons, the aforemen-
tioned bounds can be used again.
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1.4 Results Overview and Outline
The main chapters of this thesis can be split up into two major parts. In the first part, con-
sisting of Chapters 2 to 5, we examine the described SINR interference model and the very
fundamental algorithmic problems, all being closely related to capacity maximization or la-
tency minimization. In the second part, consisting of Chapters 6 and 7, we demonstrate how
these insights can be used to solve more involved problems. These results are not specific
to SINR-based models but can be applied in a broader context. In Chapter 8, we draw a
conclusion and state remaining open problems and ideas for future research.
In more detail, we present (centralized) approximation algorithms for the capacity-maxi-
mization problem in Chapter 2. For the case in which transmit powers have to be chosen
by the algorithm as well as for the case that they are fixed, we present a constant-factor
approximation. By repeatedly applying the algorithms, we get O(log n)-approximations for
the respective latency-minimization problems. Furthermore, using existing approaches, we
can compute O(polylog n)-approximate solutions to the multi-hop scheduling and routing
problems. Beyond these concrete algorithms, we provide the foundations for the results
in the remaining chapters. We characterize feasible solutions by deriving necessary and
sufficient conditions. These conditions are used later on in the analysis of more involved
algorithms.
Based on these results, we present and analyze simple distributed contention-resolution
protocols to solve the latency-minimization problem with fixed power assignments in Chap-
ter 3. Our main technical contribution is the introduction of a measure called maximum aver-
age affectance enabling us to analyze algorithms in which each packet is transmitted in each
step with a fixed probability depending on the maximum average affectance. We prove that
the schedule generated this way is only an O(log2 n) factor longer than the optimal one. By
modifying the algorithm, senders do not need to know the maximum average affectance in
advance but only static information about the network. In addition, we extend our approach
to multi-hop communication achieving the same approximation factor.
In Chapter 4, we consider interference conditions given by the Rayleigh-fading model.
This model extends the described deterministic interference model by using stochastic prop-
agation to address fading effects observed in reality. Our main result is a generic reduc-
tion of Rayleigh fading to the deterministic SINR model. It allows to apply existing algo-
rithms for the non-fading model in the Rayleigh-fading scenario while losing only a fac-
tor of O(log∗ n) in the approximation guarantee. Hence, using the algorithms presented in
Chapter 2, we get O(log∗ n)-approximations for capacity maximization and O(log n · log∗ n)-
approximation for latency minimization. This way, we obtain the first approximation guar-
antees for Rayleigh fading and, more fundamentally, show that non-trivial stochastic fading
effects can be successfully handled using existing and future techniques for the non-fading
model.
We conclude the first part on capacity maximization and latency minimization with a
systematic evaluation of the theoretical results in simulations in Chapter 5. We examine the
performance of various approximation algorithms and heuristics for capacity maximization
on randomly generated instances. These instances consist of up to 1600 links and are gen-
erated using different models, e.g., taking clustering effects into account. Using non-convex
optimization, we are able to compute the theoretical optima for some of these instances such
that the performance of the different algorithms can be compared with these optima. The
simulations support the practical relevance of the theoretical findings. For example, using
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power control, the network’s capacity increases significantly. Furthermore, the developed
approximation algorithms are at least partly able to exploit this gap providing in general a
better performance than any algorithm using uniform transmit powers, even with unlim-
ited computational power. The obtained results are robust against changes in parameters
and network generation models.
In the second part, namely Chapters 6 and 7, we present algorithms for advanced sce-
narios. Using the results from the first part, we get abstractions from the different variants
of the SINR model. Although the SINR model is still the primary motivation, this makes
the approaches not only suitable for these cases but also many other common interference
models.
In Chapter 6, we study approximation algorithms to run a secondary spectrum market.
In this market, short-term licenses shall be given to wireless nodes for communication in
their local neighborhood. We assume that there are in total k channels. Each channel can
be assigned to multiple bidders, provided that the corresponding devices are well separated
such that the interference is sufficiently low. Furthermore, to take channel aggregation capa-
bilities of modern devices into account, bidders are able to acquire multiple channels and to
bid for arbitrary bundles.
We describe interference conflicts in terms of a conflict graph in which the nodes repre-
sent the bidders and (possibly weighted) edges represent conflicts such that the feasible allo-
cations for a channel correspond to the independent sets in the conflict graph. This general
approach also covers the SINR model introduced above. We suggest a novel LP formulation
using a non-standard graph parameter, the so-called inductive independence number. Taking
this parameter into account enables us to bypass lower bounds on the approximability of
independent set in general graphs and to achieve significantly better approximation results
by showing that interference constraints for wireless networks yield conflict graphs with
bounded inductive independence number.
Using the edge-weighted conflict graphs, our algorithms achieve an O(
√
k log n) resp.
O(
√
k log2 n) approximation in the SINR model. Assuming that valuations are symmetric
in terms of channels, we are able to improve the approximation factor to O(log n + log k)
resp. O(log n · (log n + log k)). Combining our approach with the LP-based framework of
Lavi and Swamy [LS11], we obtain randomized mechanisms that are truthful in expecta-
tion. For submodular valuations we combine the convex rounding framework by Dughmi
et al. [DRY11] with randomized meta-rounding to fully drop the dependence on k and to
obtain O(log n) resp. O(log2 n)-approximations.
In Chapter 7, we consider protocols for packet deliveries within a network. That is,
over time transmission requests arise, which all have to be fulfilled, preferably as fast as
possible. While for secondary spectrum auctions, LP-based approaches using conflict graphs
are applied, we use a different abstraction for this scenario, which allows us to develop
distributed protocols. We introduce a stochastic and an adversarial model to bound the
packet injection. Starting from algorithms for the respective scheduling problem with static
transmission requests, we build distributed stable protocols. This is more involved than in
previous, similar approaches because the algorithms we consider do not necessarily scale
linearly when scaling the input instance. We can guarantee a throughput that is as large as
the one of the original static algorithm.
In particular for the SINR model with fixed transmit powers, our approach works per-
fectly together with the distributed latency-minimization algorithm developed in Chapter 3.
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For the case that the algorithm has to select the transmit power itself, our approach works as
well in combination with our centralized algorithms from Chapter 2. The only missing piece
to obtain a distributed protocol is a distributed, static algorithm for the latency-minimization
problem with a comparable approximation factor. The competitive ratios of the constructed
protocols in comparison to optimal ones in the respective model are between constant and
O(log2 m) for a network of size m.
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1.5 Related Work
In this section, we strive to give an overview of related theoretical work on algorithms for
wireless networks. Related work with special regard to secondary spectrum auctions and
dynamic scheduling can also be found in the respective chapters. Note that the focus lies
on highlighting the general ideas and directions. This also means that several details of
particular results have to be neglected.
Research on wireless packet data networks dates back to the 1970s when the ALOHA
network was built. Already at this time, the protocols were theoretically studied [Abr70].
The assumption used in these studies is that all simultaneous transmissions interfere. This
interference model, termed multiple-access channel, has been studied since then in many al-
gorithmic works considering distributed coordination tasks [Gal85, Chl01]. An extension
for multi-hop networks is the radio-network model. Here, the network nodes correspond to
vertices in a graph. An edge indicates that communication can take place between the two
incident nodes. However, adjacency also yields interference. A transmission is received suc-
cessfully only when no other neighbor makes a transmission attempt at the same time. A
standard problem to be considered is broadcasting (for a survey, see [Chl01]). Recent stud-
ies have extended the model by introducing unreliable communication [KLN+10] or jam-
ming [ARS08, RSSZ10]. However, both the multiple-access-channel and the radio-network
model differ significantly from the SINR model considered in this thesis. For this reason,
many standard approaches, particularly selective families [CCM+01, DHFS06], cannot be
applied.
The mentioned studies mostly focus on the distributed coordination aspects. Consider-
ing approximation algorithms, one typically needs more restricted models based on geomet-
ric properties. One of the simplest models in this area are disk graphs [Fis03, GSW94], also
being used in relaxed versions [vRWZ09]. Further studies use distance-2 colorings [KMR01]
or distance-2 matchings [BBK+04, KMPS04]. These are strengthened coloring and matching
constraints, not only requiring immediate neighbors not to be contained but also their re-
spective neighbors. However, all of these approaches have in common that interference con-
straints are modeled in a binary way. Aggregation effects and power control are neglected
and therefore many techniques are not immediately applicable to SINR-based models.
A different, non-algorithmic line of research deals with scaling laws. For example, in a
seminal work, Gupta and Kumar [GK00] study the transport capacity, which is the sum of
all distances of the sender and the respective receiver. They show that there are positions
for n nodes such that the transport capacity scales proportional to
√
n, which is asymptot-
ically optimal. Similar considerations have been made for randomly distributed networks
[GT02, TG03, DQPC04] or regular topologies [SK83, XK04]. Many of these considerations
use the SINR model as described here. However, neither algorithms nor power control play
a significant role.
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A different kind of scaling law has been observed by Moscibroda and Wattenhofer
[MW06], which can be seen as the first work to bring algorithmic concepts to SINR mod-
els. They consider the convergecast problem: Each node keeps a piece of information, for
example a measured value. The mean or maximum value shall be collected at a sink node.
In contrast to the above transport capacity considerations, Moscibroda and Wattenhofer as-
sume the network nodes to be arbitrarily distributed. They are able to present an algorithm
that selects for arbitrarily distributed nodes respective communication links that form a tree
and can be scheduled in O(log4 n) time slots. This result has been improved multiple times
[MWZ06, Mos07]. The best algorithm so far [HM12b] computes links that solve the same
task in O(log n). It is an important aspect of these considerations that suitable transmit pow-
ers are assigned. For uniform or linear powers, an Ω(n) lower bound holds [MW06]. Better
results can, however, be achieved when assuming nodes are located on a grid [ALPP09].
Problems involving power control have been subject to examination for a much longer
time. In the pure power control problem, one has to find a power assignment that satisfies
the SINR targets of all links under the assumption that the set of feasible solutions is not
empty. In a centralized setting this can be done by simply solving the respective system
of linear equations. For a distributed scenario, Foschini and Miljanic [FM92] give a very
simple iterative algorithm, for which they show that it converges from any starting point.
In subsequent works, more sophisticated techniques have been presented (for an overview
see [SK10]). Very recently, this problem has also been considered from an algorithmic point
of view [LPPP11, DHK11] deriving bounds on how the network size or parameters deter-
mine the convergence time. However, these algorithms require that there is some power
assignment such that all SINR constraints are fulfilled simultaneously. Otherwise, one has
to solve a combined problem of scheduling and power control. To select a feasible subset
of the links, a number of heuristic approaches have been presented that yield exact [CS03]
or approximate [Zan92, EE04] solutions. These algorithms, however, rely on stochastic as-
sumptions on the distribution of the network nodes. They do not run in polynomial time or
do not provide provable performance guarantees [MOW07].
The work by Moscibroda and Wattenhofer [MW06] triggered a number of independent
works on approximation algorithms for combined scheduling and power control. In spite of
the fact that Moscibroda and Wattenhofer had already shown the performance of uniform
and linear power assignments to be very poor in certain instances, these were the first power
assignments to be used [AD09, CKM+07, CKM+08, FKV11, ALP09]. Typical approximation
factors are O(log∆ · polylog n)-bounds as described in Section 1.3.1.
The superiority of square-root power assignments were first demonstrated by Fangha¨nel
et al. [FKRV09] in a slightly different model. The considered model differs from the standard
one by assuming bidirectional links. That is, both endpoints of a link act both as a sender
and as a receiver and use the same transmit power (see also [Ton11] for a comparision of
this model with the standard directed one). Under these circumstances, Fangha¨nel et al.
show that the gap of square-root power assignments is O(polylog n) using involved metric-
transformation arguments. Halldo´rsson [Hal09, FV11] simplified this proof and also trans-
ferred square-root power assignments to the standard directed model (as considered in this
thesis), presenting an O(log log∆ ·polylog n)-bound. In subsequent works, the bounds were
improved to constant for the bidirectional model [HM11c] and O(log log∆) for the directed
model [HHMW13], which are both tight.
In [FKRV09] and [Hal09], it was shown that using any oblivious power assignments,
approximation factors can only be Ω(n) with respect to n or Ω(log log∆) with respect to ∆.
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The first algorithm to achieve a constant-factor approximation (and thus first non-trivial with
respect to n) for the capacity-maximization problem was given in [Kes11]. This approach
can also be extended to the problem in which an upper bound pmax on the powers is given
[WMTX11]. We present generalized versions of these two algorithms in Sections 2.2 and 2.4.
For fixed transmit powers, approximation algorithms and their analyses are much less
involved. Simple greedy algorithms achieve constant-factor approximations for capacity
maximization in case of uniform transmit powers [GWHW09, WJY09, HW10]. Similar per-
formances can also be achieved using distributed no-regret techniques [Din10, AM11]. For
linear power assignments, Fangha¨nel et al. [FKV11] present a randomized algorithm for
latency minimization. It yields schedules of length O(T + log2 n), where T is the optimal
schedule length. Thus, for dense instances, the approximation factor becomes constant as
well. In [KV10] an extension was presented that works for any power assignment that
grows but at most linearly. The approximation factor was shown to be O(log2 n) in [KV10].
A refined analysis of the same algorithm [HM11a] improved this bound to O(log n). Fur-
thermore, making the same assumptions on power assignments, Halldo´rsson and Mitra
[HM11c] showed that greedy algorithms also yield constant approximation factors for ca-
pacity maximization. We present a generalized version of their algorithm with a different
analysis in Section 2.3.
The approximation algorithms mentioned so far assume fixed data rates and identical
thresholds for all communication requests. Only few studies have considered individual
thresholds [HM12a] or flexible data rates [Kes12a, SMR+09] so far. The results in this thesis
are all stated with respect to individual thresholds. As we briefly demonstrate in Section 2.7,
this already enables us to extend the algorithms to flexible data rates.
There are a number of further variants and extensions of the capacity-maximization prob-
lem, which we do not consider in this thesis. For example, the online variant of the capacity-
maximization problem has been introduced and studied in [FGHV10]. Unfortunately, there
are very strong lower bounds on the competitive ratios that can be obtained. The presented
deterministic algorithm is O(∆d/2+ε)-competitive in d-dimensional space, which is almost
tight. Using randomization, this bound can be improved to O(log∆). However, only for
constant ∆ this bound is comparable to ones achieved in offline optimization. A multi-hop
extension of capacity maximization has been introduced in [CKM+08] and further studied in
[EMM11] and [WFJ+11]. The problem is to maximize the overall network throughput given
pairs of source and destination nodes in a network. As this is essentially a multi-commodity
flow problem, the approximation algorithms first solve an LP relaxation and then use the
fractional optimum to build a schedule (of infinite length), whose average throughput cor-
responds to the LP solution.
All mentioned approximation algorithms can only guarantee their approximation fac-
tors if the signal propagation follows the path-loss definition, having the same path-loss
exponent for every link. Without this assumption, the problems become inapproximable
in general (see, e.g., [Gou09]). For this reason, the only work with an arbitrary gain ma-
trix [HM11b] only achieves the following result. If the optimal solution for the capacity-
maximization problem is at least 1/2 + ε, the algorithm can compute a feasible solution of
size Ω(ε).
Another limitation of the problems mentioned up to now is that they consider point-to-
point connections. In contrast, wireless transmissions can also reach multiple receivers suc-
cessfully at the same time. This way, tasks such as local broadcasting [GMW08, YWHL11b]
or multicasting [EG10] can be solved much more efficiently. Further works consider this
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broadcast nature with respect to algorithmic geometry. In the study of SINR diagrams
[AEK+09, KLPP11, ACH+12], an algorithm is given the sender locations and transmit pow-
ers. It has to determine if one of the signals can be successfully received at a certain position.
Using sophisticated data structures, much better running times than the ones of trivial algo-
rithms can be achieved.
Beyond the optimization of network performance, communication models based on
SINR constraints are beginning to replace graph-based communication models in the study
of traditional problems in distributed computing. Tasks to be solved include dominating set
[SRS08] or coloring [DT10, YWHL11a] on disk graphs resulting from the underlying com-
munication network.
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CHAPTER 2
Approximation Algorithms
for Capacity Maximization
The capacity-maximization problem is probably the most simple optimization problem in
algorithmic research on SINR models. In this chapter, we will present algorithms for three
different variants. On the one hand, these are the cases of unlimited and limited power con-
trol, where transmit powers have to be chosen from the set of all positive real numbers or
only from a set [0, pmax]. On the other hand, we consider the problem with a prespecified
power assignment. For all three cases, we get simple greedy algorithms that yield constant
approximation factors.
For correctness, we have to show that the greedy conditions are sufficient to yield feasible
solutions. To bound the approximation factors, we will derive necessary conditions that all
feasible solutions have to fulfill. These conditions will be of great importance in the analysis
of more advanced algorithms. We demonstrate this by giving some simple extensions for
multi-hop scheduling and flexible rates afterwards. Furthermore, the more involved tech-
niques used in following chapters can be traced back to exactly these properties.
2.1 Results
The main result is a constant-factor approximation for the capacity-maximization problem
with respect to unlimited transmit powers. That is, for each link an arbitrary positive real
may be selected as the transmit power. Unlike previous theoretical approaches, the algo-
rithm first selects the links and chooses transmit powers afterwards. The selection part is
a simple greedy algorithm ensuring that a sufficient condition is met allowing the power-
control part to work. In order to analyze the quality of the solution, we find out that any
admissible set has to fulfill a condition similar to the one of our greedy algorithm. This
yields the mentioned approximation factor.
Using similar techniques but much less involved arguments, we analyze a structurally
identical algorithm using fixed transmit powers. This algorithm has originally been pro-
posed by Halldo´rsson and Mitra [HM11c] for the case of identical thresholds. We extend it
to individual thresholds, which will be of high importance when applying the algorithm
for flexible data rates. By using the tools from the first analysis, it is not hard to show
its approximation factor is also constant. Combining the two algorithms, one can also get
constant-factor approximations for capacity maximization with limited transmit powers us-
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ing a technique first presented by Wan et al. [WMTX11]. In this case, transmit powers are
again freely chosen but this time a maximum power pmax is imposed.
These three approximation algorithm variants build the foundation for more involved
problems. Immediately, we get algorithms for latency minimization by applying them re-
peatedly. We show that this way one only loses a factor of O(log n) in the approximation
factor. Thus, we get O(log n)-approximation algorithms for the respective variants of single-
hop latency minimization.
Furthermore, by applying existing approaches for wired networks, we are also able to
solve the multi-hop variants. In particular, by using random delays we achieve approxima-
tion factors of O(log2 n) for the fixed-path problems. For the combined problem of choosing
paths and routing the packets along them, we compute O(log3 n)-approximate solutions.
For the special case of fading metrics [Hal09] and unlimited power control, this result can be
improved to O(log2 n).
As we concentrate on problems with fixed data rates, we assume thresholds on the SINR.
However, to some extent, these results can also be generalized to flexible data rates. As the
algorithms allow for individual thresholds, we can use them as building blocks. This way,
we get O(log n)-approximation algorithms for capacity maximization with respect to flexible
rates. Based on this result, we present an O(log2 n)-approximation algorithm for the flexible-
rate latency-minimization problem.
2.2 Unlimited Transmit Powers
Let us first consider the capacity-maximization problem with unlimited power control. For-
mally, we are given a set R of links and a threshold β(`) ≥ 1 for each ` ∈ R. We have to
find a subset L ⊆ R of maximum cardinality and a power assignment p : L → R≥0 such
that γ`(L, p) ≥ β(`) for all ` ∈ L, i.e., for each selected link the SINR is above the respective
threshold. We will present a surprisingly simple greedy algorithm for this problem. How-
ever, showing that it actually yields a constant approximation factor will be quite involved
as we will have to show that all feasible solutions satisfy a necessary condition that is similar
to the sufficient one used by our algorithm.
Our algorithm (Algorithm 1) works in two stages as follows. First, the set of links L is de-
termined. Afterwards, we assign the transmit powers recursively in this set. The latter step
of assigning the transmit powers could, in principle, be exchanged by any other algorithm
that chooses transmit powers, for example one could solve the respective LP or apply a dis-
tributed algorithm [FM92]. However, in this case our algorithm can be seen as a constructive
proof that there is indeed a power assignment fulfilling all SINR constraints.
In more detail, the two stages work as follows. In both stages, we iterate over the links
ordered by their sensitivity β(`)νd(`)α, which is the minimum power necessary to overcome
ambient noise and to have γ` ≥ β(`) in the absence of interference. More formally, let pi be
the ordering of the links by decreasing values of β(`)d(`)α with ties broken arbitrarily. That
is, if pi(`) < pi(`′) then β(`)d(`)α ≥ β(`′)d(`′)α.
In order to determine the set L, we iterate in decreasing order of pi. That is, links ` having
a smaller value β(`)d(`)α are being considered first. We add a link if the distances between
its endpoints and the ones of previously added links are large enough. We formulate this
condition defining by the following (directed) weight between two links ` and `′. If pi(`) >
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pi(`′), we set
w(`, `′) = min
{
1, β(`)β(`′)
d(s, r)αd(s′, r′)α
d(s, r′)αd(s′, r)α
+ β(`)
d(s, r)α
d(s, r′)α
+ β(`)
d(s, r)α
d(s′, r)α
}
,
otherwise we set w(`, `′) = 0. For notational convenience we furthermore set w(`, `) = 0 for
all ` ∈ R. A link `′ is added to the set L if ∑`∈L w(`, `′) ≤ τ for τ = 1/(6·3α+2).
Afterwards, powers are assigned iterating over all links in order of increasing pi values.
The power assigned to link ` = (s, r) is set to
p(`) = 2β(`)νd(s, r)α + 2β(`) ∑
`′=(s′,r′)∈L
pi(`′)<pi(`)
p(`′)
d(s′, r)α
d(s, r)α .
If there were only links of smaller pi values, this power would yield an SINR of exactly
2β(`). In order to show feasibility, we will show that due to the greedy selection condition,
also taking the other links into account the SINR of link ` is at least β(`).
Algorithm 1: Capacity maximization with power control.
initialize L = ∅
for `′ ∈ R in decreasing order of pi values (i.e., in increasing order of β(`)d(`)α) do
if ∑`∈L w(`, `′) ≤ τ then
add `′ to L
for ` ∈ L in increasing order of pi values (i.e., in decreasing order of β(`)d(`)α) do
set p(`) = 2β(`)ν+ 2β(`)∑`′=(s′,r′)∈L,pi(`′)<pi(`) p(`′)d(s, r)α/d(s′, r)α
2.2.1 Feasibility
In the first step, we prove that the algorithm calculates indeed a feasible solution. By defi-
nition of the powers, for a link neither interference from links that were assigned a power
before this link nor noise can be significantly too large. Therefore the main part of our ar-
gumentation focuses on the interference from powers assigned afterwards. The main point
of our argument is that these links themselves only use a transmit power proportional to
the one necessary to compensate the previously assigned ones. Using the bound on the in-
coming weight and the triangle inequality, we will see that their contribution is also not too
much.
Theorem 2.1. Let (L, p) be the solution returned by Algorithm 1. Then we have γ`(L, p) ≥ β(`)
for all ` ∈ L.
Proof. Let L = {`1, . . . , `n¯}with pi(`1) < pi(`2) < . . .pi(`n¯). Furthermore, let `i = (si, ri) and
βi = β(`i) for all i ∈ [n¯]. In this notation, for each link `i the power is set to
pi = 2βiνd(si, ri)α + 2 ·
i−1
∑
j=1
pi,j , where pi,j =
βi pjd(si, ri)α
d(sj, ri)α
.
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So the contribution of each link to the interference can again be divided into the contri-
bution due to the different pi,j terms. Each of these terms can be thought of as the indirect
effect of the previously chosen power pj. The general idea is that interference links of smaller
sensitivity is actually the indirect effect of larger links.
For this argumentation, the key observation is that we can bound the indirect effect of a
link k (via the adaptation of links that are smaller than link k) by its direct contribution to the
interference as follows.
Observation 2.2. For i, k ∈ [n¯] := {1, . . . , n¯}, we have
n¯
∑
j=max{i,k}+1
pj,k
d(sj, ri)α
≤ 2 · 3α · τ · pk
d(sk, ri)α
.
Proof. Let m = max{i, k}+ 1. We have
n¯
∑
j=m
pj,k
d(sj, ri)α
=
n¯
∑
j=m
β j · pk · d(sj, rj)α
d(sj, ri)α · d(sk, rj)α .
We split up the terms into two parts, namely M1 = {j ∈ [n¯] | j ≥ m, d(sk, ri) ≤ 3d(sk, rj)}
and M2 = {j ∈ [n¯] | j ≥ m, d(sk, ri) > 3d(sk, rj)}.
For all j ∈ M1, we have d(sk, rj) ≥ 1/3 · d(sk, ri). This yields
∑
j∈M1
β j · pk · d(sj, rj)α
d(sj, ri)α · d(sk, rj)α ≤
3α · pk
d(sk, ri)α
∑
j∈M1
β j
d(sj, rj)α
d(sj, ri)α
≤ 3
α · pk
d(sk, ri)α
· τ .
For all j ∈ M2, we have by triangle inequality
d(sk, ri) ≤ d(sk, rj) + d(sj, rj) + d(sj, ri) ≤ 1/3 · d(sk, ri) + 2d(sj, ri) ,
where the last step is due to the definition of M2 and the fact that d(sj, rj) ≤ d(sj, ri) because
∑j∈[n¯] w(`j, `i) ≤ τ and β j ≥ 1. This implies d(sj, ri) ≥ 1/3 · d(sk, ri) and therefore we get
∑
j∈M2
β j pk · d(sj, rj)α
d(sj, ri)α · d(sk, rj)α ≤
3αpk
d(sk, ri)α
∑
j∈M2
β j
d(sj, rj)α
d(sk, rj)α
≤ 3
α · pk
d(sk, ri)α
· τ .
Altogether this yields the claim.
Now, let us consider some fixed i ∈ [n¯]. We need to show γ`i ≥ βi. We define
S =
pi
d(si, ri)α
, I> =
i−1
∑
j=1
pj
d(sj, ri)α
, and I< =
n¯
∑
j=i+1
pj
d(sj, ri)α
.
In this notation, we have γ`i =
S
I>+I<+ν . Furthermore, we chose the powers such that S =
2βi(I> + ν). So, it remains to bound I<. Plugging in the definitions, we get
I< =
n¯
∑
j=i+1
pj
d(sj, ri)α
=
n¯
∑
j=i+1
(
2β jν
d(sj, rj)α
d(sj, ri)α
+ 2
j−1
∑
k=1
pj,k
d(sj, ri)α
)
.
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By rearranging the sums, this is equal to
2ν
n¯
∑
j=i+1
β j
d(sj, rj)α
d(sj, ri)α
+ 2
n¯
∑
j=i+1
i−1
∑
k=1
pj,k
d(sj, ri)α
+ 2
n¯
∑
j=i+1
pj,i
d(sj, ri)α
+ 2
n¯
∑
j=i+1
j−1
∑
k=i+1
pj,k
d(sj, ri)α
= 2ν
n¯
∑
j=i+1
β j
d(sj, rj)α
d(sj, ri)α
+ 2
i−1
∑
k=1
n¯
∑
j=i+1
pj,k
d(sj, ri)α
+ 2
n¯
∑
j=i+1
pj,i
d(sj, ri)α
+ 2
n¯
∑
k=i+1
n¯
∑
j=k+1
pj,k
d(sj, ri)α
.
For the first part of the sum we can use ∑j∈[n¯] w(`j, `i) ≤ τ and for the latter ones Observa-
tion 2.2 to see this is at most
2ντ + 2 · 3α · τ · 2
i−1
∑
k=1
pk
d(sk, ri)α
+
2τ
βi
pi
d(si, ri)α
+ 2 · 3α · τ · 2
n¯
∑
k=i+1
pk
d(sk, ri)α
.
In the first two terms of the sum, we can recognize the definition of pi. Furthermore, the last
term is again the definition of I< multiplied by 2 · 3α · τ · 2.
I< ≤ (2 · 3α + 2) · τ
βi
pi
d(si, ri)α
+ 2 · 3α · τ · 2 · I< .
Replacing the definition of S, we get
I< ≤ (2 · 3α + 2) · τ
βi
S + 2 · 3α · τ · 2 · I< .
By definition of τ, this yields I< ≤ 12βi S. Using S = 2βi(I> + ν), we can conclude that
βi(I> + I< + ν) ≤ S. This exactly means that γi ≥ βi.
On a more fundamental level, we also get a sufficient condition that ensures that a feasi-
ble power assignment exists, which will be useful later on.
Corollary 2.3. If for a set L, we have ∑`∈L w(`, `′) ≤ τ for all `′ ∈ L, then there is a power
assignment such that all SINR constraints are fulfilled.
2.2.2 Approximation Factor
Having shown feasibility, we now have to show that due to the greedy selection not too
many links are lost. For this purpose, we will present necessary conditions of admissible
sets. A set of links L is called admissible if there is some power assignment p such that
γ`(L, p) ≥ β(`) for all ` ∈ L. The following lemma will be the core argument our analysis
builds on.
Lemma 2.4. For each admissible set L there is a subset L′ ⊆ L with |L′| = Ω(|L|) and
∑`′∈L′ w(`, `′) = O(1) for all ` ∈ R.
That is, for each admissible set L there is a subset having the following property. If we
take some further link `, that does not necessarily belong to L, the outgoing weight of this
link to all links in the subset is bounded by a constant. Before coming to the proof of this
lemma, let us first show how the approximation factor can be derived.
Theorem 2.5. Algorithm 1 is a constant-factor approximation.
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Proof. Let ALG be the set of links selected by Algorithm 1. Furthermore, let OPT be the set of
links in the optimal solution and L′ ⊆ OPT the subset described in Lemma 2.4. That is, we
have ∑`′∈L′ w(`, `′) ≤ c for all ` ∈ R for some suitable constant c. It now suffices to prove
that |ALG| ≥ τc · |L′ \ALG|.
All `′ ∈ L′ \ ALG were not selected by the algorithm since the greedy condition was
violated. That is, we have ∑`∈ALG w(`, `′) > τ. Taking the sum over all `′ ∈ L′ \ALG, we
get ∑`′∈L′\ALG ∑`∈ALG w(`, `′) > τ · |L′ \ALG|.
Furthermore, by our definition of L′, we have ∑`∈ALG ∑`′∈L′ w(`, `′) ≤ c · |ALG|. In
combination that yields
|ALG| ≥ 1
c ∑
`∈ALG
∑
`′∈L′
w(`, `′) ≥ 1
c ∑
`′∈L′\ALG
∑
`∈ALG
w(`, `′) >
τ
c
· |L′ \ALG| .
2.2.3 Properties of Admissible Sets
Our proof of Lemma 2.4 is involved and consists of a number of major steps. Before going
into detail about the actual proof, let us first outline these major steps.
In the first step, we use the fact that we can scale the thresholds by constant factors at
the cost of decreasing the size of L by a constant factor. Considering such an appropriately
scaled set L′ ⊆ L, we use the SINR constraints and the triangle inequality to show
1
|L′| ∑
`=(s,r)∈L′
∑
`′=(s′,r′)∈L′
pi(`′)>pi(`)
β(`′)d(s′, r′)α
d(s′, r)α
= O(1) .
In the next step, we use the following property of admissible set. After reversing the links
(i.e. swapping senders and receivers) a subset of a constant fraction of the links is also ad-
missible. Combining this insight with the above bound and Markov’s inequality, we can
show that for each admissible set L there is a subset L′ ⊆ L with |L′| = Ω(|L|) and
∑
`′=(s′,r′)∈L′
min{β(`)d(s, r)α, β(`′)d(s′, r′)α}
min{d(s′, r)α, d(s, r′)α} = O(1) for all ` = (s, r) ∈ L
′.
This subset has the property that not only for ` ∈ L′ but for all ` = (s, r) ∈ R we have
∑
`′=(s′,r′)∈L′
pi(`′)<pi(`)
min
{
1,
β(`)d(s, r)α
d(s′, r)α
}
+min
{
1,
β(`)d(s, r)α
d(s, r′)α
}
= O(1) .
In the last step, we show that there is also a subset L′ with |L′| = Ω(|L|) and
∑
`′=(s′,r′)∈L′
pi(`′)<pi(`)
min
{
1, β(`)β(`′)
d(s, r)αd(s′, r′)α
d(s′, r)αd(s, r′)α
}
= O(1) for all ` = (s, r) ∈ R .
This is shown by decomposing the set L. For one part we can use the result from above.
For the remaining links we can show that among these links there has to be an exponential
growth of the sensitivity and the distance to `. In combination, the quotients added up in
the sum decay exponentially, allowing us to bound the sum by a geometric series.
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Preliminaries
In order to prove Lemma 2.4, we need several prerequisites that were previously used in
similar contexts. For the sake of completeness, we present all of them briefly in our notation.
First, we consider the technique of signal strengthening, introduced by Halldo´rsson and
Wattenhofer [HW10]. Here, the key idea is that a set of links in which the SINR is at least
β can be decomposed into d2 · β′/βe2 sets for any β′ ≥ β such that in the resulting subsets
the SINR is at least β′ for each link. Having individual thresholds for the links, the general
technique still works in this case, now scaling all thresholds by some factor c ≥ 1.
Lemma 2.6. Let L be a set of links that is admissible with respect to SINR thresholds β(`). For each
c ≥ 1, there is a decomposition of L into 4 · dce2 admissible sets with respect to SINR thresholds
β′(`) := c · β(`).
Proof. Let p be the power assignment yielding SINR values of at least β(`). We now consider
the power assignment 2 · c · p. This essentially scales the ambient noise by a factor of 2 · c.
The decomposition into sets can be derived in two stages as follows. First, we iterate over
L in an arbitrary order and put each link into the first set in which the SINR considering the
previously added links is at least 2 · c · β(`). This way at most 2 · dce sets are generated
because of the following reason. Assume m > 2 · dce sets L1, . . . ,Lm are generated. Then
there has to be a link `′ ∈ L that does not fit into the first m− 1 ≥ 2 · dce sets. That means
∑
i∈[m−1]
2cβ(`′)
(
∑
`∈Li
2 · c · p(`)
d(s, r′)α
+ ν
)
> (m− 1)2 · c · p(`
′)
d(s, r)α
.
The union of L1, . . . ,Lm−1 is a subset of L. Therefore, we also have
2 · c · β(`′)
(
∑
`∈L
2 · c · p(`)
d(s, r′)α
+ (m− 1) · ν
)
> (m− 1)2 · c · p(`
′)
d(s, r)α
,
or equivalently
β(`′)
(
1
m− 1 ∑
`∈L
2 · c · p(`)
d(s, r′)α
+ ν
)
>
p(`′)
d(s, r)α
.
As we assumed m− 1 ≥ 2 · dce, this yields
β(`′)
(
∑
`∈L
p(`)
d(s, r′)α
+ ν
)
>
p(`′)
d(s, r)α
,
which means that the SINR constraint was not fulfilled in L in the first place and is thus a
contradiction.
In the second stage, each of the previously generated sets is treated the same way as the
set L before in reverse order. Each of these sets is partitioned into at most 2 · dce subsets,
making the total number of sets in the end at most 4 · dce2. In each of the sets, the SINR of
each link when using power assignment 2 · c · p is at least c · β(`).
Corollary 2.7. Let L be a set of links that is admissible with respect to SINR thresholds β(`). For
each c ≥ 1, there is a subset L′ ⊆ L with |L′| ≥ |L|/4 · dce2 that is admissible with respect to SINR
thresholds β′(`) := c · β(`).
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Furthermore, we consider the link set L∗ arising from L by swapping senders and re-
ceivers. One can show that in this instance of reversed links using the same thresholds, the
optimum cannot be significantly worse.
Lemma 2.8. For each admissible set L there is a subset L′ ⊆ L with |L′| = Ω(|L|) such that the
set of reversed links (L′)∗ = {(r, s) | (s, r) ∈ L′} is admissible as well.
Proof. Let p be the power assignment that makes L admissible. That is, for each ` = (s, r) ∈
L, we have
β(`) ∑
`′=(s′,r′)∈L
`′ 6=`
p(`′)
d(s′, r)α
≤ p(`)
d(s, r)α
.
For each ` = (s, r) ∈ L let p∗(`) = β(`) d(s,r)αp(`) . With this definition, we have
∑
`′=(s′,r′)∈L
`′ 6=`
β(`′)
d(s′, r′)α
p∗(`′)
1
d(s′, r)α
≤ 1
p∗(`)
,
or equivalently
∑
`′=(s′,r′)∈L
`′ 6=`
β(`′)
d(s′, r′)α
p∗(`′)
p∗(`)
d(s′, r)α
≤ 1 .
Taking the sum over all ` ∈ L, this is
∑
`′=(s′,r′)∈L
β(`′) ∑
`=(s,r)∈L
` 6=`′
d(s′, r′)α
p∗(`′)
p∗(`)
d(s′, r)α
≤ |L| .
That is, for at least |L|/2 links `′ = (s′, r′), we have
β(`′) ∑
`=(s,r)∈L
` 6=`′
p∗(`)
d(s′, r)α
≤ 2 p
∗(`′)
d(s′, r′)α
.
Let the set of these links be denoted by L′′. By suitably scaling p∗, we furthermore have
β(`′) ∑
`=(s,r)∈L
` 6=`′
p∗(`)
d(s′, r)α
+ ν ≤ 3 p
∗(`′)
d(s′, r′)α
.
That is, (L′′)∗ is admissible with respect to thresholds 13β(`). Using Corollary 2.7, we get the
set L′.
Next, we turn to a standard necessary condition that all admissible sets have to fulfill.
Lemma 2.9. If L or L∗ is admissible, we have for all ` = (s, r) ∈ L
∑
`′=(s′,r′)∈L
`′ 6=`
β(`) · β(`′)d(s, r)
α · d(s′, r′)α
d(s, r′)α · d(s′, r)α ≤ 1 .
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Proof. The claimed bound is symmetric in terms of senders and receivers. Therefore, it suf-
fices to only show it for the case that L is admissible. Let p : L → R>0 be the power assign-
ment making L admissible. We fix some ` = (s, r) ∈ L. As its SINR constraint is fulfilled,
we have
β(`) ∑
`′=(s′,r′)∈L
` 6=`′
p(`′)
d(s′, r)α
≤ p(`)
d(s, r)α
.
Furthermore, for each `′ = (s′, r′) ∈ L, `′ 6= `, the SINR constraint is fulfilled as well. In
particular, we have
β(`′)
p(`)
d(s, r′)α
≤ p(`
′)
d(s′, r′)α
.
Thus, by replacing p(`′) in the first bound, we get
β(`) ∑
`′=(s′,r′)∈L
` 6=`′
β(`′) · d(s′, r′)α · p(`)
d(s, r′)α
1
d(s′, r)α
≤ p(`)
d(s, r)α
.
This yields the claim.
Lemma 2.4 states a bound for all ` ∈ R, not only the ones that belong to L or L′. This
is due to the fact that the links are located in a metric space and for a node ` that does not
belong to L, we can use a nearby node as a witness. In the following two lemmas, we present
the general technique, that will be useful later on as well. This technique has essentially been
introduced in [FKV11].
Lemma 2.10. Let w be a weight function on links having the following property: Given three
links ` = (s, r), `′ = (s′, r′), `′′ = (s′′, r′′) ∈ R such that d(s, r′) ≤ 3d(s, r′′) and pi(`′) <
pi(`′′) then w(`, `′′) ≤ c · w(`, `′) for some constant c. Furthermore, let L ⊆ R be a set such
that L or L∗ is admissible and such that ∑`′∈L w(`′, `) = O(1) for all ` ∈ L. Then we have
∑`′∈L,pi(`′)<pi(`) w(`′, `) = O(1) for all ` ∈ R.
Proof. Fix a link ` = (s, r) ∈ R. We consider the link set {`′ ∈ L | pi(`′) < pi(`)}. Let the
links in this set be denoted by `1, . . . , `n¯. Let furthermore be `i = (si, ri) for all i ∈ [n¯].
Let k be the index of the receiver r1,. . . ,rn¯ that is closest to r, that is k ∈ arg mini∈[n¯] d(ri, r).
We define the set U to be the indices of links whose senders si lie within a distance of at most
δ := 12 d(rk, r) from r, i.e., U = {i ∈ [n¯] | d(si, r) ≤ δ}.
By triangle inequality, we have for all i ∈ U that 2δ ≤ d(r, ri) ≤ d(si, ri) + d(si, r) ≤
d(si, ri) + δ. Thus d(si, ri) ≥ δ.
We now bound the size of U. If U = ∅ this is trivial. Otherwise, fix an arbitrary j ∈ U.
For all i ∈ U, we have d(si, sj) ≤ d(si, r) + d(sj, r) ≤ 2δ. That is, by triangle inequality
d(si, rj) ≤ d(si, sj) + d(sj, rj) ≤ 2δ+ d(sj, rj) ≤ 3d(sj, rj)
and d(sj, ri) ≤ d(si, sj) + d(si, ri) ≤ 2δ+ d(si, ri) ≤ 3d(si, ri) .
These inequalities yield
∑
i∈U\{j}
β(`i)β(`j)
d(si, ri)αd(sj, rj)α
d(si, rj)αd(sj, ri)α
≥ ∑
i∈U\{j}
d(si, ri)αd(sj, rj)α
9αd(si, ri)αd(sj, rj)α
≥ |U| − 1
9α
.
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sk
rk
By triangle inequality:
• d(si, ri) ≥ δ
for all i ∈ U,
• d(si, sk) ≤ 2δ
for all i, k ∈ U, and
• d(si, rj) ≤ 3d(si, r).
Figure 2.1: Visualization of the geometry of the link ` (black nodes) and the set L (white
nodes) in the proof of Lemma 2.10. There is no receiver of L inside the light shaded area.
The links in L whose senders lie within the dark shaded area (in this example 1 and 2),
belong to U.
Furthermore, as L or L∗ is admissible, Lemma 2.9 yields
∑
i∈U\{j}
β(`i)β(`j)
d(si, ri)αd(sj, rj)α
d(si, rj)αd(sj, ri)α
≤ 1 .
Thus, |U| ≤ 9α + 1.
Let us now proceed to the terms that do not belong to U. For all i ∈ [n¯] \U it holds that
d(si, rk) ≤ d(si, r) + d(rk, r) by triangle inequality
≤ d(si, r) + 2d(si, r) by definition of U
= 3d(si, r) .
As we have pi(`k) < pi(`), we have w(`i, `) ≤ c · w(`i, `k) for some constant c.
Thus in total, we get
∑
`′∈L′
w(`′, `) ≤ |U|+ ∑
i 6∈U
w(`i, `) ≤ |U|+ c ∑
i 6∈U
w(`i, `k) = O(1) .
We can also swap roles of senders and receivers in the lemma.
Lemma 2.11. Let w be a weight function on links having the following property: Given three
links ` = (s, r), `′ = (s′, r′), `′′ = (s′′, r′′) ∈ R such that d(s′, r) ≤ 3d(s′′, r) and pi(`′) <
pi(`′′) then w(`, `′′) ≤ c · w(`, `′) for some constant c. Furthermore, let L ⊆ R be a set such
that L or L∗ is admissible and such that ∑`′∈L w(`′, `) = O(1) for all ` ∈ L. Then we have
∑`′∈L,pi(`′)<pi(`) w(`′, `) = O(1) for all ` ∈ R.
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This lemma can be shown by exchanging senders and receivers and vice versa in the
proof of Lemma 2.10 without further adaptations.
Proof. Fix a link ` = (s, r) ∈ R. We consider the link set {`′ ∈ L | pi(`′) < pi(`)}. Let the
links in this set be denoted by `1, . . . , `n¯. Let furthermore be `i = (si, ri) for all i ∈ [n¯].
Let k be the index of the sender s1,. . . ,sn¯ that is closest to s, that is k ∈ arg mini∈[n¯] d(si, s).
We define the set U to be the indices of links whose senders ri lie within a distance of at most
δ := 12 d(sk, s) from s, i.e., U = {i ∈ [n¯] | d(ri, s) ≤ δ}.
By triangle inequality, we have for all i ∈ U that 2δ ≤ d(s, si) ≤ d(ri, si) + d(ri, s) ≤
d(ri, si) + δ. Thus d(ri, si) ≥ δ.
To bound the size of U (unless it is empty), fix an arbitrary j ∈ U. For all i ∈ U, we have
d(ri, rj) ≤ d(ri, s) + d(rj, s) ≤ 2δ. That is, by triangle inequality
d(ri, sj) ≤ d(ri, rj) + d(rj, sj) ≤ 2δ+ d(rj, sj) ≤ 3d(rj, sj)
and d(rj, si) ≤ d(ri, rj) + d(ri, si) ≤ 2δ+ d(ri, si) ≤ 3d(ri, si) .
These inequalities and the fact that L or L∗ is admissible, yield
|U| − 1
9α
≤ ∑
i∈U\{j}
β(`i)β(`j)
d(ri, si)αd(rj, sj)α
d(ri, sj)αd(rj, si)α
≤ 1 .
Thus, |U| ≤ 9α + 1.
For all i ∈ [n¯] \U it holds that d(ri, sk) ≤ d(ri, s) + d(sk, s) ≤ d(ri, s) + 2d(ri, s) = 3d(ri, s).
As we have pi(`k) < pi(`), we have w(`i, `) ≤ c · w(`i, `k) for some constant c.
Thus in total, we get
∑
`′∈L′
w(`′, `) ≤ |U|+ ∑
i 6∈U
w(`i, `) ≤ |U|+ c ∑
i 6∈U
w(`i, `k) = O(1) .
Proof of Lemma 2.4
The actual proof of Lemma 2.4 now proceeds in four steps, namely Claims 2.12 to 2.15. In
the end, the results follow from Claims 2.14 and 2.15.
Claim 2.12. For each admissible set L there is a subset L′ ⊆ L with |L′| = Ω(|L|) and
1
|L′| ∑
`∈L′
∑
`′∈L′
pi(`′)>pi(`)
β(`′)d(s′, r′)α
d(s′, r)α
= O(1) .
Proof. We use Corollary 2.7 to consider an admissible set L′ with |L′| = Ω(|L|) that origi-
nates from scaling all thresholds to β′(`) = 4α · β(`). As L′ is admissible there is a power as-
signment p making all SINR conditions fulfilled. Let L′ = {`1, `2, . . .} with p(`1) ≤ p(`2) ≤
. . . and furthermore `i = (si, ri) and βi = β(`i) for all i.
We have for all i
4αβi∑
j>i
p(`j)
d(sj, ri)α
≤ 4αβi∑
j 6=i
p(`j)
d(sj, ri)α
≤ p(`i)
d(si, ri)α
.
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Using the fact that p(`j) ≥ p(`i) for all j > i this yields
∑
j>i
βid(si, ri)α
d(sj, ri)α
≤ 1
4α
.
Now let us consider some i and j such that j > i and pi(`j) > pi(`i). Having j > i yields
βid(si ,ri)α
d(sj,ri)α
≤ 14α , whereas pi(`j) > pi(`i) yields β jd(sj, rj)α ≤ βid(si, ri)α. That is, we have by
triangle inequality
d(sj, ri) ≤ d(sj, rj) + d(si, rj) + d(si, ri)
≤ 2β 1αi d(si, ri) + d(si, rj)
≤ 1
2
d(sj, ri) + d(si, rj) .
That is, we have d(sj, ri)α ≤ 2αd(si, rj)α.
Thus, we get
∑
j>i
pi(`j)<pi(`i)
βid(si, ri)α
d(sj, ri)α
+ ∑
j>i
pi(`j)>pi(`i)
β jd(sj, rj)α
1
2α d(si, rj)
α
≤ 1
4α
.
Summing over all i, we get
∑
i
∑
j>i
pi(`j)<pi(`i)
βid(si, ri)α
d(sj, ri)α
+∑
i
∑
j>i
pi(`j)>pi(`i)
β jd(sj, rj)α
1
2α d(si, rj)
α
≤ 1
4α
.
Now let us consider the first part of the sum. Swapping i and j and reordering the sum
afterwards, it is equal to
∑
i
∑
j>i
pi(`j)<pi(`i)
βid(si, ri)α
d(sj, ri)α
=∑
j
∑
i>j
pi(`i)<pi(`j)
β jd(sj, rj)α
d(si, rj)α
=∑
i
∑
j<i
pi(`j)>pi(`i)
β jd(sj, rj)α
d(si, rj)α
.
Replacing the sum in the previously obtained bound, we get
∑
i
∑
j<i
pi(`j)>pi(`i)
β jd(sj, rj)α
d(si, rj)α
+∑
i
∑
j>i
pi(`j)>pi(`i)
β jd(sj, rj)α
d(si, rj)α
≤ 1
2α
.
This shows the claim.
Claim 2.13. For each admissible set L there is a subset L′ ⊆ L with |L′| = Ω(|L|) and for all
` = (s, r) ∈ L′
∑
`′=(s′,r′)∈L′
min{β(`)d(s, r)α, β(`′)d(s′, r′)α}
min{d(s′, r)α, d(s, r′)α} = O(1) .
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Proof. Using Lemma 2.8, we know there is a subset L′′ of L with |L′′| = Ω(|L|) such that
both L′′ and (L′′)∗ are admissible. Using Claim 2.12, we know there is a subset L′′′ being a
constant fraction of L′′ such that
1
|L′′′| ∑
`=(s,r)∈L′′′
∑
`′=(s′,r′)∈L′′′
pi(`′)>pi(`)
β(`′)d(s′, r′)α
d(s′, r)α
≤ c
and
1
|L′′′| ∑
`=(s,r)∈L′′′
∑
`′=(s′,r′)∈L′′′
pi(`′)>pi(`)
β(`′)d(s′, r′)α
d(s, r′)α
≤ c
for some suitable constant c. Adding up both bounds, we get
1
|L′′′| ∑
`=(s,r)∈L′′′
∑
`′=(s′,r′)∈L′′′
pi(`′)>pi(`)
β(`′)d(s′, r′)α
min{d(s′, r)α, d(s, r′)α} ≤ 2c .
By reordering the sum, we get
1
|L′′′| ∑
`=(s,r)∈L′′′
∑
`′=(s′,r′)∈L′′′
pi(`′)<pi(`)
β(`)d(s, r)α
min{d(s′, r)α, d(s, r′)α} ≤ 2c .
Adding up these two inequalities, we get
1
|L′′′| ∑
`=(s,r)∈L′′′
∑
`′=(s′,r′)∈L′′′
`′ 6=`
min{β(`)d(s, r)α, β(`′)d(s′, r′)α}
min{d(s′, r)α, d(s, r′)α} ≤ 4c .
By Markov’s inequality for half of the links ` = (s, r) ∈ L′′′ we have
∑
`′=(s′,r′)∈L′′′
`′ 6=`
min{β(`)d(s, r)α, β(`′)d(s′, r′)α}
min{d(s′, r)α, d(s, r′)α} ≤ 8c .
Choose these links as the set L′.
Claim 2.14. For each admissible set L there is a subset L′ ⊆ L with |L′| = Ω(|L|) and for all
` = (s, r) ∈ R
∑
`′=(s′,r′)∈L′
pi(`′)<pi(`)
min
{
1,
β(`)d(s, r)α
d(s′, r)α
}
+min
{
1,
β(`)d(s, r)α
d(s, r′)α
}
= O(1) .
Proof. We show the claim for the set L′ described in Claim 2.13. For ` = (s, r), `′ = (s′, r′) ∈
R define the following weights
w1(`, `′) = min
{
1,
β(`)d(s, r)α
d(s, r′)α
,
β(`′)d(s′, r′)α
d(s, r′)α
}
and
w2(`, `′) = min
{
1,
β(`)d(s, r)α
d(s′, r)α
,
β(`′)d(s′, r′)α
d(s′, r)α
}
.
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By definition of the set L′, we have for both i = 1 and i = 2 that ∑`∈L′ wi(`, `′) = O(1) for all
`′ ∈ L′. We will now apply Lemma 2.10 on the weights w1 and Lemma 2.11 on the weights
w2. In combination, this will yield the claim.
In order to apply Lemma 2.10, we consider three links ` = (s, r), `′ = (s′, r′), `′′ =
(s′′, r′′) ∈ R such that d(s, r′) ≤ 3d(s, r′′) and pi(`′) < pi(`′′). We have
w1(`, `′′) = min
{
1,
β(`)d(s, r)α
d(s, r′′)α
,
β(`′′)d(s′′, r′′)α
d(s, r′′)α
}
≤ min
{
1,
β(`)d(s, r)α
1
3α d(s, r
′)α
,
β(`′)d(s′, r′)α
1
3α d(s, r
′)α
}
≤ 3α min
{
1,
β(`)d(s, r)α
d(s, r′)α
,
β(`′)d(s′, r′)α
d(s, r′)α
}
= 3αw1(`, `′) .
Thus, by Lemma 2.10, ∑`∈L′,pi(`)<pi(`′) w1(`, `′) = O(1) for all ` ∈ R.
Next, we apply Lemma 2.11 on the weights w2. For three links ` = (s, r), `′ = (s′, r′), `′′ =
(s′′, r′′) ∈ R such that d(s, r′) ≤ 3d(s, r′′) and pi(`′) < pi(`′′), we get
w2(`, `′′) = min
{
1,
β(`)d(s, r)α
d(s′′, r)α
,
β(`′′)d(s′′, r′′)α
d(s′′, r)α
}
≤ min
{
1,
β(`)d(s, r)α
1
3α d(s
′, r)α
,
β(`′)d(s′, r′)α
1
3α d(s
′, r)α
}
≤ 3α min
{
1,
β(`)d(s, r)α
d(s′, r)α
,
β(`′)d(s′, r′)α
d(s′, r)α
}
= 3αw2(`, `′) .
Thus, by Lemma 2.11, ∑`∈L′,pi(`)<pi(`′) w2(`, `′) = O(1) for all ` ∈ R.
Claim 2.15. For each admissible set L there is a subset L′ ⊆ L with |L′| = Ω(|L|) and
∑
`′=(s′,r′)∈L′
pi(`′)<pi(`)
min
{
1, β(`)β(`′)
d(s, r)α · d(s′, r′)α
d(s, r′)α · d(s′, r)α
}
= O(1) for all ` = (s, r) ∈ R.
For the proof, we will mainly use Claim 2.14. The missing piece is the following lemma.
We state it explicitly because the obtained bound is slightly stronger, which will be useful
later on.
Lemma 2.16. Let ` = (s, r) ∈ R be an arbitrary link and z > 0 be a positive real. Furthermore,
let L′ be an admissible set such that for all `′ = (s′, r′) ∈ L′, we have β(`′) · d(s′, r′)α ≥ z,
d(s′, r)α < β(`′) · d(s′, r′)α, and d(s, r′)α < β(`′) · d(s′, r′)α. Then, we have
∑
`′=(s′,r′)∈L
min
{
1, z · β(`
′) · d(s′, r′)α
d(s, r′)α · d(s′, r)α
}
= O(1) for all ` = (s, r) ∈ R.
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Proof. Without loss of generality, by Lemma 2.6, we can assume that all thresholds are scaled
to β′(`) =
√
2α(2+ 6α) · β(`). From this scaling constantly many sets arise for which we
prove the claim separately.
Let the links in such a set be referred to as `1 = (s1, r1), . . . , `n¯ = (sn¯, rn¯) with βi = β(`i)
and β1d(s1, r1)α ≤ β2d(s2, r2)α ≤ . . . ≤ βn¯d(sn¯, rn¯)α.
Consider some i ∈ [n¯− 1]. We will show the following two bounds:
1. βiβi+1d(si, ri)αd(si+1, ri+1)α ≤ 12 d(s, ri+1)αd(si+1, r)α, and
2. βi+1d(si+1, ri+1)α ≥ 2i · z.
Multiplying the (scaled) SINR constraints yields
βiβi+1d(si, ri)αd(si+1, ri+1)α
d(si, ri+1)αd(si, ri+1)α
≤ 1
2α(2+ 6α)
. (2.1)
By triangle inequality and the definition of L′, we have
d(si, ri+1) ≤ d(si, r) + d(s, r) + d(s, ri+1) ≤ d(s, ri+1) + 2β1/αi d(si, ri) , and
d(si+1, ri) ≤ d(si+1, r) + d(s, r) + d(s, ri) ≤ d(si+1, r) + 2β1/αi d(si, ri) .
Multiplying the two inequalities yields
d(si, ri+1)d(si+1, ri) ≤
(
d(s, ri+1) + 2β1/αi d(si, ri)
) (
d(si+1, r) + 2β1/αi d(si, ri)
)
.
By definition of L′, we have d(s, ri+1) ≤ β1/αi+1d(si+1, ri+1) and d(si+1, r) ≤ β1/αi+1d(si+1, ri+1).
Thus, we get
d(si, ri+1)d(si+1, ri) ≤ d(s, ri+1)d(si+1, r) + 6β1/αi β1/αi+1d(si, ri)d(si+1, ri+1) .
Since for all x, y ≥ 0, we have (x + y)α ≤ (2x)α + (2y)α, this yields
d(si, ri+1)αd(si+1, ri)α
≤ 2αd(s, ri+1)d(si+1, r)α + 12αβiβi+1d(si, ri)αd(si+1, ri+1)α .
Using Equation (2.1) yields
βiβi+1d(si, ri)αd(si+1, ri+1)α ≤ 2
α
2α(2+ 6α)
d(s, ri+1)αd(si+1, r)α
+
12α
2α(2+ 6α)
βiβi+1d(si, ri)αd(si+1, ri+1)α ,
or equivalently
βiβi+1d(si, ri)αd(si+1, ri+1)α ≤ 12d(s, ri+1)
αd(si+1, r)α .
This shows the first bound.
For the second bound, we use the fact that both d(s, ri+1)α and d(si+1, r)α are at most
βi+1d(si+1, ri+1)α by definition of L′, to get from the previous inequality
βiβi+1d(si, ri)αd(si+1, ri+1)α ≤ 12 (βi+1d(si+1, ri+1)
α)2 ,
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and therefore
βid(si, ri)α ≤ 12βi+1d(si+1, ri+1)
α .
Applied inductively, we get that βi+1d(si+1, ri+1)α ≥ 2iβ1d(s1, r1)α. By definition, we have
β1d(s1, r1)α ≥ z, this shows the second bound.
Combining the two bounds, we get for all i ≥ 3
d(s, ri)αd(si, r)α ≥ 2βi−1βid(si−1, ri−1)αd(si, ri)α ≥ 2 · 2i−2zβid(si, ri)α .
This yields
∑
i∈[n¯]
min
{
1, z · βi · d(si, ri)
α
d(s, ri)α · d(si, r)α
}
≤ 2+∑
i≥3
2−(i−1) =
5
2
.
Using this lemma, Claim 2.15 can easily be shown.
Proof of Claim 2.15. We consider the subset described in Claim 2.14. Consider some fixed
` ∈ R. In order to show the bound, we distinguish between three kinds of links in the sum.
We set
• L1 = {`′ = (s′, r′) ∈ L′ | pi(`′) < pi(`), d(s′, r)α ≥ β(`′) · d(s′, r′)α},
• L2 = {`′ = (s′, r′) ∈ L′ | pi(`′) < pi(`), d(s, r′)α ≥ β(`′) · d(s′, r′)α}, and
• L3 = {`′ = (s′, r′) ∈ L′ | pi(`′) < pi(`), ` 6∈ L1 ∪ L2}.
The bound for the link sets L1 and L2 immediately follows from Claim 2.14. For the set L3,
the bound follows by setting z = β(`) · d(`)α in Lemma 2.16.
Combining Claims 2.14 and 2.15, we have shown Lemma 2.4.
2.3 Fixed Transmit Powers
In the previous section, we presented an algorithm that maximizes capacity by selecting a
set of links and suitable transmit powers. In this section, we turn to the case where this
power assignment is given in advance. We assume that transmit powers are (sub-) linear
and monotone (see Section 1.3.2). For the case of identical thresholds, Halldo´rsson and Mi-
tra [HM11c] present a constant-factor approximation that can naturally be extended to our
setting with individual thresholds as follows. Given two links ` = (s, r) 6= `′ = (s′, r′), and
a power assignment p, we define the affectance of ` on `′ by
ap(`, `′) = min
{
1, β(`′)
p(`)
d(s, r′)α
/(
p(`′)
d(s′, r′)α
− β(`′)ν
)}
.
For notational simplicity, we again set ap(`, `) = 0 for all ` ∈ R. The notion of affectance
was originally introduced by Halldo´rsson and Wattenhofer [HW10] and modified here to
meet our needs. When taking the noise out of consideration, it indicates which amount of
interference ` induces at `′, normalized by the signal strength from the intended sender of `.
As a consequence the sum of affectance is at most 1 for each link in a feasible solution.
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Algorithm 2: Capacity maximization with fixed powers.
initialize L = ∅
for `′ ∈ R in decreasing order of pi values do
if ∑`∈L ap(`, `′) + ap(`′, `) ≤ 12 then
add `′ to L
return {`′ ∈ L | ∑`∈L ap(`, `′) ≤ 1}
Algorithm 2 iterates over all `′ ∈ R and adds a link to the tentative solution if the incom-
ing and outgoing affectance to the previously selected links is at most 1/2. At the end, only
links having incoming affectance at most 1 from all other links are returned.
Showing feasibility of the solutions of this algorithm is trivial. Due to the filter in the last
step, we have ∑`∈L ap(`, `′) ≤ 1 for all returned links. Furthermore, there cannot be a pair of
links with ap(`, `′) = 1 in the solution because this pair would have violated the respective
condition ∑`∈L ap(`, `′) + ap(`′, `) ≤ 12 .
2.3.1 Approximation Factor
It now remains to show that this algorithm yields a constant approximation factor with re-
spect to the optimal solution using the same power assignment p.
Theorem 2.17. Algorithm 2 yields a constant-factor approximation.
The analysis in [HM11c] builds on a very involved argument, using a so-called Red-Blue
Lemma. Essentially the idea is to match links in the computed solution and the optimal one.
If the algorithm’s solution was much smaller than the optimal one, one link would be left
unmatched and hence it would have been taken by the algorithm. Our proof in contrast
is much simpler and uses the same structure as the one for Theorem 2.5. Again, it is most
important to characterize optimal solutions.
Lemma 2.18. For each feasible set L there is a subset L′ ⊆ L with |L′| = Ω(|L|) and
∑`′∈L′,pi(`′)<pi(`) ap(`, `′) + ap(`′, `) = O(1) for all ` ∈ R.
Before coming to the proof of Lemma 2.18, let us first show how we can bound the ap-
proximation factor analogously to the proof of Theorem 2.5.
Proof of Theorem 2.17. Let ALG be the set of links selected by Algorithm 2. The first obser-
vation is that this set contains at least half of the links that are contained in the preliminary
selection L. This is due to the fact that ∑`′∈L ∑`∈L ap(`, `′) ≤ 12 · |L|.
Let furthermore OPT be the set of links in the optimal solution and L′ ⊆ OPT be the
subset described in Lemma 2.18. That is, we have ∑`′∈L′,pi(`′)<pi(`) ap(`, `′) + ap(`′, `) ≤ c for
all ` ∈ R for some suitable constant c. It now suffices to prove that |L| ≥ 12c · |L′ \ L|.
All `′ ∈ L′ \ L were not selected by the algorithm since the greedy condition was vi-
olated. That is, we have ∑`∈L,pi(`)>pi(`′) ap(`, `′) + ap(`′, `) > 1/2. Taking the sum over all
`′ ∈ L′ \ L, we get ∑`′∈L′\L ∑`∈L,pi(`)>pi(`′) ap(`, `′) + ap(`′, `) > 1/2 · |L′ \ L|.
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Furthermore, by our definition of L′, we have ∑`∈L ∑`′∈L′,pi(`′)<pi(`) ap(`, `′) + ap(`′, `) ≤
c · |L|. In combination that yields
|L| ≥ 1
2c ∑
`∈L
∑
`′∈L′
pi(`′)<pi(`)
ap(`, `′) + ap(`′, `)
≥ 1
2c ∑
`′∈L′\L
∑
`∈L
pi(`)>pi(`′)
ap(`, `′) + ap(`′, `) >
1
2c
· |L′ \ L| .
In order to prove Lemma 2.18, we show two separate claims. The first one is a direct
consequence of Lemma 2.10 using the affectance as weights.
Claim 2.19. Given a setL ⊆ R of links and a power assignment p fulfilling 1
β(`)
p(`)
d(s,r)α ≤ 1β(`′) p(`
′)
d(s′,r′)α
for all `, `′ ∈ L with pi(`) < pi(`′) such that for each link `′ ∈ L the SINR is at least β(`′). Then
we have for all links ` ∈ R
∑
`′∈L
pi(`′)<pi(`)
ap(`′, `) = O(1) .
Proof. We apply Lemma 2.10 on the weights w(`, `′) = ap(`, `′). Consider three links ` =
(s, r), `′ = (s′, r′), `′′ = (s′′, r′′) ∈ R such that d(s′, r) ≤ 3d(s′′, r) and pi(`′) < pi(`′′). For the
power assignment, we have
1
β(`′)
p(`′)
d(s′, r′)α
≤ 1
β(`′′)
p(`′′)
d(s′′, r′′)α
.
For the affectance this yields
ap(`, `′′) = min
{
1, β(`′′)
p(`)
d(s, r′′)α
/(
p(`′′)
d(s′′, r′′)α
− β(`′′)ν
)}
≤ min
{
1, β(`′)
p(`)
1
3α d(s, r
′)α
/(
p(`′′)
d(s′, r′)α
− β(`′)ν
)}
≤ 3α · ap(`, `′) .
That is, Lemma 2.10 is applicable and yields the claim.
For the second claim, we use essentially the same technique but this time applied on an
anti-feasible solution [HM12a]. That is, we consider a set for which not only the incoming
affectance is bounded by 1 but also the outgoing affectance is bounded by 2.
Claim 2.20. Given a set L ⊆ R of links and a power assignment p fulfilling p(`′) ≥ p(`) if
pi(`) < pi(`′) such that for each link `′ ∈ L the SINR is at least β(`′). Then there is a subset
L′ ⊆ L with |L′| = Ω(|L|) such that we have for all links ` ∈ R
∑
`′∈L′
pi(`′)<pi(`)
ap(`, `′) = O(1) .
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Proof. Since L is feasible, we have ∑`′∈L ap(`′, `) ≤ 1 for all ` ∈ L. Summing up these
inequalities, we have ∑`∈L ∑`′∈L ap(`′, `) ≤ |L|. By Markov’s inequality, this means that for
at least half of the links `′ in L, we have ∑`∈L ap(`′, `) ≤ 2. Let L′ be the set of these links.
We now claim that this set fulfills the bound mentioned above.
We apply Lemma 2.11 on the weights w(`, `′) = ap(`′, `). Consider three links ` =
(s, r), `′ = (s′, r′), `′′ = (s′′, r′′) ∈ R such that d(s′, r) ≤ 3d(s′′, r) and pi(`′) < pi(`′′). For the
power assignment, we have p(`′) ≥ p(`′′) by this definition. For the weights this yields
w(`, `′′) = ap(`′′, `)
= min
{
1, β(`)
p(`′′)
d(s′′, r)α
/(
p(`)
d(s, r)α
− β(`)ν
)}
≤ min
{
1, β(`)
p(`′)
1
3α d(s
′, r)α
/(
p(`)
d(s, r)α
− β(`)ν
)}
≤ 3α · ap(`′, `) = 3α · w(`, `′) .
So, we can apply Lemma 2.11 on the set L′ and the weights w.
2.4 Limited Transmit Powers
Having found algorithms for the capacity-maximization problem that chooses powers from
an unbounded set and for the one with fixed transmit powers, we are now ready to combine
these two approaches to an algorithm that chooses transmit powers from a bounded set
[0, pmax]. The general idea has already been presented by Wan et al. [WMTX11].
We decompose the set R into two sets R1 = {` ∈ R | β(`)νd(`)α ≤ pmax/4}; R2 =
R \R1. On the setR1, we run a slightly modified algorithm for unlimited transmit powers.
Due to the definition of the set R1 and the algorithm, it is guaranteed that all assigned
transmit powers are at most pmax. On the set R2, we run the fixed-power algorithm setting
p(`) = pmax for all ` ∈ R2. In the end, we return the better one of the two solutions.
Algorithm 3: Capacity maximization with thresholds and limited powers.
letR1 = {` ∈ R | β(`)νd(`)α ≤ pmax/4};R2 = R \R1
initialize L1,L′1 = ∅
for `′ ∈ R1 in decreasing order of pi values do
if ∑`∈L′1 w(`, `
′) ≤ τ then
add `′ to L′1
for ` ∈ L′1 in increasing order of pi values do
if ∑`′∈L1 w(`, `
′) ≤ 1/4 then
add `′ to L1
set p(`) = 2β(`)ν+ β(`)∑`′∈L1,pi(`′)<pi(`) p(`
′)d(s, r)α/d(s′, r)α
run Algorithm 2 onR2 with p(`) = pmax for all `, let L2 be the result
if |L1| ≥ |L2| return (L1, p), otherwise return (L2, pmax)
For this algorithm, we have to show that it computes feasible solutions and that the
approximation factor is indeed constant.
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2.4.1 Feasibility
In this case, showing feasibility consists of two results. On the one hand, we again need
that the SINR constraint is fulfilled. On the other hand, we have to show that the assigned
transmit powers are no larger than pmax.
Theorem 2.21. Let (L, p) be the solution returned by the algorithm. Then we have γ`(L, p) ≥ β(`)
for all ` ∈ L.
Proof. For the solution (L2, pmax) this is trivial due to the definition of Algorithm 2. For
(L1, p), we can essentially use the proof of Theorem 2.1: Letting the unlimited-power algo-
rithm run on L1 as the input, it would return exactly (L1, p) as the output, which is known
to be feasible.
Theorem 2.22. All transmit powers assigned by Algorithm 3 are at most pmax.
Proof. For the solution (L2, pmax) this is again trivial. For the solution (L1, p), we prove the
claim by induction. Consider a link `′ ∈ L1. By induction hypothesis, we know that for all
` ∈ L1 with pi(`) < pi(`′), we have p(`) ≤ pmax. For power p(`′) this yields
p(`′) = 2β(`′)νd(s′, r′)α + 2β(`) ∑
`=(s,r)∈L1
pi(`)<pi(`′)
p(`)
d(s, r′)α
d(s′, r′)α
≤ 2β(`′)νd(s′, r′)α + 2pmax ∑
`=(s,r)∈L1
pi(`)<pi(`′)
β(`)
d(s′, r′)α
d(s, r′)α
≤ 2β(`′)νd(s′, r′)α + 2pmax ∑
`∈L1
w(`, `′) .
Since we have 4β(`′)νd(s′, r′) ≤ pmax and ∑`∈L1 w(`, `′) ≤ 1/4 it follows that p(`′) ≤ pmax.
2.4.2 Approximation Factor
The approximation factor can be shown by slightly adapting the analyses of Algorithms 1
and 2.
Theorem 2.23. Algorithm 3 computes a constant-factor approximation.
Proof. For i ∈ {1, 2}, let OPTi ⊆ Ri be the optimal solution of the problem on the input Ri.
Obviously, |OPT1|+ |OPT2| is an upper bound on the size of the optimal solution onR. We
claim that |Li| = Ω(|OPTi|) for i ∈ {1, 2}. This then shows the claim.
First, we show |L1| = Ω(|OPT1|). The setL′1 is exactly the output of the unlimited-power
algorithm run on R1. Thus, by Theorem 2.5, we have |L′1| = Ω(|OPT1|). Furthermore,
for all ` ∈ L′1 \ L1, we have ∑`′∈L′1 w(`, `′) > 1/4. Summing all these inequalities, we get
∑`′∈L1\L′1 ∑`′∈L′1 w(`, `
′) > 1/4|L′1 \ L1|. On the other hand, we have for all `′ ∈ L′1 that
∑`∈L′1\L1 w(`, `
′) ≤ τ. Thus, we have ∑`′∈L′1 ∑`∈L′1\L1 w(`, `′) ≤ τ · |L′1|. Thus, we get |L′1 \L| ≤ 4τ|L′1|. As τ ≤ 1/8, this yields |L1| ≥ 1/2 · |L′1| = Ω(|OPT1|).
In order to show |L2| = Ω(|OPT2|), we first observe that the power assignment making
OPT2 feasible can only use transmit powers from the interval [pmax/4, pmax]. Following the
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proof of Lemma 2.18, this shows that there has to be a subset OPT′2 ⊆ OPT2 with |OPT′2| =
Ω(|OPT2|) and
∑
`′∈OPT′2
pi(`′)<pi(`)
apmax(`, `
′) + apmax(`, `
′) = O(1) for all ` ∈ R2 .
Thus, we have |L2| = Ω(|OPT2|).
2.5 (Single-Hop) Latency Minimization
For latency minimization, there is a generic reduction to capacity maximization, which has
for example been used in [GWHW09] and [FKRV09]. The idea is to serve as many requests
as possible in the first time slot using the respective capacity-maximization algorithm. The
algorithm continues to fill the remaining time slots by the remaining set of requests. In gen-
eral, one loses an O(log n)-factor in comparison to the approximation factor of the capacity-
maximization algorithm.
Algorithm 4: Latency minimization using a capacity-maximization algorithm A.
setR(0) = R, t = 0
whileR(t) 6= ∅ do
run A onR(t) and let ALGt+1 be the result
setR(t+1) = R(t) \ALGt+1, t = t + 1
Theorem 2.24. Given a ψ-approximation algorithm A for capacity maximization, Algorithm 4
yields an O(ψ · log n)-approximation for latency minimization.
Proof. Let R(t) be the set of remaining requests after the tth step, R(0) = R. Furthermore,
set nt = |R(t)|. Given the optimal schedule length T, we will show that for t > ψ · T · ln n,
we have R(t) = ∅. Thus, the computed schedule will be of length at most bψ · T · ln nc and
is thus an O(ψ · log n)-approximation.
Consider a fixed step t. As the setR(t) is a subset ofR, the optimal schedule decomposes
it into sets L1, . . . ,LT. We have ∑Ti=1|Li| = |R(t)|. Thus, there has to be a set Li such that
|Li| ≥ nt/T. The capacity-maximization algorithm is a ψ-approximation. So, it will compute
a set of size at least nt/ψT. The set of these requests isR(t) \R(t+1). Thus nt− nt+1 ≥ nt/ψT,
or equivalently nt+1 ≤
(
1− 1ψT
)
nt.
Solving the recursion yields nt ≤
(
1− 1ψT
)t
n. Therefore for t > ψ · T · ln n, we have
nt < 1 and thus nt = 0.
In consequence, we get O(log n)-approximations for latency minimization with respect
to arbitrary and fixed power assignments using Algorithms 1, 2, and 3.
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2.6 Multi-Hop Scheduling and Routing
In contrast to a cellular network, where transmissions take place between a mobile device
and a base station, sensor networks typically use multi-hop communications between de-
vices of the same kind. So, the store-and-forward routing problems known from wired net-
works [MV95, LMRR94, LMR94, ST97] can be seen in a new context here. Interestingly,
existing approaches for wired networks work well together with our approach for wireless
scheduling. In this section, we will show how to apply these techniques in our case to build
approximation algorithms for the multi-hop scheduling problem where paths are fixed, e.g.,
by routing tables, and for the joint routing and scheduling problem, where paths may be
chosen arbitrarily from an edge set.
2.6.1 Linear Interference Measures
The analog to the interference constraints in a wired network is the fact that via each edge
only a single packet may be transmitted per step. Given a collection of paths for the static
multi-hop scheduling problem, this is reflected in the congestion, which is the maximum
number of paths that share an edge. Trivially, this is a lower bound on the optimal schedule
length. Furthermore, it is trivial to build a schedule of this length if all paths have length 1.
In our wireless setting, even solving the single-hop scheduling problem is NP-hard.
However, based on the results obtained so far, we can introduce a measure that will take the
place of the congestion. The transmit powers may again be fixed or chosen by our algorithm.
At this point, we exploit the fact that Algorithms 1 and 2 followed the same structure. This
allows us to define a linear interference measure and abstracting from the particular problem
variant.
We define a weight w(`, `′) between two links `, `′ ∈ R as follows. In general, we set
w(`, `′) = 1 if ` = `′. Furthermore, we set w(`, `′) = 0 if pi(`) < pi(`′). In the case pi(`) >
pi(`′), we distinguish between the cases if we have to choose the power assignment, if it is
given, or if we choose it restricted to a certain maximum power.
• In the case of unlimited transmit powers, we set the weights w(`, `′) as defined in
Section 2.2.
• Given a fixed power assignment p, we set w(`, `′) = ap(`, `′) + ap(`′, `).
• Given a maximum transmit power pmax we distinguish between the following cases.
If both pmax ≥ 4β(`)νd(`)α and pmax ≥ 4β(`′)νd(`′)α we set w(`, `′) as defined in
Section 2.2. If pmax < 4β(`)νd(`)α but pmax ≥ 4β(`′)νd(`′)α, we set w(`, `′) = 0.
Otherwise, we have both pmax < 4β(`)νd(`)α and pmax < 4β(`′)νd(`′)α, and we set
w(`, `′) = apmax(`, `′) + apmax(`′, `).
Given a set of links L ⊆ R, we define the interference measure L induces at some other
link ` by
I`(L) = ∑
`′∈L
w(`, `′) .
That is I`(L) is the weighted out-degree of ` in a graph with edge weights w. The interference
measure is now defined as the maximum of these quantities over all ` ∈ R, that is
I(L) = max
`∈R
I`(L) .
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Note that the maximum does not only include links ` that belong to L but all of them.
Using the results obtained for capacity-maximization, we can relate the interference mea-
sure of the setR to the length of the shortest schedule that serves all communication requests
inR. This optimal schedule length refers to the same power assignment or an arbitrary one,
depending on the definition of the weight function.
Theorem 2.25. Let T be the optimal schedule length to schedule all requests in R. Then, we have
T = Ω(I(R)/ log n).
The schedule decomposesR into T feasible solutions L1, . . . , LT to the capacity-maximi-
zation problem. As I(R) ≤ I(L1) + . . . + I(LT), it suffices to show the following lemma.
Lemma 2.26. For each feasible solution L to the capacity-maximization problem, we have
I(L) = max
`∈R ∑`′∈L
w(`, `′) = O(log n) .
Proof. We iteratively decompose L into a sequence of subsets Li as follows. Let L0 := L.
Given the set Li for a fixed i ∈ N, we derive the set Li+1 as follows. As it is a subset of L,
we can use that Li is a feasible set. Thus, by Lemma 2.4 respectively by Lemma 2.18, there is
a subset L′i ⊆ Li such that |L′i| ≥ c · |Li| for some constant c and ∑`′∈L′i w(`, `′) = O(1) for
all ` ∈ R. Let now Li+1 = Li \ L′i.
We have that |Li+1| = |Li| − |L′i| ≤ (1− c)|Li| and thus |Li| ≤ (1− c)i|L|. For i > ln|L|c ,
we have (1− c)i|L| < 1 and thus Li = ∅. So, we get for all ` ∈ R that ∑`′∈L w(`, `′) =
∑i≤ln|L|/c ∑`′∈L′i w(`, `
′) = ∑i≤ln|L|/c O(1) = O(log n).
In addition to this, we can also relate the solutions of the capacity-maximization algo-
rithms to the respective interference measures.
Lemma 2.27. Let L ⊆ R be an arbitrary subset of the request set. Then the Algorithms 1, 2, and 3
each calculate a set of cardinality at least Ω
(|L|/(I(L) + 1)).
Proof. We only show the claim formally for Algorithm 1. For the other two algorithms, the
proof technique is essentially the same. Only constant factors are lost due to further steps.
Let ALG be set calculated by the algorithm. By definition, we have for all ` ∈ R that
∑`′∈L\ALG w(`, `′) ≤ I(L). This yields ∑`∈ALG ∑`′∈L\ALG w(`, `′) ≤ I(L) · |ALG|.
On the other hand, all `′ ∈ L \ALG are discarded by the algorithm because the greedy
condition is violated. Formally, ∑`∈ALG w(`, `′) > τ. This yields ∑`′∈L\ALG ∑`∈ALG w(`, `′) >
τ · |L \ALG|.
In combination this is τ · |L \ ALG| < I(L) · |ALG|. Therefore τ · |L| < (I(L) + 1) ·
|ALG|.
Using this bound for the capacity-maximization algorithm, we can now analyze Algo-
rithm 4 once again, this time relating the schedule length to I(R).
Theorem 2.28. Algorithm 4 calculates a schedule of length O(I(R) · log n).
Proof. Let nt be the number of links that are not scheduled within the first t time slots. We
now consider the reduction of nt in a single step. Each of these steps is a run of the greedy
capacity maximization algorithm on the remaining requests. We showed that
nt − nt+1 ≥ c · nt
/
(I(R) + 1)
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for some constant c. This yields
nt+1 ≤
(
1− c
I(R) + 1
)
nt .
So for t > 1c · (I(R) + 1) · ln n, we have nt < 1. Therefore, we need at most O(I(R) · log n)
steps.
In total, we have a measure I(R) being upper and lower bounds on the optimal schedule
length (apart from log n-factors). We will see that these results work perfectly together with
the existing approaches for wired networks.
2.6.2 Scheduling Packets on Fixed Paths
In the multi-hop scenario with fixed paths, requests are not pairs of senders and receivers
but sequences of network nodes (paths) that packets have to be sent along. We denote the
paths by P1, . . . , Pm, where Pi,j denotes the jth node on the ith path. In terms of links, the set
R of all `i,j := (Pi,j, Pi,j+1) has to be scheduled. The additional constraint is that `i,j has to be
served before `i,j+1 for all i and j. This is also an additional limitation on the optimal schedule
length. We express it in the parameter D (dilation), which is the length of the longest path.
If T is the optimal schedule length, we have, of course, D ≤ T. Furthermore, the bound
I(R) = O(T · log n) still holds.
Our algorithm uses the technique of random delays that has been used for wired net-
works [LMR94] but also for wireless networks [CKM+07, FKV11]. It assigns each packet a
delay 1 ≤ δi ≤ I(R)/3 ln n. This way, we get I(R)/3 ln n+D single-hop problems. On each
of them, we apply the single-hop algorithm and get the multi-hop schedule as a concatena-
tion of these schedules.
Theorem 2.29. The multi-hop algorithm calculates a schedule of length O(I(R) · log n+D · log2 n)
whp1.
Proof. We consider the sets Lt = {`i,j ∈ V × V | t = δi + j}, which are used as inputs for
the single-hop algorithm. For each link `i,j ∈ R, we let Xi,j,t be the 0/1 random variable
indicating if `i,j ∈ Lt, i.e., Xi,j,t = 1 iff δi + j = t. We have for all ` ∈ R
I`(Lt) =∑
i,j
w(`, `i,j) · Xi,j,t .
As we have E
[
Xi,j,t
] ≤ 3 ln n/I(R), we have E [I`(Lt)] ≤ 3 ln n. For each t the random
variables Xi,j,t are negatively associated [DR98]. Therefore, we can apply a Chernoff bound to
get for all constants κ ≥ 1
Pr [I`(Lt) ≥ (1+ κ)3 ln n] ≤ exp(− ln n · κ) .
Applying a union bound, we get that with probability 1− n−κ+1, for no link `i,j the random
variable I`i,j(Lt) is above (1 + κ)3 ln n for the set Lt this link is contained in. Therefore, the
single-hop algorithm needs O(κ log2 n) time slots for this set Lt. This yields that the total
schedule length does not exceed O(κ I(R) log n + κD log2 n). This proves the claim.
Using Theorem 2.25, this is an O(log2 n) approximation in comparison to this optimal
schedule length.
1with high probability: with probability 1− 1nc for all constants c.
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2.6.3 Routing
Now consider the problem that paths are no more fixed but we have to select the ones
minimizing the total time until delivery from an edge set E. Here, we are given m source-
destination pairs (si, ti) and we have to find paths, powers and a schedule such that the time
until the delivery of the last packet is minimized. In order to get an approximation algorithm
for the combined scheduling and routing problem using the above results the only missing
piece is the choice of paths.
In previous works by Chafekar et al. [CKM+07] and Fangha¨nel et al. [FKV11] an LP-
rounding approach is adapted, which has originally been introduced for wired networks
[Rag88]. Only very few modifications are needed to apply this approach to our general case.
In particular, we use the following integer program formulation. Here, Nin(v) resp. Nout(v)
denote the incoming resp. outgoing edges from v.
min. z (2.2a)
s.t. ∑
e∈Nout(si)
y(i, e)− ∑
e∈Nin(si)
y(i, e) = 1 for all i ∈ [m] (2.2b)
∑
e∈Nout(v)
y(i, e)− ∑
e∈Nin(v)
y(i, e) = 0 for all i ∈ [m], v ∈ V\{si, ti} (2.2c)
∑
e∈E
y(i, e) ≤ z for all i ∈ [m] (2.2d)
∑
i∈[m]
∑
e′∈E
w(`, e′) · y(i, e′) ≤ z for all ` ∈ V ×V (2.2e)
y(i, e) ∈ {0, 1} for all i ∈ [m], e ∈ E (2.2f)
In this integer program, the variables y(i, e) indicate if path i contains edge e at any point.
Feasible choices of paths establish an integral multi-commodity flow, which is expressed
by Constraints (2.2b), (2.2c), and (2.2f). The objective is to minimize z = max{I(R), D}.
Constraint (2.2d) ensures that D ≤ z, Constraint (2.2e) that I`(R) ≤ z for all ` ∈ V ×V.
The relaxation is derived by exchanging Constraint (2.2f) by 0 ≤ y(i, e) ≤ 1. Given an
optimal fractional solution, it is rounded to an integral one in three steps. First the multi-
commodity flow is decomposed into its paths. Afterwards paths longer than 2z are removed
and their flow is distributed among the other paths for the same commodity. In the last step
the actual rounding takes place. For each commodity the path is chosen independently at
random using the flow as a probability distribution among the paths. One can easily show
that if z∗ is the value of the fractional solution, we get a collection of paths with D ≤ 2z∗ and
I(R) = O(z∗ · log n) whp this way.
Altogether, we get the following guarantees for the combined routing and scheduling
problem. On the one hand the multi-hop scheduling algorithm computes a schedule of
length O(z∗ · log2 n) whp. On the other hand, consider the optimal solution resulting in
a schedule of length T. The paths represent an LP solution. Using the fact that D ≤ T,
and I(R) = Ω(T/ log n), we have z∗ = Ω(T/ log n). So, the schedule calculated by our
algorithm has length O(T · log3 n), which means we get an O(log3 n) approximation.
2.6.4 Improved Bound for Fading Metrics
A common assumption when considering scheduling in the SINR model is that nodes are
located in the plane and that the path-loss exponent is strictly greater than 2. The funda-
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mental property is that the interference sent out from infinitely many equidistant senders at
constant power levels converges. This way, for example the capacity-maximization problem
on equi-length links boils down to finding a maximum independent set in disk graphs (see,
e.g., [Hal09, LL09]).
Halldo´rsson [Hal09] introduced fading metrics as a generalization. Here, the underlying
metric space may be arbitrary but the path-loss exponent has to be larger than its doubling
dimension. The doubling dimension [Cla06] of a metric space (V, d) is the smallest number
A having the following property. There is a constant C such that for each r > 0 and e > 0 at
most C · 1/eA balls of radius e · r can be packed into a ball of radius r. Intuitively, this means
that the volume of the ball scales polynomially in the radius, where the doubling dimension
is the degree of the polynomial. For Euclidean metrics, the doubling dimension is exactly
the (Euclidean) dimension. In particular, the doubling dimension of the plane is 2 and we
speak of a fading metric if α > 2.
For this restricted case, we can prove a better bound than the one presented in
Lemma 2.26 with respect to the weights used to model unlimited power control.
Lemma 2.30. For each admissible set L, we have
I(L) = max
`∈R ∑`′∈L
w(`, `′) = O(1)
in fading metrics.
The key ingredient to our proof is the following claim, which is essentially a stronger
version of Claim 2.14 and will replace it in our proof.
Claim 2.31. Let D > 0. Furthermore, let L′ ⊆ R be a set of links such that L′ or (L′)∗ is admissible
and β(`) · d(`)α ≥ Dα for all ` ∈ L. Let w ∈ V be an arbitrary node. Then we have
∑
(s,r)∈L′
min
{
1,
Dα
d(s, v)α
}
= O(1)
in fading metrics.
Proof. We use the signal strengthening technique as described in Lemma 2.6 and decompose
the link set L′ to 4 · d2αe2 sets, such that each of them respectively the reversed set is admis-
sible with scaled SINR thresholds of β′(`) = 2α · β(`). We prove the claim for each of the
(constantly many) sets separately.
Consider two links ` = (s, r) 6= `′ = (s′, r′) in such a set L′′. As L′′ or (L′′)∗ is admissible
with the scaled thresholds, we have by Lemma 2.9
d(s, r′) · d(s′, r) ≥ 4 (β(`)β(`′))1/α · d(s, r) · d(s′, r′) .
We will now show that this yields d(s, s′) ≥ D. Assume otherwise. Then we have by triangle
inequality
d(s, r′) ≤ d(s, s′) + d(s′, r′) < D + β(`′)1/αd(s′, r′) ≤ 2β(`′)1/αd(s′, r′)
and by the same argument
d(s′, r) ≤ d(s, s′) + d(s, r) < D + β(`)1/αd(s, r) ≤ 2β(`)1/αd(s, r) .
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Multiplying these inequalities yields
d(s, r′) · d(s′, r) < 4 (β(`)β(`′))1/α · d(s, r) · d(s′, r′) ,
which is a contradiction. Thus, d(s, s′) ≥ D for all senders s and s′ of links in L′′.
Now, we apply the fact we have a fading metric. Informally spoken, we will assume
that all senders in the set transmit at the same power and have a minimum distance of D.
Then, in fading metrics, the total interference by arbitrarily many senders converges. This is
exactly the bound we need to prove the theorem.
Formally, we proceed as follows. Let S be the set of all senders in L′′. Let A < α be the
doubling dimension of the metric. This is, there is some (absolute) constant C such that for
all x ∈ V and all g > 0 any packing of balls of radius Z inside a ball of radius tZ contains
at most CtA balls. For g > 0, let Tg = {s ∈ S | d(s, v) < gD/2}. We have seen above that
the distance between any two senders is at least D. That is, balls of radius D/2 centered at
the nodes in Tg do not intersect and are fully contained in B(w, (g + 1)D/2). The packing
constraint implies |Tg| ≤ C(g + 1)A.
Therefore, we get
∑
s∈S
min
{
1,
Dα
d(s, v)α
}
≤ |T2|+
∞
∑
g=2
|Tg+1 \ Tg| D
α
(gD/2)α
≤ C · 3A +
∞
∑
g=2
|Tg|
(
2α
(g− 1)α −
2α
gα
)
.
For g ≥ 2, we have (cf. [Hal09])
1
(g− 1)α −
1
gα
=
gα − (g− 1)α
(g− 1)αgα ≤
αgα−1
gα(g− 1)α ≤
α
(g− 1)α+1 ≤
3α+1α
(g + 1)α+1
.
Using this result and the bound on |Tg|, we can bound the sum by
C · 3A +
∞
∑
g=2
C2α3α+1α
(g + 1)α−A+1
≤ C · 3A + C2
α3α+1α
α− A = O(1) .
This proves the claim.
Proof of Lemma 2.30. Fix a link ` = (s, r) ∈ R. We will show that ∑`′∈L w(`, `′) = O(1).
By Claim 2.31 with v = r, we have
∑
`′=(s′,r′)∈L
pi(`′)<pi(`)
min
{
1,
β(`) · d(s, r)α
d(s′, r)α
}
= O(1) .
Furthermore, applying Claim 2.31 on L∗ and v = s, we get
∑
`′=(s′,r′)∈L
pi(`′)<pi(`)
min
{
1,
β(`) · d(s, r)α
d(s, r′)α
}
= O(1) .
Using these two bounds and Lemma 2.16, we also get
∑
`′=(s′,r′)∈L
pi(`′)<pi(`)
min
{
1,
β(`) · d(s, r)α · β(`′) · d(s′, r′)α
d(s′, r)α · d(s, r′)α
}
= O(1) .
In combination, these three bounds yield the claim.
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This bound yields an improved approximation factor for our algorithm for the joint
problem of finding paths, powers and a schedule, which has been stated by Chafekar et
al. [CKM+07] as cross-layer latency minimization problem (CLM problem). We get that I(R) =
Ω(T) and thus also for the optimal LP solution z∗ = Ω(T) and thus, we get an O(log2 n)
approximation.
2.7 Flexible Rates
So far, our algorithms assumed fixed data rates, which manifested in thresholds on the SINR.
This threshold assumption does not reflect the ability of wireless devices to adapt their data
rates to different interference conditions. For example, a file transfer can be slowed down on
a poor-quality connection but still be carried out [She95].
In this section, we will show that the results can in principle be transferred to settings
with flexible data rates. In order to model these flexible rates, we assume that each link ` has
a utility function u`, representing the data rate that can be achieved at an SINR value.
We do not require these utility functions u` to be continuous. They neither have to be
represented explicitly. We only assume that two possible queries on the utilities can be car-
ried out: On the one hand, we need to access the maximum utility umax` each link ` can
achieve. This value is attained if only this link is selected and (in case we can select powers)
transmits at maximum power. In the case of unbounded maximum power, this value could
be infinite. We ignore this case as the optimal solution is not well-defined in this case. On
the other hand, we assume that for each link ` given a value B no larger than its maximum
utility, we can determine the smallest SINR γ` such that u`(γ`) ≥ B. Both kinds of queries
can be carried out in polynomial time for common cases of utility functions such as logarith-
mic functions or explicitly given step functions. As a technical limitation, we assume that
u`(γ`) = 0 for γ` < 1. We discuss this issue in Section 2.8.
2.7.1 Capacity Maximization
In the capacity-maximization problem with flexible data rates, we have to select a subset L of
R and maybe a power assignment p such that ∑`∈L u`(γ`(L, p)) is maximized. In order
to solve this problem, we use the respective threshold algorithm as a building block. In-
spired by an approach by Halldo´rsson to solve maximum-weight independent set in graphs
[Hal00], we perform the following steps.
For each link ` ∈ R, we determine the maximum utility umax` that it can achieve. Let
the maximum of all maximum link utilities be called B. It is a lower bound on the value
of the optimal solution. The optimal solution is in turn upper bounded by n · B. For all
i ∈ {0, 1, 2, . . . , dlog ne+ 1}, we run the following procedure. For each link ` ∈ R, we query
each utility function for the minimum SINR necessary to have utility at least 2−i · B. This
value is taken as the individual threshold of the respective link. On these thresholds, we run
the respective algorithm from the previous sections. It returns a set of links and possibly
(depending on the problem variant) also a power assignment. As the output, we take the
best one among these dlog ne+ 2 solutions.
Theorem 2.32. Algorithm 5 computes an O(log n)-approximation.
Proof. Consider the set L of links selected in the optimal solution and let γ` be the SINR of
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Algorithm 5: Capacity maximization with flexible rates.
determine B := max`∈R umax`
for i ∈ {0, 1, 2, . . . , dlog ne+ 1} do
set β(`) = min{γ` | u`(γ`) ≥ 2−i · B} for all ` ∈ R
run respective algorithm with these thresholds, let Si be the solution
return the best one of the solutions Si
link ` ∈ L in this solution. That is, the optimal solution has value u(OPT) = ∑`∈L u`(γ`).
By definition, we have u(OPT) ≥ B.
Furthermore, for i ∈ {0, 1, 2, . . . , dlog ne + 1}, let Li = {` ∈ L | u`(γ`) ≥ 2−i · B},
i.e., the set of links having utility at least 2−i · B in the optimal solution. Some links might
not be contained in any of these sets. Let therefore be X = L \ Ldlog ne+1. We have that
∑`∈X u`(γ`) ≤ n · 2−dlog ne−1 · B ≤ u(OPT)/2. So these links hardly contribute to the value
of the solution and we leave them out of consideration.
Considering only the sets Li defined above, we get ∑i 2−i · B · |Li| ≥ u(OPT)/4. Fur-
thermore, solution Si approximates the set Li by a constant factor in size. Expressing this in
terms of the utility we have u(Si) = Ω(2−i · B · |Li|).
Taking the sum over all i, we get ∑i u(Si) = Ω(∑i 2−i · B · |Li|) = Ω(u(OPT)) and there-
fore maxi u(Si) = Ω(u(OPT)/ log n).
2.7.2 Latency Minimization
For the threshold case, we found in Section 2.5 a general reduction to solve the latency-
minimization problem with a capacity-maximization algorithm. Studying flexible data rates,
this is not as trivial. Let us consider the following generalization. As before, we assume that
each link has a utility function u` expressing the amount of data that can be transmitted
in a time slot depending on the SINR. Furthermore, there is a demand δ` representing the
amount of data that has to be transmitted via this link. The task is to find a schedule fulfilling
these demands, i.e. a sequence of subsets and possibly a power assignment for each step,
such that ∑t u`(γ
(t)
` ) ≥ δ`. Here, γ(t)` denotes the SINR of link ` in step t.
In order to solve this problem, we consider Algorithm 6. It repeatedly applies the flexible-
rate algorithm on the remaining demands and uses each set for a time slot. The crucial part is
which utility functions are considered. The idea is to modify the utility functions by scaling
and rounding such that in each round a reasonable step is guaranteed. For our algorithm,
we use two differently modified utility functions and we take the shorter one of the two
schedules. This also means that the running time of the algorithm can be made linear in the
schedule length and polynomial in n by computing both schedules in parallel. For simplicity
of the presentation, we neglect this aspect and pretend the two schedules were computed
consecutively.
Theorem 2.33. Algorithm 6 computes an O(log2 n)-approximation.
Proof. Let T be the length of the optimal schedule. Note that scaling utility functions and
demands by the same factor does not affect this schedule length. This does not hold for the
rounding, which will be discussed below. We distinguish between the two cases T ≥ n and
T < n.
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Algorithm 6: Latency minimization with flexible rates.
for ` ∈ R set u1,`(γ`) = 12n
⌊
2n·u`(γ`)
δ`
⌋
, δ1,` = 1, u2,`(γ`) =
u`(γ`)
umax`
, δ2,` =
δ`
umax`
for i ∈ {1, 2} do
while ∑`∈R δi,` > 0 do
run Algorithm 5 w.r.t. u′i,`(γ`) = min{δi,`, ui,`(γ`)}
update δi,` := δi,` − u′i,`(γ`) for all `, where γ` is the achieved SINR
return the shorter schedule
Case 1: T < n In the first case, we only consider the schedule that is computed for i = 1,
i.e., with respect to the utility functions u1,·. Our first observation is that the optimal schedule
length with respect to these utility functions (in spite of the rounding) is at most 2T. This
is due to the following fact: Considering the optimal schedule with respect to the scaled
original utility functions, the utility of each link in each step is reduced by at most 1/2n in each
step. That is, the total utility of a link after rounding still sums up to at least 1/2. Repeating
the same schedule entirely, we get a schedule of length 2T in which each link’s utility sums
up to at least 1.
Let us consider for each ` ∈ R and t the remaining demand δ(t)1,` of this link after t rounds.
We have that all these demands can be fulfilled in a schedule of length at most 2T. That is, the
maximum utility solution with respect to these demands is at least 12T ∑`∈R δ
(t)
1,` . Algorithm 5
finds a ψ-approximation of this set for ψ = O(log n). That is, it yields a solution of utility at
least 1ψ2T ∑`∈R δ
(t)
1,` . Therefore, we have
∑
`∈R
δ
(t+1)
1,` ≤
(
1− 1
ψ2T
)
∑
`∈R
δ
(t)
1,` .
Let us consider some round t with t > 4ψT · ln(2n). We have
∑
`∈R
δ
(t)
1,` ≤
(
1− 1
ψ2T
)t
∑
`∈R
δ1,` =
(
1− 1
ψ2T
)t
n <
(
1− 1
ψ2T
)4ψT·ln(2n)
n ≤ 1
2n
.
By rounding the utility functions, we guaranteed that all δ(t)1,` are multiples of 1/2n. Thus,
showing that their sum is less than 1/2n, we know that δ(t)1,` = 0 for all `. Therefore, the
schedule must be complete by this point.
Case 2: T ≥ n In this case, we consider the schedule computed with respect to the utility
functions u2,·, that is for i = 2. Let δ
(t)
2,` be the remaining demand of link ` after the tth iteration
of the while loop. As we scaled the utility function accordingly, the minimal schedule length
if only link ` existed would be dδ2,`e. Thus, we have ∑`∈R δ2,` ≤ n · T.
Now consider the δ(t)2,` values after t ≥ ψ · T · ln n rounds. We have
∑
`∈R
δ
(t)
2,` ≤
(
1
n
)
∑
`∈R
δ2,` ≤ T .
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Furthermore, we can observe the following fact: Each singleton set {`} either fully satisfies
the remaining demand of link ` or has utility 1. Thus in each round the algorithm will
satisfy the demand of one link or compute a set of summed utility at least 1. After step t
this can in total be at most n + T ≤ 2T steps. Thus, the schedule will have length at most
t + 2T = O(T · log2 n).
2.8 Thresholds Smaller than 1
Throughout this chapter we assumed that all thresholds are at least 1, respectively, that SINR
values below 1 have zero utility. Although not stated explicitly, this restriction also applies
to related work because thresholds are considered constant. Due to the signal-strengthening
technique this can be generalized to settings in which the thresholds are at least βmin. How-
ever, if this lower bound is not considered as a constant, this worsens the approximation
factors. In this section, we show that this is not a specific issue of our analysis but a more gen-
eral problem of the entire class of greedy algorithms, for which we can show an Ω(1/βmin)-
bound on the approximation factor.
The approximation algorithms for capacity maximization in this thesis but also in most
other works [HW10, HM11c] have the following structure. The main part is a greedy selec-
tion of the link set. That is, the algorithm first orders the links by some local property such as
the length. In the second step it iterates over the ordered links and adds a link to the set after
checking some property. This link stays in the set respectively cannot be added to the set
anymore. In the last step, one might have to remove links whose constraints are not fulfilled
by links added later on as for example in Algorithm 2 or [HM11c].
Theorem 2.34. The approximation factor of every deterministic greedy algorithm is in Ω(1/βmin).
Proof. We consider instances of the following kind. We consider the line, identified with R.
For each link, either the sender is located at 0 and the receiver at 1 (sender left of receiver)
or the sender is located at 1 and the receiver at 0 (sender right of receiver). The threshold for
each link is βmin. In terms of the processing order, none of these links are distinguishable for
the algorithm since each one has the same local properties. For this reason, we can consider
the algorithm like an online algorithm.
The algorithm has to accept the first link in the processing order because otherwise the
approximation factor would be unbounded if this was the only link. Our instance, however,
is designed such that k = b1/βminc “reversed” links follow. All of these links can be accepted
in the optimal solution, whereas none can be accepted by the algorithm. Even adding a
clean-up step like in Algorithm 2 or in [HM11c] does not change the situation as this clean-
up step only removes infeasible links. In our instance, however, if one link is infeasible all
are.
Thus, the approximation factor is k/1 = Ω(1/βmin).
2.9 Summary
In this chapter, we have seen constant-factor approximations for the different variants of
unweighted capacity maximization. These algorithms could also be used to derive approx-
imation algorithms for single-hop and multi-hop latency minimization. Furthermore, we
gave a promising start to the analysis of flexible-rate problems. However, the probably even
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more important contribution of this chapter is are characterizations of feasible solutions. The
fact that our greedy algorithms produce feasible solutions already implies sufficient condi-
tions. On the other hand, we derived a number of bounds that feasible solutions for the
respective problem variants have to fulfill. Throughout the rest of this thesis, we will use
these necessary and sufficient conditions without having to go into detail about the actual
SINR model.
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CHAPTER 3
Distributed Latency Minimization
In Section 2.5, we have seen a black-box transformation to build algorithms for latency min-
imization by using capacity-maximization algorithms with an O(log n) overhead on the ap-
proximation factor. In many realistic scenarios, however, one typically needs a distributed
algorithm to solve this and similar tasks. In this chapter, we present and analyze distributed
protocols for latency minimization with respect to fixed power assignments. In contrast
to the deterministic greedy algorithms in Chapter 2, these algorithms are randomized and
based on contention resolution.
Random contention-resolution algorithms are an approach of great practical relevance,
being probably the most intuitive way to share limited resources among several agents in a
distributed fashion. The idea is that each agent accesses the resource in any time slot with a
certain probability q until its first success. In case of a collision, none of the involved agents is
successful in this round. More than four decades ago, this approach has already been studied
in the context of ALOHA [Abr70]. In this and subsequent analyses, it is assumed that in
principle all simultaneous transmissions interfere, independent of the spatial distribution.
Our main result in this chapter will be to show that the contention-resolution techniques can
also be used in the SINR setting to find good approximate solutions in a distributed way.
The final algorithms only require static information on the network that can be spread
at the time of deployment. Particularly, the number of network nodes, the clock synchro-
nization, and the power assignment can be seen as such static information. In contrast, no
information about the current state of the network will be necessary. For example, communi-
cation requests arise after the deployment and an algorithm has to work without knowledge
on which requests have to be served by the network and which of them were already suc-
cessfully served. In particular, this assumption is suitable when transmission requests arise
over time as considered in Chapter 7.
Our key to the analysis is a measure called maximum average affectance A¯(R, p) that de-
pends on the request setR and the power assignment p. It extends the interference measure
introduced in [FKV11] in a non-trivial way towards general power assignments fulfilling the
monotonicity conditions described in Section 1.3.2. Again, we use the notion of affectance as
introduced in Section 2.3. For two links ` = (s, r) and `′ = (s′, r′), and a power assignment
p, the affectance of ` on `′ is given by
ap(`, `′) = min
{
1, β(`′)
p(`)
d(s, r′)α
/(
p(`′)
d(s′, r′)α
− β(`′)ν
)}
.
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To get the maximum average affectance A¯(R, p), we take the maximum over all subsets of
requests and consider the average affectance a link is exposed to from all other requests in
this subset.
Definition 3.1. The maximum average affectance of a request setR and a power assignment p is
given by
A¯(R, p) = max
L⊆R
avg
`′∈L
∑
`∈L
ap(`, `′) = maxL⊆R
1
|L| ∑
`′∈L
∑
`∈L
ap(`, `′) .
IfR and p are clear from the context, we simply write A¯.
3.1 Results
The maximum average affectance enables us to derive lower bounds on the length of all feasible
schedules for all (sub-) linear and monotone power assignments. We prove A¯(R, p) is at
most a factor O(log n) larger than the optimal schedule length T(R, p). This way it enables
us to compare schedules we compute to the optimal schedule length T(R, p).
We use this measure to analyze random contention-resolution based algorithms. In this
kind of algorithms each sender transmits with a certain probability q in each step until one of
the transmissions has successfully been received. We first prove a stability result. If q ≤ 1/4A¯,
all transmissions are successful within O(log n/q) time slots whp1. Thus choosing q = 1/4A¯,
we generate a schedule of length O(A¯ · log n) whp, which is at most O(T(R, p) · log2 n).
To make the algorithm applicable to a distributed setting, we present two modifica-
tions. These do not affect the schedule length vitally and we still get schedules of length
O(A¯ · log n) whp. On the one hand, we extend it such that the network nodes do not have
to know A¯ anymore but adapt the transmission probability q on their own. On the other
hand, we find a way to inform each sender if a transmission has successfully been received
by transmitting acknowledgment packets. This is not a trivial task because these acknowl-
edgment packets may also interfere.
Altogether, this is the first distributed algorithm to the latency-minimization problem
with a guaranteed approximation ratio. The algorithm is distributed in the following sense.
It can be run on all senders and receivers of a network such that during the execution no
central entity is needed that spreads information about the current state of the network, e.g.,
which requests have to be scheduled. The nodes only need static information, namely the
power assignment, a rough estimation on the total number of nodes and a synchronized
clock.
As a further result, we adapt the ideas to a distributed multi-hop algorithm that allows
packets to use intermediate relay nodes. For a fixed choice of paths and powers we get an
O(log2 n) whp approximation for this problem as well.
Subsequent Improvements The analysis of our distributed single-hop algorithm has been
improved by Halldo´rsson and Mitra [HM11a], showing that our algorithm actually achieves
an O(log n)-approximation whp. The simple, yet clever idea is to consider the maximum
median affectance rather than the maximum average affectance.
Nonetheless, we present the original analysis here, because it allows for some more gen-
erality. For example, the analysis of the multi-hop algorithm cannot be directly transferred.
1with high probability: with probability 1− nc for each constant c
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Furthermore, we will make use of the results in Chapter 7 when dealing with dynamically
arising communication requests.
3.2 Comparison to the Optimal Schedule
The maximum average affectance provides a lower bound on the schedule length. In partic-
ular, we will prove in this section that A¯ = O(T(R, p) · log n). Thus, when considering the
algorithms it suffices to show that the computed schedules have length O(A¯ · log n) in order
to show that they are at most a factor of O(log2 n) whp away from the optimal schedule.
In Lemma 2.25, we have shown that given a set R of links that may be scheduled in T
slots using some (sub-) linear and monotone power assignment p, then we have for all ` ∈ R
∑
`′∈R
pi(`′)<pi(`)
ap(`′, `) + ap(`, `′) = O(T · log n) .
Using this result, we can compare A¯(R, p) to the optimal schedule length T(R, p).
Theorem 3.1. Given a setR of links that may be scheduled in T time slots using some (sub-) linear
and monotone power assignment p. Then T = Ω(A¯(R,p)/log n).
Proof. We show that A¯(R, p) = O(T · log n) by showing that for all L ⊆ R, we have
1
|L| ∑`′∈L ∑`∈L ap(`, `
′) = O(T · log n).
Let L ⊆ R and L = {`1, . . . , `n¯} with pi(`1) < pi(`2) < . . . < pi(`n¯). In this notation, we
have
∑
j∈[n¯]
j<i
ap(`i, `j) + ap(`j, `i) = O(T · log n) .
So we get
1
|L| ∑
`∈L
∑
`′∈L
ap(`, `′) =
1
|L| ∑i∈[n¯]
∑
j∈[n¯]
ap(`i, `j)
=
1
|L| ∑i∈[n¯]
∑
j∈[n¯]
j<i
ap(`i, `j) + ap(`j, `i) .
This yields the claim.
So, by bounding schedule lengths in terms of A¯, we immediately also get a bound with
respect to the optimal schedule length.
3.3 Distributed Single-Hop Scheduling Algorithms
In this section, we present an analysis of a random contention-resolution algorithm for the
latency minimization problem. This analysis is based on the maximum average affectance A¯.
We start by analyzing a single time slot in which some senders transmit with probability q
while the others remain silent. We prove that if q is chosen small enough, a q/4 fraction of the
senders taking part succeed.
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Lemma 3.2. Given a link set L ⊆ R. Consider a time slot in which each sender of the link in L
transmits with probability q ≤ 1/4A¯, the others remain silent. Then at least q/4 · |L| transmissions
are successful in expectation.
Proof. For ` ∈ L, let X` be the 0/1 random variable indicating if ` transmits, and Y` be the
0/1 random variable indicating if the transmission is successful.
Note that to have Y` = 1, i.e., to make transmission ` successful, it suffices to have
X` = 1 and ∑
`′∈L
ap(`′, `)X`′ < 1 .
By Markov’s inequality, we have
Pr [Y` = 0 | X` = 1] ≤ Pr
[
∑
`′∈L
ap(`′, `)X`′ ≥ 1
]
≤ E
[
∑
`′∈L
ap(`′, `)X`′
]
= ∑
`′∈L
ap(`′, `)q .
Let L′ := {` ∈ L | ∑`′∈L ap(`′, `) ≤ 2A¯}. By definition of A¯, we know that |L′| ≥ 12 · |L|.
For a link ` ∈ L′, we have
∑
`′∈L
ap(`′, `)q ≤ 2A¯q ≤ 12 ,
which implies that E [Y`] = Pr [Y` = 1] = Pr [X` = 1] · Pr [Y` = 1 | X` = 1] ≥ q/2. In case
` 6∈ L′, we simply use E [Y`] ≥ 0.
This yields the expected total number of successful transmissions is
E
[
∑
`∈L
Y`
]
= ∑
`∈L
E [Y`] ≥ q2 · |L
′| ≥ q
4
· |L| .
We use this lemma to analyze Algorithm 7, which takes the transmission probability q as
a parameter. Each sender transmits its packet with probability q until the first success.
Algorithm 7: Scheduling using random contention resolution with transmission prob-
ability q taken as a parameter.
while success 6= true do
transmit with probability q
The measure A¯ allows us to derive a relation between the transmission probability q
and the time until the last transmission has successfully taken place. This can be seen as a
stability result for a fixed value q. We find out a value such that if A¯ is below it, collisions do
not take place too often and all packets are successfully delivered fast.
Theorem 3.3. If q ≤ 1/4A¯, Algorithm 7 needs O(log n/q) time slots whp.
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Proof. Let be nt the random variable indicating the number of requests that have not been
successfully scheduled in the time slots 1, . . . , t.
By Lemma 3.2, we have E [nt+1 | nt = k] ≤ k− q4 k for all k ∈N and so
E [nt+1] ≤
∞
∑
k=0
Pr [nt = k] ·
(
1− q
4
)
k =
(
1− q
4
) ∞
∑
k=0
k · Pr [nt = k] =
(
1− q
4
)
E [nt] .
Using n0 = n, this yields
E [nt] ≤
(
1− q
4
)t
n .
In particular, after 4c ln n/q time slots for each constant c, the expected number of re-
maining requests is
E
[
n4c ln n/q
] ≤ (1− q
4
)4c ln n/q
n ≤
(
1
e
)c ln n
n = n1−c .
Markov’s inequality yields
Pr
[
n4c ln n/q 6= 0
]
= Pr
[
n4c ln n/q ≥ 1
] ≤ E [n4c ln n/q] ≤ n1−c
So we need O(log n/q) time slots whp.
We achieve the best result when choosing q = 1/4A¯, which yields a schedule of length
O(A¯ · log n) whp and thus an O(log2 n) approximation of the optimal schedule. However,
two major issues prevent this algorithm from being applied in distributed scenarios. On
the one hand, a suitable transmission probability has to be chosen, which requires knowing
A¯. On the other hand, senders have to know when to stop transmitting. This cannot be
determined from the position of the sender node but only from the receiver. Therefore, in
a distributed setting, senders have to be informed someway. In the next sections, we will
present solutions to cope with these two problems.
3.3.1 Determining the Optimal Transmission Probability
One major drawback of Algorithm 7 is that it needs to get the transmission probability as a
parameter, which has to be chosen suitably to guarantee short schedules. If senders do not
know the network or the request this is not possible. We solve this problem by applying the
idea of an exponential backoff as follows. Algorithm 8 works the same way as Algorithm 7
but does not have the parameter q anymore. Instead, it starts with a high transmission
probability and reduces it if the transmission has not been successful during a longer period.
That causes eventually the transmission probability to be small enough that no collisions
occur.
Algorithm 8: A distributed single-hop scheduling algorithm.
k := 0
while success 6= true do
run Algorithm 7 with parameter q = 14·2k for 8 ln n/q time slots
k := k + 1
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Although collisions are more likely at the beginning, we can still show that it is an
O(log2 n)-approximation whp.
Theorem 3.4. When all nodes apply Algorithm 8, scheduling takes O(A¯ · log n) time slots whp.
Proof. We proved above that in the kth run of Algorithm 7 the probability that any of the
(remaining) requests is not successfully scheduled is at most 1/n if k ≥ dlog A¯e. Ignoring all
success made during the first dlog A¯e − 1 executions, we can conclude that the probability
that there is some unsuccessful request left after the first c+ dlog A¯e− 1 executions is at most
1/nc.
These executions include
c+dlog A¯e−1
∑
k=0
2k+5 · dln ne = O(2c · A¯ · log n)
time slots. So, we can conclude that scheduling is completed after O(A¯ · log n) time slots
whp.
3.4 Sending Acknowledgments
The SINR model considered in this thesis only states feasibility of one-way communication.
Thus, senders do not know if a transmission has successfully been received. To tackle this
problem, we will follow the standard approach used in practice and send control packets.
After a successful transmission an ACK (acknowledgment) is returned. An alternative ap-
proach is to exchange RTS and CTS packets (request/clear to send) before the actual trans-
mission. This has the advantage of avoiding collisions and thus increasing the performance.
In our considerations, however, we only focus the very simple acknowledgment packets. We
will able to show that they can be added to our algorithm with only losing constants in the
approximation factor. This result naturally transfers to the RTS/CTS mechanism. On a more
fundamental level, our result can be interpreted that establishing bi-directional communica-
tion does not require essentially more time.
We assume the acknowledgment packets also need one time slot to be transmitted and
they require the same SINR as the original transmission. In the final algorithm, they will be
transmitted in even time slots, whereas the actual data packets are transmitted in odd time
slots. The striking question to be answered in this section is, which powers should be used
for the acknowledgment transmissions. In general, it is not appropriate to use the same
transmit power. Consider for example nested-links instances as described in Section 1.3.1
with xi = 22
i
and yi = 22
i+1
, and identical SINR thresholds for all links i ∈ [n]. Using trans-
mit powers pi = 2i, all transmission requests can successfully be served within a constant
number of time slots. For the acknowledgments, the original senders act as receivers and
vice versa. In this case, this is isomorphic to schedule the instance with xi = 22
i+1
and yi = 22
i
for all i ∈ [n]. Using the same transmit powers scheduling this instance only possible within
Ω(n) time slots. Thus, the approximation factor would be ruined by the acknowledgments.
In order to consider the acknowledgments formally, we use the following definitions,
that were already partly introduced in Section 2.2.3. For a link ` = (s, r), we define the
reversed link `∗ by (r, s). Analogously, for a link set L the reversed request set L∗ is defined by
L∗ = {`∗ | ` ∈ L}.
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3.4.1 Uniform and Linear Power Assignments
Our first result is that the effects observed in the aforementioned example do not occur in
case of uniform and linear power assignments. We will show that using the same transmit
power for the acknowledgment transmission as for the original one, we only lose a constant
factor in the schedule length.
Lemma 3.5. Let p be a uniform or linear power assignment. Then we have A¯(R∗, p) ≤ (2 · 2α +
3α)A¯(R, p) if p(`∗) = p(`) for all ` ∈ R.
Proof. Let L ⊆ R. Furthermore, let M = {(`, `′) ∈ L × L | ` = (s, r), `′ = (s′, r′), d(s′, r) <
d(s, r) + d(s′, r′)}. That is, a pair of links ` and `′ is contained in M if they lie close to each
other in comparison to their lengths.
Let us first consider two links ` = (s, r) and `′ = (s′, r′) such that (`, `′) 6∈ M. We have
d(s, r′) ≤ d(s, r) + d(r, s′) + d(s′, r′) ≤ 3d(r, s′) and thus ap(`∗, `′∗) ≤ 3αap(`, `′).
In the remainder we will show that the size of M can be bounded in terms of A¯(R, p)
because p is a uniform or a linear power assignment. For this purpose, consider (`, `′) ∈
M for ` = (s, r) and `′ = (s′, r′). We have d(s′, r) < d(s, r) + d(s′, r′) by definition and
furthermore d(s, r′) ≤ d(s, r) + d(s′, r) + d(s′, r′) < 2(d(s, r) + d(s′, r′)). We will now show
that ap(`, `′) + ap(`′, `) ≥ 1/2α. At this point, we distinguish if p is uniform or linear.
Case 1: p is uniform Using that p(`) = p(`′), we have
ap(`, `′) + ap(`′, `) ≥ d(s
′, r′)α
d(s, r′)α
+
d(s, r)α
d(s′, r)α
.
The distance bounds due to the definition of M yield
ap(`, `′) + ap(`′, `) ≥ d(s
′, r′)α
d(s, r)α + d(s′, r′)α
+
d(s, r)α
2α(d(s, r)α + d(s′, r′)α)
≥ 1
2α
.
Case 2: p is linear As p(`) and p(`′) are proportional to d(s, r)α and d(s′, r′)α respectively,
we get
ap(`, `′) + ap(`′, `) ≥ d(s, r)
α
d(s, r′)α
+
d(s′, r′)α
d(s′, r)α
.
Thus, we get
ap(`, `′) + ap(`′, `) ≥ d(s, r)
α
d(s, r)α + d(s′, r′)α
+
d(s′, r′)α
2α(d(s, r)α + d(s′, r′)α)
≥ 1
2α
.
That is, we have ap(`, `′) + ap(`′, `) ≥ 1/2α. Furthermore, we have by definition of A¯ that
∑(`,`′)∈M ap(`, `′) + ap(`′, `) ≤ 2 · A¯(R, p) · |L|. This yields |M| ≤ 2 · 2α · A¯(R, p) · |L|.
In combination, this yields
∑
`∗∈L∗
∑
(`′)∗∈L∗
ap(`∗, `′∗) ≤ |M|+ ∑
`,`′∈L
(`,`′) 6∈M
ap(`∗, `′∗)
≤ 2 · 2α · A¯(R, p) · |L|+ ∑
`′∈L
3αap(`, `′)
≤ (2 · 2α + 3α) · A¯(R, p) · |L|
This bound holds for all L ⊆ R, so A¯(R∗, p) ≤ (2α + 3α) · A¯(R, p).
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This bound already shows that scheduling all links inR and the respective reversed ones
can be done in O(A¯(R, p) · log n) time slots. We will show in Section 3.4.3 how this can be
done in a joint algorithm.
3.4.2 Dual Power Assignments
As we have already seen, the proof in the previous section cannot be generalized to all power
assignments. As an alternative approach, particularly for square-root power assignments,
we present in this section a similar bound. This time, the power assignment is exchanged by
its dual. For a request setR and a power assignment p : R → R>0, we define the dual power
assignment p∗ : R∗ → R>0 by
p∗(`∗) = c · d(`)
α
p(`)
where c ≥ max
`∈R
2β(`)νp(`) .
In particular, this means that the dual of a uniform power assignment is a linear one and vice
versa. Duals of square-root power assignments are again square-root power assignments. In
general, if p fulfills the monotonicity conditions described in Section 1.3.2, then p∗ also does
and (p∗)∗ = p.
We can observe that in the dual power assignment p∗ the affectance of a reversed request
`∗ on another reversed request `′∗ is bounded by the affectance of `′ on ` in the original
power assignment p.
Observation 3.6. Given two links `, `′ ∈ R and some power assignments p, we have ap∗(`∗, `′∗) ≤
2ap(`′, `).
Proof. Let `∗1 = (r1, s1), `
∗
2 = (r2, s2). We have
ap∗(`∗1 , `
∗
2) = min
{
1, β
p∗(`∗1)
d(r1, s2)α
/(
p∗(`∗2)
d(r2, s2)α
− βν
)}
.
Since p∗(`∗)/d(`∗)α ≥ 2βν for all `∗ ∈ R∗, this is at most
2 min
{
1, β
p∗(`∗1)
d(r1, s2)α
/
p∗(`∗2)
d(r2, s2)α
}
.
By definition of `∗1 , `
∗
2 , and p
∗ this is equal to
2 min
{
1, β
d(s1, r1)α
p(`1)d(r1, s2)α
/
1
p(`2)
}
= 2 min
{
1, β
p(`2)
d(s2, r1)α
/
p(`1)
d(s1, r1)α
}
.
This is at most
2 min
{
1, β
p(`2)
d(s2, r1)α
/(
p(`1)
d(s1, r1)α
− βν
)}
= 2ap(`2, `1) .
This observation directly yields the maximum average affectance for a reversed link set
under the dual power assignment differs by at most a factor of 2 from the original one.
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Lemma 3.7. For all request setsR and power assignments p, we have A¯(R∗, p∗) ≤ 2A¯(R, p).
Proof. Let be L ⊆ R. The above yields
1
|L∗| ∑
`1∈L∗
∑
`2∈L∗
ap∗(`∗1 , `
∗
2) ≤ 2
1
|L| ∑
`1∈L
∑
`2∈L
ap(`1, `2) ≤ 2A¯(R, p) .
This holds for all L∗, so we also have A¯(R∗, p∗) ≤ 2A¯(R, p).
So, we found a power assignment for the dual request set whose maximum average af-
fectance is not much higher than the one for the original request set. Therefore it is suitable
for the acknowledgment transmissions. For the algorithm, we again assume that all trans-
mit powers are a priori known to the senders. That is, the receivers know the dual power
assignment.
3.4.3 Scheduling Algorithm
In order to implement acknowledgment transmissions, we let each receiver transmit a packet
back to its sender immediately in the time slot after having received a packet using one of
the power assignments from the previous sections. For the set L of links whose receivers
have successfully received the transmission, we have A¯(L, p) ≤ 1 and thus A¯(L∗, p) ≤ κ
for a constant κ using the respective power assignment. The acknowledgment transmissions
may still interfere each other, each one is only transmitted with probability 1/4κ. Otherwise,
no acknowledgment is transmitted yielding a retransmission. Each sender only stops trans-
missions after having successfully received an acknowledgment. Algorithm 9 extends Algo-
rithm 7 by these ideas. We can still adapt the approach of Algorithm 8 that assigns different
values for the parameter q.
Algorithm 9: An extended algorithm implementing acknowledgments.
while success 6= true do
transmit with probability q (otherwise wait one time slot)
wait for acknowledgment (one time slot)
if acknowledgment has been received then
success := true
Theorem 3.8. If q ≤ 1/4A¯, Algorithm 9 needs O(log n/q) time slots whp.
Proof. Let us first consider a single iteration of the while loop. LetR(t) be the set of requests
that have not been successfully scheduled up to now. Let Lreceive be the set of requests for
which the transmission is successfully decoded at the receiver. Let Lsuccess in turn be the set
of requests whose sender receives an acknowledgment.
In Lemma 3.2 we proved that
E [|Lreceive|] ≥ q4 · |R
(t)| .
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Furthermore, we know that A¯(Lreceive, p) ≤ 1 and so we have A¯(L∗receive, p) ≤ κ. All re-
ceivers transmit their acknowledgment with probability 1/4κ, so we can apply Lemma 3.2
once more to get
E [|Lsuccess|] ≥ 116κ · |Lreceive| .
Let nt be the random variable indicating the number of requests that have not been suc-
cessfully scheduled until the tth iteration. We can conclude that
E [nt+1] ≤ E [nt]− q4 ·
1
16κ
· E [nt] =
(
1− q
64κ
)
E [nt]
and thus
E [nt] ≤
(
1− 1
64κ
)t
n .
The probability that not all requests are successful within 64κ · c · dln ne/q iterations is
Pr
[
n64κcdln ne/q ≥ 1
]
≤ E
[
n64κcdln ne/q
]
≤
(
1− q
64κ
)64κc ln n/q
n ≤ 1
e2c ln n
n = n1−c .
Each iteration consists of 2 time slots. Altogether, we can conclude that we need O(log n/q)
time slots whp.
As we see, we only lose a constant factor in the schedule length when using the ac-
knowledgment packets as above. In order to adapt the approach of Algorithm 8, the only
modification needed is that for each possible value of q the algorithm has now to be run for
128κ ln n/q steps. This also changes the resulting schedule length by only a constant factor, still
ensuring O(A¯ · log n) whp.
In total, we get an algorithm that is fully distributed in the sense that nodes do not need
any additional information about the current state of the network. The only assumption we
need is all nodes have to know a rough estimation of the total number of requests n and
which powers to use and they have a synchronized clock.
3.5 Multi-Hop Scheduling
In Section 2.6.2 we have introduced the multi-hop scheduling problem with fixed paths.
We have shown that the existing single-hop algorithms can successfully be applied in this
setting by using the technique of random delays. However, in a distributed environment,
determining the maximum delay is more involved as we assume that all nodes only know
static information on the network. They neither know which packets have to be scheduled
in general nor which is the future path some packet will take. Algorithm 10 deals with
this problem as follows. It works in phases. In phase k each packet is assigned a delay
independently uniformly at random that is at most 2k. The phase consists of O(2k log2 n)
time slots that are grouped to 2k+1 time frames each of length 212 · 18 · dln2 ne.
During each of these phases Algorithm 9 is executed, where in each step each node works
as a receiver if it does not decide to transmit in this step. In each time frame, each packet
attempts to cross one hop. If a packet fails to cross a hop in the respective time slot, it is
not considered anymore during this phase but deferred to the next one starting at the node
where the failure occurred.
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Theorem 3.9. If T is the optimal schedule length, Algorithm 10 results in a schedule length of
O(T · log2 n) whp.
Proof. Let R = {(s, r) ∈ V × V | s = Pi,j, r = Pi+1,j for some i, j} be the set of all hops and
I(R) = max`∈R ∑`′∈R, pi(`′)<pi(`) ap(`, `′) + ap(`′, `).
We consider phase k for some fixed k satisfying 2k ≥ I(R)/9 log n + D. We bound the
probability that all packets are delivered to their final destination in this phase. In principle,
this is possible since the bound on k ensures that the phase consists of enough time frames
that even a packet of path length D and the maximum delay could reach its final destination
within this phase when taking one hop per time frame after waiting the delay. Thus, in order
to bound the probability, we have to show that with sufficient probability the respective
executions of Algorithm 9 do not fail.
Let X`,`′ be a 0/1 random variable indicating if ` and `′ are allocated to the same time
frame. By definition E [X`,`′ ] ≤ 9 ln n/I(R) for all `, `′ ∈ R. Furthermore define for all ` ∈ R a
random variable by
C` = ∑
`′∈R
pi(`′)<pi(`)
(
ap(`, `′) + ap(`′, `)
)
X`,`′ .
We have E [C`] ≤ 9 ln n.
The random variables X`,`′ are negatively associated as defined by Dubhashi and Ranjan
[DR98]. This allows us to use a Chernoff bound to get
Pr [C` ≥ 18 ln n] ≤ exp(−3 ln n) ≤ 1/n3 for all ` ∈ R .
So, we get Pr [∃` ∈ R : C` ≥ 18 ln n] ≤ 1/n2. Furthermore, if all C` < 18 ln n then also
A¯(Rt, p) ≤ 18 ln n for all t. That is, with probability at least 1 − 1/n2, the condition q ≤
1/4A¯(Rt,p) is satisfied for all t.
For Algorithm 9, we proved that the probability that one of the requests is not success-
fully scheduled during 29 · dln ne/q time slots is at most 1/n3. This is the failure probability
for each time frame. Since there are at most n time frames used, we get a total failure prob-
ability of at most 1/n2 if q ≤ 1/4A¯(Rt,p) for all t. We proved above the probability of the latter
event not to happen is also 1/n2. So all packets reach their final destination during phase k
with probability at least 1− 1/n.
Observe that for this analysis any progress made in past phases only increases the prob-
ability of success. So for all constants c the probability that not all packet reach their fi-
nal destinations within the first c + dlog (I(R)/9 log n + D)e − 1 phases is at most 1/nc. These
phases consist of O(2c(I(R) log n+ D log2 n)) time slots. In other words, we are finished af-
ter O(I(R) log n + D log2 n) time slots whp. Furthermore, Theorem 2.25 yields I(R) log n +
D log2 n = O(T · log2 n).
3.6 Thresholds Smaller than 1
For the analysis in this chapter, we implicitly assumed that all thresholds are at least 1. Like
for greedy algorithms, also for contention-resolution algorithms an Ω(1/βmin) lower bound
holds. We consider protocols in which links may use different transmission probabilities
over time but all links use the same probability in a time slot.
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Algorithm 10: A distributed multi-hop scheduling algorithm.
for k = 1 to ∞ do
assign each waiting packet a delay δi ∈ [2k]
for t = 1 to 2k+1 do
setRt = {(Pi,j, Pi,j+1) | j = t + δi}
run Algorithm 9 with q = 1/72 · dln ne onRt for 210 · dln ne/q time slots
foreach transmission that fails during the execution do
δi := ∞
Theorem 3.10. Every contention-resolution algorithm for latency minimization has an approxima-
tion factor in Ω(1/βmin).
Proof. Let k = b1/βminc. Consider the following instance on the line. There are k links
having the sender at 0 and the receiver at 1, and there are k further links whose sender is
at 1 and whose receiver is at 0. The optimal schedule length in this case is 2. We show
that any symmetric randomized algorithms yields a schedule of length Ω(k) with constant
probability.
We assume binary feedback, that is, each sender gets to know after a transmission at-
tempt whether its transmission has been successfully received (in this case it drops out).
Furthermore, we assume all senders follow the same algorithm. Consequently, running the
algorithms can be described by the sequence of transmission probabilities pt, which all re-
maining senders use in round t.
We now consider the time T until at least k/2 transmissions have been carried out. We
define nt to be the remaining number of transmissions after round t, n0 := 2k. Furthermore,
we define the random variable δt as nt − nt+1 if nt ≥ 32 k and 0 otherwise. We have E [δt] ≤ 4
because of the following reason. In the case nt < 32 n this is clear by definition. In the case
nt ≥ 32 n, in contrast, it is the expected number of successful transmissions. These transmis-
sions are exposed to the interference of at least k/2 reverse links. Therefore, we have
E
[
δt
∣∣∣∣ nt ≥ 32k
]
≤ 2kpt(1− pt)k/2 ≤ 2k 2k + 2
(
1− 2
k + 2
)k/2
≤ 2 2k
k + 2
≤ 4 .
Furthermore, observe that T ≤ k16 implies 2k− ∑k/16t=1 δt ≤ 32 k since T was defined such that
nt ≥ 32 n for all t ≤ T. Thus, we can get a bound on T as follows
Pr
[
T ≤ k
16
]
≤ Pr
[
2k−
k/16
∑
t=1
δt ≤ 32k
]
= Pr
[
k/16
∑
t=1
δt ≥ 12k
]
≤ 2
k
· E
[
k/16
∑
t=1
δt
]
≤ 2
k
· 4 · k
16
≤ 1
2
.
That is, with constant probability we need at least k16 = Ω(1/βmin) time slots.
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3.7 Summary
Altogether, we have seen in this chapter that for latency minimization with respect to fixed
transmit powers simple, randomized strategies yield reasonable approximation factors. It
is possible to add acknowledgment transmissions to the protocol with only a constant over-
head to the schedule length and thus to derive a distributed protocol
Probably the most restrictive assumption was that nodes have access to a global clock.
This is required for two reasons. On the one hand, we need synchronized time slots. Possibly,
this assumption can be overcome by using the standard trick used in ALOHA [Rob75] of
considering overlapping time slots. On the other hand, we need synchronized wake up.
That is, all nodes start running the algorithm at the same time. This, in turn, is a general
problem in the SINR model. In Section 7.9, we will show that in the context of dynamic
scheduling without this assumptions only very poor guarantees can be given.
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CHAPTER 4
Rayleigh Fading
While the interference model considered so far represents a significant improvement over
previous approaches, it still uses a limited view of signal propagation. The main assump-
tion is that any signal transmitted at power level p is always received after distance d with
strength p/dα, for some α > 0. In contrast, in reality signal propagation is by no means
deterministic. For instance, the model does not account for short-term fluctuations such
as fading. There exist advanced models using stochastic approaches that take fading effects
into account. Most prominently, in the Rayleigh-fading model, signal strength is modeled by
an exponentially distributed random variable with mean p/dα. In related work, this model
has been used for transport-capacity considerations similar to the ones by Gupta and Ku-
mar [GK00], for example, by Liu and Haenggi [LH05]. For other studies, Rayleigh fading
is only used to model effects of noise, and interference inside the network itself is neglected
[RH80, Hae05]. However, up to our knowledge, there are no general algorithmic results for
request scheduling in this model.
In this chapter, we examine the relationship between the non-fading SINR model and
the Rayleigh-fading model. Our first main result is a fundamental relation between the
models for instances of the same topology. It is based on a detailed analysis of the success
probability in the Rayleigh-fading model, and it turns out to allow a surprisingly simple
handling of the complicated stochastic propagation. This allows us to transfer all proposed
algorithms and their performance bounds in the SINR model to the Rayleigh-fading model.
Our second main result uses a more detailed reduction to show that a similar result applies
even for distributed capacity maximization via distributed regret learning techniques. As the
considered sequences generalize Nash equilibria, this result transfers the respective game-
theoretic studies [AD09].
On a more fundamental level, our results highlight the inherent robustness of the tech-
niques and bounds derived for the non-fading SINR model. The rather direct adaptation of
existing algorithms to Rayleigh fading raises the hope that algorithms and their analyses can
also be applied accordingly to interference models capturing further realistic properties.
4.1 Results
In the Rayleigh-fading model, interference becomes stochastic, and thus capacity maximiza-
tion becomes maximizing the expected number of successful requests. Similarly, in latency
minimization we strive to minimize the expected number of time slots until every request
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has been successful at least once. In this sense, we adapt a similar perspective as in worst-
case analysis of randomized algorithms – we strive to bound the expected performance of
the algorithms in an arbitrary (worst-case) topology.
Our first main result characterizes the success probability of a request in the Rayleigh-
fading model. This probability is never 0, and thus in the Rayleigh model requests can still
be successful if in the non-fading model this is completely impossible (e.g., due to extremely
large noise). For a meaningful comparison in terms of approximation factors, we thus focus
on interference-dominated scenarios with reasonable noise conditions (for a formal defini-
tion see below). Under these conditions, we show in Section 4.3 that for every set of success-
ful requests with respect to the non-fading model, in the Rayleigh model in expectation a
constant fraction of these requests remains successful. Hence, we can use algorithms for ca-
pacity optimization in the non-fading model and lose only a constant factor when translating
the output to Rayleigh fading. To bound approximation factors, however, we have to relate
this to the Rayleigh optimum, i.e., the maximum expected number of successful requests for
any subset of transmitting requests. Here we show in Section 4.5 that this expected number
can only be a factor of O(log∗ n) larger than the maximum number of successful requests in
the non-fading model.
This allows to use existing algorithms and their bounds to derive approximation factors
in the Rayleigh-fading model. We show, e.g., an O(log∗ n)-approximation for the different
variants of capacity maximization based on the algorithms in Chapter 2. For latency mini-
mization similar arguments can be applied for algorithms that use repeated single-slot suc-
cess maximization as used in Section 2.5 or contention-resolution protocols in the non-fading
model. The algorithms for latency minimization allow to directly apply multi-hop schedul-
ing techniques as in Section 2.6. The transformation does not modify transmit powers or
depend on metrical properties of the distances. Thus, the respective properties of the algo-
rithms and also the lower bounds, e.g., on power control (see Section 1.3.1) are preserved.
In addition, in Section 4.6 we consider distributed approaches for capacity maximization,
namely regret-learning algorithms [Din10]. Here we are not able to plug in the results for
the non-fading model in a similar black-box fashion. Instead, we have to argue in a more
detailed way to show that for uniform power assignments the expected number of successful
requests is only a constant factor smaller than the size of the non-fading optimum. The
bound is again completed using previous arguments, and we obtain a O(log∗ n)-factor with
respect to the Rayleigh optimum. Note that log∗ n is essentially “almost constant”, however,
deriving a (provable) constant bound remains open.
4.2 Formal Model Definition
We use a slightly different notation than in the previous chapters. This is due to the fact
that our results apply to a more general setting as described in more detail below. As usual,
we assume that our network consists of n possible communication links (s1, r1), . . . , (sn, rn),
each consisting of a sender and the respective receiver.
For the propagation, we consider Rayleigh-fading channels. That is, if a signal is trans-
mitted by sender si, it is received by receiver rj at a strength of Sj,i, which is a random variable
that is exponentially distributed with mean S¯j,i. We make the common assumption that this
stochastic process is independent for different (j, i) and from time slot to time slot.
The receiver ri can successfully decode the signal transmitted by its sender si, if the SINR
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is above a certain threshold βi, that is
Si,i
∑j 6=i Sj,i + ν
≥ βi .
Again, ν ≥ 0 denotes the constant ambient noise.
We compare this channel model to the standard non-fading propagation model. Here,
the received signal strength is always (deterministically) S¯j,i. As one can easily see, this com-
parison might not be fair. In the case of very low transmit powers, the mean received signal
strength is already exceeded by the noise. Therefore, the transmission cannot be successful
at all in the non-fading model, even in the absence of interference. In the Rayleigh-fading
model in contrast, a small success probability remains. Therefore, as we focus on the impact
of interference, we assume that S¯i,i is always a constant factor higher than βiν. To simplify
notation, this factor is assumed to be 2, i.e., S¯i,i ≥ 2βiν.
In the previous sections on approximation algorithms in the non-fading model, it has
been very important that the signal strengths S¯j,i are not arbitrary but determined by cer-
tain model parameters. We assumed that S¯j,i = pj/d(sj, ri)α where pj is the transmit power
and d(sj, ri) the distance between sj and ri. In contrast, our connection between Rayleigh
and non-fading models shown below applies in a more general scenario, without any as-
sumptions on the values of the (expected) signal strength S¯j.i – except non-negativity and
the relation to noise as detailed in the paragraph above. In particular, this implies that our
reduction between the models holds for arbitrary power assignments, path-loss exponents,
requests located in metric spaces, etc. For proving bounded approximation factors, how-
ever, algorithms for the non-fading model usually rely heavily on S¯j,i being characterized
by these parameters. Consequently, our “black-box” translation of these algorithms and
their approximation factors also applies only to instances of the Rayleigh model that have
expected values S¯j,i with the same characteristics.
4.3 Success Probability
In this section, we consider the following situation under Rayleigh-fading constraints. As-
suming each sender si transmits with probability qi, we bound the probability of a successful
reception that we refer to as Qi(q1, . . . , qn). Fortunately, in contrast to the non-fading model,
the success probability can be given in a closed-form expression.
Theorem 4.1. The probability that receiver ri can successfully receive the signal from si is
Qi(q1, . . . , qn) = qi · exp
(
−βiν
S¯i,i
)
∏
j 6=i
(
1− βiqj
βi + S¯i,i/S¯j,i
)
.
Proof. Two events have to occur for successful transmission. On the one hand, sender si has
to decide to transmit. By definition this probability is qi. On the other hand, the SINR for the
transmission must be large enough. For the latter event, Liu and Haenggi [LH05] derived a
formula, which can be generalized to our model as follows.
The cumulated interference our transmission is exposed to is given by Ii = ∑j 6=i Sj,i · Xj,
where Xj denotes the 0/1 random variable whether sender sj makes a transmission attempt.
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The transmission is successful if Si,i ≥ βi(Ii + ν). Fixing Ii, we can use the fact that Si,i is
exponentially distributed to get
Pr [Si,i ≥ βi(Ii + ν) | Ii = x] = exp
(
−βi(x + ν)
S¯i,i
)
.
Taking the expectation over Ii, we get
Pr [Si,i ≥ βi(Ii + ν)]
= E
[
exp
(
−βi(Ii + ν)
S¯i,i
)]
= E
[
exp
(
−βi(∑j 6=i Sj,i · Xj + ν)
S¯i,i
)]
= exp
(
−βi · ν
S¯i,i
)
E
[
∏
j 6=i
exp
(
−βi · Sj,i · Xj
S¯i,i
)]
= exp
(
−βi · ν
S¯i,i
)
∏
j 6=i
E
[
exp
(
−βi · Sj,i · Xj
S¯i,i
)]
.
Since Sj,i and Xj are independent, we have
E
[
exp
(
−βi · Sj,i · Xj
S¯i,i
)]
= qj · E
[
exp
(
−βi · Sj,i
S¯i,i
)]
+ (1− qj) .
Using now the fact that Sj,i is exponentially distributed, we get
E
[
exp
(
−βi · Sj,i
S¯i,i
)]
=
∫ ∞
0
1
S¯j,i
exp
(
− x
S¯j,i
)
· exp
(
−βi · x
S¯i,i
)
dx =
1
1+ βi
S¯j,i
S¯i,i
.
This yields that Pr [Si,i ≥ βi(Ii + ν)] is
exp
(
−βi · ν
S¯i,i
)
∏
j 6=i
qj · 1
1+ βi
S¯j,i
S¯i,i
+ (1− qj)
 ,
yielding the claim.
The expression in Theorem 4.1 has the advantage of being an exact probability. However,
in order to compare the probability to the one in the non-fading channel model, we need
upper and lower bounds.
Lemma 4.2. The success probability for link i is at least
Qi(q1, . . . , qn) ≥ qi · exp
(
− βi
S¯i,i
(
ν+∑
j 6=i
S¯j,iqj
))
.
The success probability for link i is at most
Qi(q1, . . . , qn) ≤ qi · exp
(
− βi
2S¯i,i
(
ν+∑
j 6=i
S¯j,iqj
))
.
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Proof. The proof of this lemma is based on the following observation concerning the expo-
nential function.
Observation 4.3. For all x ∈ (0, 1], q ∈ [0, 1], we have
exp(−xq) ≤ 1− q1
x + 1
≤ exp
(
−1
2
xq
)
.
Proof. We show the first inequality using the fact that exp(y) ≥ 1 + y for all y ∈ R. Setting
y = xq yields
exp(−xq) = 1
exp(xq)
≤ 1
1+ xq
= 1− q1
x + q
≤ 1− q1
x + 1
.
Setting y = − q1
x+1
, we get
1− q1
x + 1
= 1+ y ≤ exp(y) = exp
(
− q1
x + 1
)
= exp
(
− xq
1+ x
)
.
Furthermore, we have for all x ∈ (0, 1] that xx+1 ≥ 12 x. This yields the second bound.
Setting now q = qj and x = βiS¯j,i/S¯i,i in this observation, we get
exp
(
−βi
S¯j,i
S¯i,i
qj
)
≤ 1− βiqj
βi + S¯i,i/S¯j,i
≤ exp
(
−1
2
βi
S¯j,i
S¯i,i
qj
)
.
Theorem 4.1 now yields the claim.
As a first result, this gives us the following relation between the success probability in
the Rayleigh-fading channel compared to the one in the non-fading channel.
Corollary 4.4. If a set S ⊆ [n] is feasible in the non-fading channel model, setting qi = 1 for all
i ∈ S and qi = 0 for all i 6∈ S, we have Qi(q1, . . . , qn) ≥ 1/e for all i ∈ S.
If qi ∈ {0, 1} for all i ∈ [n] and the Rayleigh success probability is at least 1/
√
e for each link,
the set of all links with qi = 1 is feasible in the non-fading channel model.
4.4 Transforming Scheduling Algorithms
The bounds given in the previous section immediately allow us to estimate the performance
of algorithms for the non-fading model in a Rayleigh-fading environment after some minor
modifications.
We can take an arbitrary approximation algorithm for capacity maximization, for exam-
ple, one of the constant-factor approximations presented in Chapter 2. In any case, a set of
links is returned that is feasible in the non-fading model. Making exactly these links transmit
with probability 1 (without changes of the transmit powers), Corollary 4.4 yields that each
of them will be successful with probability at least 1/e. In terms of our objective function
“capacity” this means that we are at most a 1/e-factor worse in expectation. In combination,
this means that the resulting algorithm will compute transmission probabilities yielding an
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expected capacity that is at most a constant factor worse than the optimally achievable ca-
pacity in the non-fading model. However, it remains to show that the theoretical optimum
in the Rayleigh-fading model cannot be much better than the one in the non-fading model.
This will be carried out in Section 4.5.
In Section 2.5 and Chapter 3, we presented two different approaches to latency minimiza-
tion. These represent two classes existing approximation algorithms can be divided into. On
the one hand, many algorithms [GWHW09, HW10, HM11c] like the ones presented in Sec-
tion 2.5 actually attempt to maximize the utilization of the first time slot and then apply this
procedure recursively on the remaining links. For these kinds of algorithms and analyses
exactly the same argumentation as for capacity maximization can be applied. On the other
hand, randomized protocols like the one in Chapter 3 have been proposed [FKV11, HM11a].
Here, in each time slot, each link is assigned a (small) transmission probability, which we
assume to be smaller than 1/2. If it is successful, the sender stops transmitting, otherwise
it continues running the algorithm. In order to transform such algorithms to the Rayleigh-
fading model, we let each (randomized) step be executed 4 times. This yields a success
probability that is at least as large as in the non-fading model. If p is the success probability
in the non-fading model, Corollary 4.4 yields the Rayleigh-fading success probability is at
least p · 1/e. In 4 independent repeats, the probability of at least one success is therefore at
least 1− (1− p/e)4. This is at least p if the transmission probability (and therefore the success
probability) is at most 1/2.
For multi-hop scheduling algorithms as described in Sections 2.6 and 3.5, the single-hop
transformations mentioned above can directly be generalized. Here, in fact, the resulting
multi-hop schedule can also be considered as a concatination of single-hop schedules. Trans-
forming each of them in the described way, we still only lose constant factors.
4.5 Transforming the Rayleigh-Fading Optimum
The performance of all algorithms constructed in Section 4.4 were measured in terms of the
value of the optimal solution in the non-fading model. However, in order to derive approxi-
mation guarantees for the Rayleigh-fading model, the value of the computed solution has to
be compared within the Rayleigh-fading model. Here, the optimal solution could potentially
be much better than the non-fading one. In this section, we give a possibly surprising result
that this indeed cannot happen in an interference-dominated environment. To be more pre-
cise, we take an arbitrary assignment of transmission probabilities. In the Rayleigh-fading
model this yields a particular success probability for each link. We then simulate this single
transmission with O(log∗ n) independent steps in the non-fading model. In the end, for each
link the success probability is at least as large as in the single Rayleigh-fading step.
This yields that for both considered scheduling problems, the Rayleigh-fading optimum
can be at most an O(log∗ n)-factor better than the non-fading optimum. For capacity max-
imization this holds because we find O(log∗ n) sets that are all feasible in the non-fading
sense. In expectation, their summed value is at least as large as the one of the Rayleigh-
fading optimum. This means that the best one can be at most an O(log∗ n) factor worse.
When considering latency minimization, the Rayleigh-fading optimum should rather be
considered as an algorithm itself that assigns transmission probabilities in each step. This
assignment may arbitrarily depend on previous successes and may be computed using arbi-
trary computation power. However, our theorem shows for this case that even the perfect al-
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gorithm computes schedules that are at most an O(log∗ n) factor shorter than the non-fading
optimum, because we could replace each time slot by the described simulation, increasing
the schedule length by a factor of at most O(log∗ n).
Theorem 4.5. For each assignment of transmission probabilities q1, . . . , qn there is a simulation
consisting of O(log∗ n) steps such that the non-fading success probability in these steps is at least
Qi(q1, . . . , qn) for each link i.
Proof. We define (bk)k∈N recursively by setting b0 = 1/4, bk+1 = exp(bk/2). The simulation
works as follows. For each k ≥ 0 with bk < n, we let each sender transmit with probability
q(k)i := qi/4bk for 19 times independently at random.
Algorithm 11: Formal description of the simulation.
k := 0, b0 := 1/4
while bk < n do
for 19 times do
transmit with probability q(k)i := qi/4bk
bk+1 := exp(bk/2), k := k + 1
Consider an arbitrary i ∈ [n]. We claim: The probability of success during the O(log∗ n)
repeats in the non-fading model is at least Qi(q1, . . . , qn). To show this claim, we set A =
∑j 6=i min
{
1, βiS¯j,i/S¯i,i
} · qj. Observe that 0 ≤ A ≤ n. In order to bound the success proba-
bility, we only take the kth iteration of the while loop into account where bk ≤ exp(A/2) ≤
exp(bk/2). We will show that in this iteration, the probability of a successful transmission
in the non-fading model is at least as large as the original one in the Rayleigh-fading model.
Using Lemma 4.2, we observe the probability of success in the Rayleigh fading model is at
most qieA/2 ≤
qi
bk
.
Let us first consider a single one of the 19 independent iterations. Let Xj be a 0/1 ran-
dom variable indicating if sender sj transmits in this iteration. By definition E
[
Xj
]
= q(k)j .
Furthermore, set Z = ∑j 6=i min
{
1, βiS¯j,i/S¯i,i
} · Xj.
To make the transmission successful in the non-fading model, we have to have Xi =
1 and S¯i,i ≥ βi(∑j 6=i S¯j,iXj + ν). To bound the probability of the latter event, we use the
assumption that S¯i,i ≥ 2βiν. Therefore it suffices to have Z < 1/2, allowing to estimate the
probability of this event by Markov’s inequality using
Pr
[
Z ≥ 1
2
]
≤ 2E [Z] = 2∑
j 6=i
min
{
1, βi
S¯j,i
S¯i,i
}
E
[
Xj
]
= 2∑
j 6=i
min
{
1, βi
S¯j,i
S¯i,i
}
· qj
4bk
≤ 2 A
4bk
.
For the remaining considerations, we distinguish between the two cases k = 0 and k ≥ 1.
In the case k ≥ 1, we use the fact that A ≤ bk to get that the success probability in the
non-fading model in a single iteration is at least
q(k)i ·
(
1− 2 A
4bk
)
≥ q
(k)
i
2
=
qi
8bk
.
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We use now the facts that k ≥ 1 and therefore bk ≥ exp(1/8) and furthermore that for all
0 ≤ x ≤ exp (−1/8) we have 1− (1− x/8)19 ≥ x. This yields that in 19 independent repeats,
we get a total success probability of at least
1−
(
1− qi
8bk
)19
≥ qi
bk
≥ qi exp
(
−A
2
)
.
As we have already seen, the success probability in the Rayleigh-fading model is at most
qi exp(−A/2).
For the case k = 0, we use that the probability that the transmission is not successful
within a single iteration of the inner loop is at most qi(1− 2A). That is, the probability that
at least one of the 19 independent repeats is successful is at least 1− (1− qi(1− 2A))19 ≥
qi exp(−A/2) for all 0 ≤ qi ≤ 1 because A ≤ 1/4.
Taking this theorem into account, we see that we lose at most an O(log∗ n) factor in
all approximation guarantees of non-fading algorithms. In particular, the constant-factor
capacity-maximization algorithms of the non-fading case provide without any further mod-
ification O(log∗ n) approximations in the Rayleigh-fading case.
4.6 Regret Learning for Capacity Maximization
Another very useful approach to solve the capacity-maximization problem was presented
by Dinitz [Din10]. This approach provides a distributed way to solve the problem based on
regret-learning techniques. The idea behind regret-learning algorithms is that the algorithm
gets feedback in terms of utility depending on the chosen actions of all users and chooses
its next action according to this feedback. In the model introduced by Dinitz each user i has
in each step the option to attempt a transmission or not. That is, his actions qi are to send
(qi = 1) or not to send (qi = 0). When sending a user gets a utility of 1 for being successful
and −1 for not being successful. Not sending at all yields a utility of 0.
For this model, A´sgeirsson and Mitra [AM11] showed in the non-fading model that the
average number of successful transmissions converges to the optimum up to a constant fac-
tor. Unfortunately, due to the sequential computation, our transformation cannot be applied
here. However, we are able to prove a similar result showing that the expected number of
successful transmissions converges to the non-fading optimum up to a constant factor.
Generally, in regret learning, a sequence of action vectors is computed in a decentralized
way. In each step, every user i decides which action ai to take. Depending on his own
choice and the one of the other users, he gets a utility ui(a1, . . . , an). The choice which action
to choose then depends on the history of utilities experienced before. The external regret is
defined as the difference between the utility of the best single action in hindsight and the
summed utility experienced by the algorithm.
Definition 4.1. The external regret of user i at time T given a sequence of action vectors a(1), . . . , a(T)
is
max
a′i∈Ai
T
∑
t=1
ui(a
(t)
1 , . . . , a
(t)
i−1, a
′
i, a
(t)
i+1, . . . , a
(t)
n )−
T
∑
t=1
ui(a(t)) ,
where Ai is the set of possible actions of user i.
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So the user regrets what he might have gained if he had switched to one single action
for all time steps instead of using the algorithm. An algorithm has the no-regret property
if the average regret per time step converges to 0 for the number of time steps T going to
∞. One famous such algorithm is Randomized Weighted Majority due to Littlestone and
Warmuth [LW94]. For this class of algorithms we will show that the average number of
successful transmissions converges to the non-fading capacity-maximizing optimum. To-
gether with Theorem 4.5 this yields a factor of O(log∗ n) in comparison to the Rayleigh-
fading optimum. Our analysis extends the one for the non-fading case by A´sgeirsson and
Mitra [AM11], which in some parts relies on Dinitz [Din10]. As the results from [AM11]
also show a constant bound for regret learning in the non-fading channel, this highlights the
close relationship between the models.
In contrast to analyses in the non-fading model, the utility functions themselves are
stochastic and therefore hard to deal with. Luckily, the expected regret with respect to the
stochastic utility functions can be bounded by the regret with respect to the expected utili-
ties. For this reason, we adapt the utility function from Dinitz for an analysis in expectation.
It depends on the success probability Qi(q1, . . . , qn) of link i. Formally, we define the utility
of user i to be
ui(q1, . . . , qn) =
{
0 if qi = 0,
2 ·Qi (q1, . . . , qn)− 1 if qi = 1.
(4.1)
Any no-regret algorithm getting the actual outcomes of the random experiments also com-
putes no-regret sequences with respect to these utility functions. As the regret becomes
small with high probability after running the algorithm for a sufficiently long time, we only
consider for each user a fixed sequence with regret eT and show the following theorem.
Theorem 4.6. Consider a sequence q(1), . . . , q(t) of action vectors such that each user has regret at
most e · T with respect to the utility functions defined by Equation (4.1). Then the average number of
successful transmissions is in Ω(OPT− en), for OPT being the size of the largest feasible set in the
non-fading model under uniform transmit powers.
Theorem 4.6 directly follows from Lemma 4.7 and Lemma 4.8 which we will prove in the
remaining part of this section.
In the following, we consider a sequence q(1), . . . , q(T) that exhibits external regret e · T
for each user i = 1, . . . , n. We define fi = 1T ∑t q
(t)
i as the fraction of time steps the user
chooses qi = 1. Let F = ∑i fi. We define the average success probability per time step as
xi = 1T ∑t Q
(t)
i
(
q(t)1 , . . . , q
(t)
n
)
, and we set X = ∑i xi.
We examine such sequences and first bound the average number of successful transmis-
sions. It turns out that for e approaching 0 half of the transmissions are successful in the long
run. Besides this result, we will show that the average number of transmitting nodes F is in
Ω(OPT). This together shows that the average number of successful transmissions X is in
Ω(OPT).
Lemma 4.7. X ≤ F ≤ 2X + en
Proof. The first inequality follows by definition. For the second inequality, we use the fact
that for each user i the regret is at most e. Therefore, always using action qi = 0 can increase
the average utility per step by at most e. Formally this means 2 · xi − fi ≥ −e. Taking the
sum over all i, we get 2X− F ≥ −en. This yields F ≤ 2X + en.
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We have shown a bound for the average number of successful transmissions that de-
pends on the average number of transmitting nodes F. This allows us next to see that F is in
Ω(OPT).
Lemma 4.8. Let OPT denote the size of the largest feasible set in the non-fading model under uniform
transmit powers, then F = Ω(OPT).
Proof. In the following apuniform(`j, `i) denotes the affectance of link j on link i for uniform
powers. We will denote the summed affectance from other links on link i by
a(t)(i) = ∑
j∈[n]
q(t)j =1
apuniform(`j, `i) .
Let ri be the fraction of steps in which a(t)(i) ≤ 12 and let aˆ(i) = 1T ∑t a(t)(i).
Define OPT′ =
{
i ∈ OPT ∣∣ fi < 12 − e} and OPT′′ = {i ∈ OPT′ ∣∣∣ ∑j∈OPT′ apuniform(`i, `j) ≤ 2}.
So links in OPT′′ attempt to transmit in less than a 12 − e fraction of the time and affect others
doing so by at most 2.
If |OPT \OPT′| > |OPT|/2, then F would be at least ( 12 − e) · |OPT \OPT′| and therefore
in Ω(OPT).
So we consider |OPT′| ≥ |OPT|/2 for the rest of the proof. Using [AM11, Lemma 8], we
see |OPT′′| ≥ |OPT|/4. Therefore, it is sufficient to show F = Ω(|OPT′′|) and so we only
need to consider links i ∈ OPT′′.
We consider the utility gain for link i by switching to action qi = 1 throughout every step.
In an fi fraction of the steps nothing changes. In at least an ri − fi fraction of the steps, link i
could have been successful but did not transmit in the original sequence. As the affectance
is at most 1/2, we conclude from Lemma 4.2 that the success probability in these steps is at
least exp(−1/2). For the remaining steps, we estimate the probability simply by 0. Therefore,
the utility gain is at least (ri − fi) · 2 exp(−1/2)− (1− fi) ≤ e.
This yields for all i ∈ OPT′′ and e ≤ 0.04 that
ri ≤ fi + e+ 1− fi2 exp(−1/2)
≤ 1
2
(
1+
exp(1/2)
2
)
+
e · exp(1/2)
2
≤ 19
20
,
because fi ≤ 1/2. For aˆ(i), we now get by definition of ri
aˆ(i) ≥ ri · 0+ (1− ri) · 12 ≥
1
20
· 1
2
=
1
40
.
Hence, we have
aˆ(i) = ∑
j∈[n]
f japuniform(`j, `i) ≥
1
40
for all i ∈ OPT′′.
Taking the sum of all resulting inequalities, we get
∑
i∈OPT′′
∑
j∈[n]
f japuniform(`j, `i) ≥
|OPT′′|
40
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or, equivalently,
∑
j∈[n]
f j
(
∑
i∈OPT′′
apuniform(`j, `i)
)
≥ |OPT
′′|
40
.
With [AM11, Lemma 11] we have that ∑i∈OPT′′ apuniform(`j, `i) = O(1) for all j ∈ [n] and hence
∑
j∈[n]
f j = Ω(|OPT′′|) .
Due to Lemma 4.7 and 4.8, for any no-regret algorithm the number of successful trans-
missions needs to converge to a constant fraction of the non-fading optimum. This proves
Theorem 4.6.
4.7 Summary
From an algorithmic point of view, the non-fading and the Rayleigh-fading model behave
similarly. We regard this as a promising result because it indicates that existing results on
approximation algorithms within non-fading models seem to apply more generally. Turning
to a different, more realistic scenario does not create a fundamentally new situation as was
the case when shifting from graph-based interference models to SINR-based ones.
It remains an open question whether the obtained bounds can be improved. Consider-
ing a particular situation, the O(log∗ n)-factor in Theorem 4.5 might be reduced to a constant,
which we were not able to prove in general. Furthermore, the similarities between the two
models could be exploited to take the best of the two worlds, in order to derive more sophis-
ticated, hopefully distributed algorithms.
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CHAPTER 5
Simulation Results
This thesis focuses on approximation algorithms, being analyzed in a worst-case manner.
However, the obtained results do not necessarily have practical relevance for two reasons.
Firstly, the network instances determining the approximation factors can be determined by
artificially created instances that actually do not occur in reality. Secondly, we ignore con-
stant factors in our guarantees. It is not clear whether the asymptotic behavior already plays
a significant role for reasonable problem instances. For this reason, we complement the theo-
retical findings by a systematic evaluation of approximation algorithms and heuristics using
simulations in this chapter. Luckily, both mentioned concerns turn out to be unfounded.
As outlined in Section 1.3, the choice of transmit powers can have an enormous effect on
the optimal solutions of the capacity-maximization problem at least in worst-case scenarios.
We strive to examine whether these results are particular to the respective worst-case net-
works or whether similar results can still be observed in randomly generated networks. We
tackle these questions from two sides. In the first step, we investigate if the effect of power
control is as important as suggested by theoretical studies. For this purpose, we consider
the capacity-maximization problem with identical thresholds for all requests and compare
the described power-assignment schemes. Using non-convex optimization, we compute the
optimal subset of links with respect to arbitrary power assignments and also with respect to
uniform, linear, and square-root power assignments. In the second step, we focus on algo-
rithms finding an approximation to this optimal subset. This also includes simpler versions
of Algorithms 1 and 2 for identical thresholds, which were originally presented in [Kes11],
[HW10], and [HM11c].
5.1 Results
Our simulation results support most theoretical insights. They indicate that square-root
power assignments are able to partly exploit the potential of power control. That is, the
optimal solution is significantly better than the ones using uniform or linear power assign-
ments. However, being able to freely set transmit powers, the solution can still be better.
These simulations can be carried out for networks of up to 800 links. As computations need
exponential time in general, running times get prohibitively large in larger instances.
We furthermore execute approximation algorithms on randomly generated instances
consisting of up to 1600 links. These simulations also support the theoretical findings. Al-
gorithms that set the transmit powers explicitly are able to catch up to the optimum with
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Figure 5.1: Two example instance with 400 requests and L = 50.
Left: Unclustered Network
Right: Clustered Network with exponential distribution, γc = γr = 0.2, c = n/5
uniform power assignments or are even able to outperform it. That is, using power con-
trol these algorithms are able to provide better solutions than any algorithm using uniform
transmit powers could compute, even with unlimited computational power. Apart from the
algorithm from [Kes11], these algorithms use square-root power assignments. In principle,
this causes a limitation of the optimal solution that can be computed in contrast to the al-
gorithm from [Kes11]. However, this effect cannot be observed in the randomly generated
instances. It even turns out that all approximation algorithms and heuristics achieve com-
parable results.
In order to eliminate effects of particular networks or parameters, we repeat all simula-
tions with differently generated networks, with and without clustering. Furthermore, we
apply multiple parameter settings. This changes the absolute number of links that can be
scheduled. In either case, the relative performance is similar. In particular, the ranking of
the algorithms and power assignments is consistent.
5.2 Generation of Network Instances
For our simulations, we construct network instances applying two different techniques. In
each case, we randomly place n sender-receiver pairs in a 1000× 1000 square on a plane.
These links have length at least 0 and at most L, which is a parameter. Precision for all
involved numbers is double. Two example networks generated with the two models are
depicted in Figure 5.1.
The simplest way of construction is an unclustered network. Here, we first determine for
each link independently the position of the sender node s uniformly in the plane. In the
second step, for each sender we place the corresponding receiver r independently. This is
performed by selecting a vector k by determining an angle δ uniformly from [0, 360◦) and a
distance d uniformly from [0, L). The receiver r is then placed by r = s + k if this point lies
inside the given 1000× 1000 plane. Otherwise, this step is repeated.
Real-world networks typically show clustering effects and that most distances are com-
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parably short. These aspects are taken into account in clustered networks with exponential
distribution (see, e.g., [Wax88]). We first select c cluster centers independently uniformly at
random in the plane. Afterwards, in the vicinity of each cluster center n/c sender nodes are
placed. For each sender the respective receiver is then placed similarly in the vicinity of its
sender. In both steps, an angle and a distance are selected independently. The angle is again
chosen uniformly at random from [0, 360◦). The distance between the cluster center and the
sender is determined using an exponential distribution with mean γc · L. For the distance
between the sender and the receiver node, we use an exponential distribution with mean
γr · L. If a node lies outside the plane or one of the distances exceeds L, the step is repeated.
All of the results presented in this chapter were obtained for clustered networks with
L = 50, γc = γr = 0.2, and c = n/5. The SINR parameters were set to α = 4 and β = 1. In
terms of absolute numbers the choice of the network model and its parameters make a large
difference in our simulations. However, the relative performances seem to be robust against
changes in the model or in the parameters. This issue is discussed in Section 5.6.
5.3 Comparison of Power Assignments
In order to benchmark different power assignments, we compare the theoretical optima in
the respective cases. To do so, we solve the capacity-maximization problem with a fixed
power assignment as integer linear program (ILP) as follows. For each link `, we have an
indicator variable x` being assigning the value 1 (accepted) or 0 (rejected). The objective is
to maximize the sum of all indicator variables.
max. ∑
`∈R
x` (5.1a)
s.t.
p(`)
d(s, r)α
+ M(1− x`) ≥ β
((
∑
`′=(s′,r′) 6=`
p(`′)
d(s′, r)α
x`′
)
+ ν
)
for all ` = (s, r) ∈ R
(5.1b)
x` ∈ {0, 1} for all ` ∈ R (5.1c)
The SINR constraint modeled in Equation (5.1b) has to be satisfied by each active request `.
That is, depending on the binary variable x` the respective constraint has to be fulfilled or
not. To effect this behavior and to receive a linear program so called big M formulations are
used, setting M to a sufficiently large constant. To ensure numerical robustness, the input for
the LP solver was expressed using indicator constraints. Internally, the LP solver transforms
these constraints and sets suitable values for M.
To optimize over all possible power assignments, we use the following mixed integer
linear program (MILP).
max. ∑
`∈R
x` (5.2a)
s.t.
p`
d(s, r)α
+ M(1− x`) ≥ β
((
∑
`′=(s′,r′) 6=`
p`′
d(s′, r)α
)
+ ν
)
for all ` = (s, r) ∈ R (5.2b)
0 ≤ p` ≤ pmaxx` for all ` ∈ R (5.2c)
x` ∈ {0, 1} for all ` ∈ R (5.2d)
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In this program, we have for each request ` a variable p` specifying the respective transmit
power. Again, big M formulations ensure that the SINR constraint is satisfied for each link
having x` = 1. If x` = 0, the SINR constraint does not need to be fulfilled and the power is
set to 0.
5.3.1 Simulation Setting
Our simulations were run with the optimization software CPLEX v12.2. In order to elim-
inate effects of particular networks or parameters, we repeated all simulations with differ-
ently generated networks, with and without clustered structure. Furthermore, we applied
multiple parameter settings. Although the absolute number of links that can be scheduled
depends greatly on network and parameter settings, the relation between the optima does
not change significantly. We ran 10 simulations for each setting and calculated the average
result.
With the presented models for the non-convex optimization we computed the optimal
subset of links with respect to arbitrary power assignments and also with respect to uniform,
linear, and square-root power assignments. For fixed power assignments we were able to
calculate optimal results regarding the maximum capacity problem up to a network size of
1600 requests.
The problem gets significantly more involved when attempting to optimize the power
assignment. With an increasing number of transmissions it gets rapidly harder to reduce the
remaining integer gap. Thus, we set a time limit of 3 hours or accepted the results as the
optimal results when the integer gap reduced to a value of less than 3 %. We were able to
generate optimal results for networks with less than 200 requests. For networks consisting of
more than 200 requests the time limit took effect. That is, the obtained solution is more than
3 % worse than the fractional upper bound at this point. However, we use these solutions for
our considerations. This is due to the fact that choosing a much larger time limit could not
improve the qualities of the solutions significantly. Furthermore, the solutions obtained up
to this point still turned out to be significant since they outperformed the maximal number
of scheduled requests achieved with a fixed power assignment.
5.3.2 Simulation Results
Figure 5.2 shows the results of the comparison of uniform, linear, and square-root power
assignments with the optimized one for network sizes of up to 800 requests. Network in-
stances consisting of 1600 requests did not yield meaningful outputs for the case of power
control. The results are given for “standard” parameters but, as further explained in Sec-
tion 5.6, the ranking of the algorithms and the behavior remained consistent for all tested
parameters.
As mentioned in the previous section, the displayed values for the mixed integer linear
program are only the best solutions computed within 3 hours. Although these are not nec-
essarily the theoretical optima, they already reveal the potential given by the use of power
control. For example, given a clustered network with 800 requests, it can be observed that
a linear or uniform power assignment can select about half of the requests on average. The
number of requests selected with power control is more than 500 requests on average. Hence,
using power control for this parameter setting allows a performance gain of 15− 17% com-
pared to uniform power assignments. Square-root power assignments are partly able to
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Figure 5.2: Comparison of theoretical optima for typical network instance,
α = 4, L = 50,γc = γr = 0.2, c = n/5, test runs = 10
Requests ILP (uniform) MILP MILP + Gap Ratio ILP/MILP
50 32.0 40.0 40.0 0.80
100 62.6 79.0 79.8 0.79
200 119.5 152 188.3 0.79
400 223.2 286.7 388.1 0.78
800 408.4 519.6 766.9 0.79
Table 5.1: Average optimal results for typical network instance,
α = 4, L = 50,γc = γr = 0.2, c = n/10, test runs = 10, time limit = 3h
exploit this potential of power control. The network capacities generated with square-root
power assignments are significantly larger than the capacities achieved with a uniform or
linear power assignment. Thus, the assumed theoretical advantage of square-root power
assignments could clearly be confirmed.
Table 5.1 presents the remaining integer gap for the MILP approach on a typical network
instance. A further interesting fact is presented by the last column of Table 5.1 giving the
ratio between the best achieved ILP solution with a uniform power assignment and the best
achieved integer solution of MILP. This ratio stays constant at about 80 % also for larger
networks. This suggests that the obtained solutions are nearly optimal ones for the MILP
approach.
Furthermore, we can observe that the absolute sizes of the respective optimal solutions
increase whereas the relative sizes to the overall network size decrease. This is due to the
fact that on the one hand the number of short links increases and thus the network capacity
increases. On the other hand, adding long links does not increase the network capacity. As
a consequence, the relative size of the optimum decreases.
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5.4 Evaluation of Approximation Algorithms
5.4.1 Employed Algorithms
We implemented the following three approximation algorithms, each being a constant-factor
approximation for the respective optimum. On the one hand, we considered an algorithm
freely setting the transmit powers as Algorithm 1. As we deal with identical thresholds
here, we used the simpler version presented in [Kes11]. In the following, this algorithm is
abbreviated by Kess. On the other hand, we studied algorithms using fixed transmit powers
as Algorithm 2. Also in this case, we implemented simpler versions for identical thresholds:
The one by Halldo´rsson and Wattenhofer [HW10] using uniform transmit powers (HW), and
the one by Halldo´rsson and Mitra [HM11c] using square-root power assignments (HM).
The three employed approximation algorithms have the same underlying working prin-
ciple. They examine the requests of the network in order of increasing length. A request `′
is (tentatively) selected if it satisfies a condition of the form ∑`∈L w(`, `′) ≤ W, where L is
the set of previously selected links. The weight w(`, `′) and the constant bound W depend
on the actual approximation algorithm. Having made this tentative selection, the final solu-
tion is computed by choosing a subset of the selection or assigning transmit powers. For the
purpose of proving the desired approximation factor, the value W of the selection constraint
is chosen very conservatively. In random instances, slight relaxations still result in feasible
solutions for most situations. Thus, we implemented an additional binary search to obtain
an appropriate bound W. This adapted bound admits better results which are still feasible.
Furthermore we implemented the so-called MinLoss and MaxLoss heuristics, which are
the simplest greedy algorithms for the problem of approximating the capacity-maximization
problem with a fixed power assignment. However, they only yield a poor worst-case perfor-
mance and no non-trivial approximation factors can be proven. The requests are considered
in order of increasing (MinLoss) or decreasing (MaxLoss) path loss. This is equivalent to
examining the requests in order of increasing request lengths since the path-loss exponent
α is fixed. A request ` is added to the set L if all involved SINR constraints are fulfilled af-
terwards. That is, not only the condition for ` is checked but also the ones for all previously
added links. For this reason, for the MinLoss or MaxLoss algorithm O(n2) times the interfer-
ence between a request and the already assigned requests has to be calculated. In contrast,
the remaining approximation algorithms always have to check a single constraint, resulting
in O(n) calculations of a constraint. This means that in terms of the required calculation time
the MinLoss and MaxLoss algorithms need an additional factor of O(n).
We implemented both heuristics, MinLoss and MaxLoss, both with a uniform and a
square-root power assignment. In the following they are referred to as MinSqrt, MinUni
and MaxSqrt, MaxUni, respectively.
We used Java for our implementations and analyzed network instances with up to 1600
requests.
5.4.2 Simulation Results
The results of 10 test runs are given in Figure 5.3, comparing the approximation results to
the uniform optimum. Interestingly, the uniform optimum achieves results that are similar
to MinSqrt, HM and Kess. The previous section showed that the uniform optimum is out-
performed by the optima produced with a square-root power assignment or power control.
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Figure 5.3: Comparison of approximation algorithms and uniform optimum for typical net-
work instance,
α = 4, L = 50,γc = γr = 0.2, c = n/5, test runs = 10
Requests Kess HW HM MaxSqrt MinSqrt
50 32.57 (65%) 29.00 (58%) 30.81 (62%) 30.78 (62%) 33.78 (68%)
100 60.84 (61%) 50.33 (50%) 58.41 (58%) 57.74 (58%) 64.36 (64%)
200 118.78 (60%) 95.94 (48%) 115.79 (58%) 111.31 (56%) 127.60 (64%)
400 213.48 (53%) 160.50 (40%) 215.50 (54%) 170.47 (43%) 239.47 (60%)
800 387.59 (48%) 288.42 (36%) 400.35 (50%) 141.02 (18%) 446.85 (56%)
1600 670.80 (42%) 479.77 (30%) 701.77 (44%) 102.42 (6%) 782.37 (49%)
Table 5.2: Average approximation results for typical network instance,
In brackets: Percentage of scheduled requests compared to overall requests,
α = 4, L = 50,γc = γr = 0.2, c = n/5, test runs = 100
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More detailed results for 100 test runs of the approximation algorithms are also given in
Table 5.2. In both cases, it can be seen that the best results are achieved by MinSqrt, HM and
the Kess algorithm. The HW algorithm using a uniform power assignment is outperformed
by these algorithms. The MaxSqrt heuristic shows the weakest performance. The uniform
variants of MinLoss and MaxLoss are outperformed by their square-root variants.
The absolute results heavily depend on the choice of the different network parameters.
Nevertheless, simulations reveal that, considering the relative results of the different approx-
imation algorithms, we can determine a clear ranking regarding the different approximation
algorithms. The ranking remains valid for most appropriate scenarios:
MinSqrt > MinUni > Kess ≈ HM > HW > MaxSqrt > MaxUni.
The weak performance of the MaxLoss heuristic for larger network instances can eas-
ily be explained. The MaxLoss heuristic initially examines the longest requests. Due to the
fact that with a larger distance between sender and receiver the transmission has to be per-
formed with a higher power value, also the arising interference increases. This disadvantage
cannot be seen when considering more channels or the scheduling of all network requests
(see Section 5.5). The reason for the good performance of the MinLoss heuristic, also with a
uniform power assignment, is exactly the one why its worst-case performance is very poor.
In contrast to the approximation algorithms, that are very conservative, it uses the original
SINR constraints. Nevertheless, it also needs a larger computation time as already stated.
Furthermore, we can observe that the HW algorithm achieves much weaker results.
Compared to Kess and HM, this is due to the fact that it uses uniform transmit powers,
which were shown to be inferior in the previous section. So the weaker performance of a
uniform or linear power assignment for the calculation of the maximal network capacity is
also revealed by our simulations with the approximation algorithms. This can be observed
as well when only comparing MinSqrt to MinUni or MaxSqrt to MaxUni. The variants using
a square-root power assignment always outperform their uniform variants. We can even
observe that the approximation algorithms using a square-root power assignment or power
control, are able to outperform the uniform or linear optimum for some of the smaller in-
stances and can keep up to it in all instances. This means that these algorithms already
achieve better results than any algorithm using uniform powers, even one with unlimited
computational powers.
However, theoretically, also between these algorithms there were large differences. The
Kess algorithm can be shown to guarantee better results than any algorithm using square-
root power assignments. Up to now, this cannot be verified by our simulations, where both
the Kess and the HM algorithms perform very similarly. Thus, there is still further poten-
tial by the use of power control, which is not significantly presented by the implemented
algorithms.
A last aspect to be mentioned are running times, as the study of approximation algo-
rithms is motivated by the fact that they ensure a polynomial running time. This discrep-
ancy can also be observed in our simulations. To give an example, Figure 5.4 displays the
running times in a log-log plot. The Kess algorithm represents the behavior of a polynomial
approximation algorithm and is compared to the time needed for calculating the optimal re-
sult achievable with a uniform power assignment. We observe that the computation time for
the theoretical optimum rises rapidly. While the running time does not differ significantly
for smaller network instances, the required computation time for a network instance consist-
ing of 800 requests differs by a factor of more than 100: The approximation algorithms still
need less than a second, whereas the ILP algorithm needs more than a minute for the com-
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putation. The MILP approach using power control (not displayed in the plot) does not even
complete within days. This example impressively captures the huge difference in required
computation time between the approximation algorithms and the non-convex optimization
approaches which result in exponential growing calculation times.
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Figure 5.4: Computation time analysis for typical network instance,
α = 4, L = 50,γc = γr = 0.2, c = n/5, 10 test runs
5.5 Latency Minimization
In our simulations, we focused on the capacity-maximization problem, because it is par-
ticularly simple to state as an ILP or an MILP. In contrast, most practical studies focus
on latency minimization. There has been a lot of research using non-convex optimization
techniques to solve this problem exactly, introduced independently by a number of au-
thors [KWE08, FLH08, TXCZ06]. Neither of them can be used to calculate optimal solutions
for larger network instances efficiently. Further ideas were given in [CKW10], formulating
the latency-minimization problem with variable powers as a mixed integer linear program,
which can be solved with branch & bound and cutting plane heuristics. However, neither of
the presented approaches can be run on large networks in reasonable time. For this reason,
we carried out most of our simulations for the capacity-maximization problem. The calcu-
lation of the optimum with power control already revealed the great difficulties to calculate
solutions for the NP-hard optimization problems.
Nevertheless, we can use the previously presented approximation algorithms for latency
minimization by iteratively maximizing the utilization of the first time slot. We implemented
these variants with the objective of comparing the different approximation algorithms for the
latency-minimization problem. Analyzing the relative results more or less the same state-
ments as for the capacity-maximization problem can be made. The following ranking can be
observed: MinSqrt ≈MaxSqrt > MinUni ≈MaxUni > Kess ≈ HM > HW.
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That is, we achieve the same ranking as before with the single difference that the MaxLoss
heuristic now performs in a similar way as the MinLoss algorithm. All algorithms, except for
MaxSqrt and MaxUni, begin by treating the smallest requests. Due to the shorter distances
the signals have to cover, better scheduling results for the first time slots can be achieved.
When all requests shall be scheduled this disadvantage of the MaxLoss heuristic disappears.
There exist instances where the MinLoss algorithm performs slightly better, but there are
also other networks where the MaxLoss algorithm requires less time slots.
5.6 Robustness Issues
The previously presented results are robust against adjusting certain parameters and the
network structure. The stated ranking of the approximation algorithms and the performance
results of the distinct power assignments do not change when adapting network parameters
like the maximal request length, represented by the constant L. Similarly the behavior does
not differ when considering unclustered networks instead of clustered ones. In some cases,
the absolute values largely deviate. The described relations nevertheless remain constant.
The average length of the requests has an enormous impact on the absolute scheduling
results. With longer distances higher power values are required to transmit a signal, which
cause a higher interference with nearby communications. The average length of the requests
can be controlled by the parameter L. In case of a clustered network with exponential dis-
tribution the parameter γr is important as well. The greater γr the more longer requests
exist in the network. Similarly the smaller the parameter γc gets, the nearer are the requests
placed to the center of the cluster. This yields a high density around the center, resulting in
increased interference and less transmissions executable at the same time. These parameters
offer the biggest influence on the absolute scheduling results. It can also be seen that the
length diversity ∆ (cf., Section 1.3.1) converges toward the maximal request length L with an
increasing number of requests.
The unclustered networks usually have a higher number of longer requests as the length
is determined by a uniform random distribution. Hence, optimal and computed solutions
become smaller. However, there are not only more requests with a higher distance between
sender and receiver, but the transmission links are also placed over the whole plane, re-
ducing interference due to clustering effects. Nevertheless, the overall behavior of the algo-
rithms in unclustered networks resembles in great parts the performances seen for clustered
networks.
The cluster cardinality is a further parameter having influence on the scheduling results.
But, despite the impact on the absolute achieved results, the behavior of the approximation
algorithm does not change significantly in most scenarios. With fewer clusters and thereby
more requests each, the achieved values for the maximal network capacity get worse. More
requests per cluster naturally cause more interference in each cluster, and cumulative inter-
ference effects are increased as well.
5.7 Conclusion
Our simulations are able to support a number of theoretical findings from worst-case anal-
ysis. In particular, square-root power assignments appear to be not only good in theory but
also in practice. They originate from theoretical considerations, in which it was shown that
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they are superior to uniform or linear power assignments. Our simulations confirm this ob-
servation. Thus they are an easily implementable alternative that is at least partially able
to profit from power control. However, one can get better performances by optimizing the
power assignment – both in theory and in simulations.
Comparing the approximation algorithms and heuristics, we can again observe the ef-
fects of power control. Algorithms using different transmit powers are in general superior
to the ones using uniform power assignments. In particular, we have shown that our algo-
rithms using power control such as Algorithm 1 can compete with the other approaches. For
our algorithms, in contrast, there are guarantees on the performance in any network. Hence,
developing approximation algorithms seems to be the right direction.
Another important point to remark is that it is unavoidable to compute approximate so-
lutions. Even with state-of-the-art optimization tools it is impossible to solve the problem
exactly within reasonable time. While approximate solutions can be computed within sec-
onds, finding the optimum takes hours or even days.
Our study focuses on the capacity-maximization problem for two reasons. On the one
hand, this is the problem for which the best approximation factors could be shown. On
the other hand, it has a straightforward ILP or MILP formulation allowing us to find the
optimal solution. It could be an interesting topic for future research to compare algorithms
for latency minimization. Such a study, however, would require a way to find the minimum-
latency solution within acceptable time, which still remains an open problem.
A last point to be mentioned is that the purpose of the simulations was to study the given
algorithms on randomly generated networks in contrast to the worst-case assumptions used
in algorithmic theory. This brings about that we neglected modeling issues and carried out
the simulations within the same model. It remains an open problem to verify our results in
more advanced simulation environments or even in real-world experiments.
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CHAPTER 6
Secondary Spectrum Auctions
After having studied the capacity-maximization and latency-minimization problem, we now
turn to two advanced problem scenarios. The first one we consider is the allocation of spec-
trum to providers of mobile services, e.g., cellular phone networks. Traditionally, this spec-
trum allocation is static – service providers could obtain licenses for certain services. These
licenses were given away in large auctions for entire countries. Examples include FCC auc-
tions in the US or the auctions for UMTS and LTE that took place in Europe. This practice
is inefficient and problematic: Demands for services vary at different times and in different
areas. Depending on time and place this causes frequency bands licensed for one application
to become overloaded. On the other hand, different bands are idle at the same time. A major
research effort is currently underway in computer science and engineering to overcome this
artificial scarcity by opening bands for so-called secondary usage. This means a market is
established where parts of the spectrum that are currently unused by so-called primary users
for the originally intended purpose (such as TV or telecommunication) can be offered to so-
called secondary users. Licenses for such secondary usage are valid only for a local area and
therefore have to take interference into account.
A sustainable approach (concisely termed “eBay in the Sky” in [ZGSZ08]) to automati-
cally run such a secondary spectrum market is to auction licenses for secondary users on a
regular basis. In this chapter, we propose a general framework and efficient algorithms to
implement such a secondary spectrum auction. We assume there are n secondary users who
can bid for bundles of the k wireless channels. Depending on the scenario a user can corre-
spond to a base station that strives to cover a specific area or a pair of devices that want to
exchange data (e.g., a base station and a mobile device). In order take channel-aggregation
capabilities of modern devices into consideration, users should be able to acquire multiple
channels. We allow each user v to have a valuation bv,T for each subset T of channels.
Secondary users sharing a channel are subject to interference. In order to focus on the
underlying combinatorial problems, we describe interference conflicts by an edge-weighted
conflict graph. In unweighted graphs, the vertices represent the bidders and the edges rep-
resent conflicts such that the feasible allocations for a channel correspond to the independent
sets in the conflict graph. For edge-weighted graphs, we extend the definition of indepen-
dent set to weighted edges by requiring the sum of all incoming weights to be less than
1. For suitable choices of edge weights this also allows to represent the SINR model in its
variants, that is, when powers are to be chosen by the algorithm or when they are fixed.
We devise approximation algorithms for spectrum allocation on the secondary market
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with the objective of maximizing social welfare. Expressed in terms of unweighted conflict
graphs, we address the following problem.
Problem 6.1 (Combinatorial Auction with Conflict Graph). Given a graph G = (V, E), a natu-
ral number k, and a valuation function b : V × 2[k] → N, find a feasible allocation S : V → 2[k] that
maximizes the social welfare b(S) := ∑v∈V bv(S(v)).
An allocation S is called feasible if for all channels j ∈ [k], the set of vertices that are assigned to
this channel, i.e., {v ∈ V | j ∈ S(v)}, is an independent set.
Observe that this problem generalizes combinatorial auctions (where the conflict graph
is a clique) and maximum-weight independent set (where k = 1). This formulation covers
a large number of binary interference models (such as the protocol model). As we will see,
edge weights allow to express even more realistic models like the SINR model.
6.1 Results
We devise the first approximation algorithms for the combinatorial auction problem with
conflict graph. Our approach is based on a novel LP formulation for the independent set
problem using a non-standard graph parameter.
6.1.1 Inductive Independence Number
For general graphs, there is a well-known lower bound of Ω(n1−ε) on the approximability
of independent set [Ha˚s99]. For this reason, we have to exploit the fact that conflict graphs
arise from interference models. We consider the inductive independence number.
Definition 6.1 (inductive independence number ρ). For a graph G = (V, E), the inductive inde-
pendence number ρ is the smallest number such that there is an ordering pi of the vertices satisfying:
For all v ∈ V and all independent sets M ⊆ V, we have
|M ∩ {u ∈ V | {u, v} ∈ E,pi(u) < pi(v)}| ≤ ρ .
In words, for every vertex v ∈ V, the size of an independent set in the backward neighbor-
hood of v, i.e., the set of neighbors u of v with pi(u) < pi(v), is at most ρ. Conflict graphs de-
rived from various simple models of wireless communication with binary conflicts like, e.g.,
the protocol model, distance-2 matchings, or disk graphs, have ρ = O(1), see, e.g., [Wan09].
The corresponding ordering pi is efficiently computable in these cases. We exploit this prop-
erty in our algorithms.
We show how to represent SINR constraints in terms of an edge-weighted conflict graph
and introduce appropriate notions of “independent set” and “inductive independence num-
ber” for edge-weighted graphs. Note that the combinatorial auctions with edge-weighted
conflict graphs can be defined in the same way as stated in Problem 6.1 given an appropriate
definition of “independent set”.
Using the results in Chapter 2, we prove that the inductive independence number ρ for
edge-weighted graphs obtained from the SINR model is bounded by O(log n) and the cor-
responding ordering is efficiently computable. Indeed, it will be exactly the same ordering
by sensitivity that has already been used in Chapter 2.
For technical reasons, the mentioned wireless models are formally introduced in Sec-
tion 6.8, where we also show the bounds on the inductive independence number.
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6.1.2 Approximation Algorithms and Mechanisms
Based on the inductive independence number, we present an LP relaxation capturing both
interference constraints and valuations of users for subsets of channels. Similar to ordinary
combinatorial auctions, the LP might require an exponential number of valuations bv,T to be
written down explicitly. However, we show how to solve the LP using only oracle access to
bidder valuations. Our LP-based framework is able to handle edge-weighted conflict graphs
resulting from the SINR model. By rounding the LP optimum, our algorithm achieves an
O(ρ · √k · log n) approximation guarantee. Combining this with the bound on ρ gives an
O(
√
k · log2 n)-approximation of the social welfare for spectrum auctions in the SINR model
for both fixed power assignments and powers chosen by the algorithm.
For more simple binary models of wireless communication such as the protocol model,
our approach yields an O(ρ · √k)-approximation. Using the bounds on ρ mentioned above,
this yields an O(
√
k) approximation guarantee. In this case, we also provide some comple-
menting hardness results. In general, it is hard to approximate the combinatorial auction
problem with conflict graphs to a factor of O(ρ1−e) and to a factor of O(k 12−e) for any con-
stant e > 0.
While for some specific models better approximations exist, in general the bounds pro-
vided by our algorithms for binary models cannot be improved in terms of ρ. In contrast, the
impact of k can be reduced by making additional assumptions on the user valuations rather
than allowing them to be completely arbitrary. We demonstrate this by examining the two
prominent classes of symmetric and submodular valuations. Both classes occupy a central
position in the literature on combinatorial auctions, and they have very natural and intuitive
interpretations in the context of secondary spectrum auctions.
Symmetric valuations are the analog to multi-unit auctions, where each valuation only de-
pends on the number of channels rather than the exact subset. This is a natural assumption
in a secondary spectrum auction of equally sized channels which all offer very similar con-
ditions. We use the intuition of multi-unit auctions and round a suitably defined linear pro-
gram. This only yields an assignment of numbers of channels. Afterwards, an independent
set for each channel is created by a greedy approach based on these numbers. This allows
to avoid dependence on k and to obtain an approximation factor of O(ρ) for unweighted
conflict graphs. For edge-weighted conflict graphs, the construction step of independent
sets is significantly more involved. The asymmetry of conflicts inherent in edge-weighted
graphs requires the use of additional concurrent contention-resolution methods to partition
the rounded set of requests into feasible independent sets. This approach allows to obtain a
factor of O(ρ · (log n + log k)).
The approach for symmetric valuations as well as the one for arbitrary valuations can be
used to derive incentive compatible mechanisms using a randomized meta-rounding frame-
work by Lavi and Swamy [LS11]. The obtained mechanisms are randomized, run in poly-
nomial time, and yield truthfulness in expectation.
Submodularity is economically interpreted as diminishing marginal returns. A common
representative are coverage valuations, where users pick elements each covering a certain
range, and the value is the total covered area. This is a natural assumption, e.g, when sec-
ondary users are transmitters that strive to be received by as many mobile stations as pos-
sible, where each of the latter operates on a fixed subset of channels. In case of submodular
valuations, the framework by Lavi and Swamy cannot be applied, making the design of
truthful mechanisms much more involved.
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We focus on matroid-rank-sum valuations, which encompass the most frequently stud-
ied submodular valuations. We design randomized mechanisms that fall into the class
of maximum-in-distributional range (MIDR) mechanisms. In particular, our approach is
along the lines of the convex rounding technique recently pioneered in [Dug11, DRY11] and
achieves an approximation factor of O(ρ) for unweighted conflict graphs. In contrast to
the case of symmetric valuations, we can fully omit the dependence on k and show factors
of O(ρ · log n) even for weighted conflict graphs. Our rounding scheme is similar to the
Poisson rounding scheme from [DRY11]. The main difference and complication is again the
need to round each channel to an independent set of users. To achieve this, we round in-
dependently for each channel and build the required support of independent sets using a
randomized meta-rounding approach. Probably the most technical contribution is showing
that this rounding scheme preserves the favorable conditioning properties that allow to ap-
ply convex optimization techniques to compute the underlying distribution with sufficient
precision in expected polynomial time, even for weighted conflict graphs. Our resulting
mechanisms are again randomized and provide truthfulness in expectation.
Finally, we also briefly discuss designing deterministic truthful mechanisms. We present
a promising initial result, a monotone greedy O(ρ · log n)-algorithm for a single channel
in unweighted conflict graphs. However, this area remains mostly as an interesting and
important avenue for future work.
6.2 Related Work
The idea of establishing secondary spectrum markets has attracted much attention among re-
searchers in applied networking and engineering communities [ZGSZ08, GBC+07, BKM+05,
ISSM05]. There are many different fundamental regulatory questions that need to be ad-
dressed when implementing such a market. For example, it has to be clarified who runs the
market and who is allowed to sell and buy spectrum there. Possible actors could be network
providers, brokers, regulators and end-users. In addition, it has to be guaranteed that exist-
ing services are not harmed. In most of the literature on spectrum markets the technological
aspects dominate. Many results in this area are only of qualitative nature, only a few exam-
ples (such as [ZGSZ08, ZZ09]) do explicitly consider truthfulness or non-trivial worst-case
approximation guarantees, e.g., for social welfare and fairness [GL11b] or revenue [GL11a].
However, all these works are restricted to a single channel and unweighted conflict graphs.
We believe that our combinatorial models based on (edge-weighted) conflict graphs taking
the bounded inductive independence number into account allows us to neglect technologi-
cal aspects and to focus on the underlying combinatorial and algorithmic questions. To the
best of our knowledge there is no previous work on auctions using the general framework
of conflict graphs.
In contrast, combinatorial auctions have been a prominent research area in algorithmic
game theory over the last decade. A variety of works treats auctions with special valuation
functions, such as submodular valuations or ones expressible by specific bidding languages.
For an introduction see, e.g., [BN07, Lav07] or [CSS06]. In addition, designing (non-truthful)
approximation algorithms for the allocation problems has found interest, most notably for
submodular valuations (e.g., [Von08, FV06]). More relevant to our work, however, are results
that deal with truthful mechanisms for general valuations. Most notably, for combinatorial
auctions of m items, Lavi and Swamy [LS11] and Dobzinski et al. [DNS06] derive mech-
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anisms using only demand oracles that achieve a
√
m-approximation with truthfulness in
expectation and universal truthfulness, respectively. A deterministic truthful (m/
√
log m)-
approximation is obtained by Holzman et al. [HKDMT04].
Strong lower bounds in ordinary combinatorial auctions [MSV08, LOS02] initiated the
study of relevant subclasses of valuations; for an overview see, e.g., [BN07]. Symmetric val-
uations essentially pose a knapsack problem of assigning numbers of items to bidders, and
a deterministic truthful greedy 2-approximation [MN08] was the first benchmark solution.
Since then there has been significant progress including, e.g., approximation schemes for
single-minded bidders [BKV05], k-minded bidders [DN10], or monotone valuations [DD09,
Vo¨c12]. In contrast to these works, we must additionally decompose assigned numbers of
channels into an independent set for each single channel. Here we rely on rounding linear
programs to ensure that such a decomposition exists and can be found in polynomial time.
For submodular valuations, social welfare maximization without truthfulness is essen-
tially solved. Optimal (1− 1/e)-approximation algorithms exist even for value oracle ac-
cess [Von08], where each valuation bv is an oracle that we can query to obtain bv(S) for
a single set S in each operation. This factor cannot be improved assuming either polyno-
mial communication [MSV08] in the value oracle model or polynomial-time complexity in
general [KLMM08]. For the strategic setting and general submodular valuations, the best
factors are O
(
log m
log log m
)
for truthfulness in expectation [DFK10], and O(log m log log m) for
universal truthfulness [Dob07]. Dughmi et al. [DRY11] recently proposed a convex round-
ing technique to build truthful-in-expectation mechanisms. Their approach yields an opti-
mal (1− 1/e)-approximation for the class of matroid-rank-sum valuations. It follows the
idea of maximal-in-distributional range (MIDR) mechanisms by defining a range of distri-
butions independent of the valuations and a rounding procedure. Both are designed in a
way that finding the optimal distribution over the range for the reported valuations be-
comes a convex program with favorable conditioning properties. Hence, the optimal dis-
tribution can be found using suitable convex optimization methods in expected polynomial
time. Truthfulness follows using the Vickrey-Clarke-Groves (VCG) payment scheme. Very
recently, Dughmi and Vondra´k showed that a similar result cannot be obtained for general
submodular valutions in the value-oracle model [DV11].
Over the last decades, there has been much research on finding maximum indepen-
dent sets in the context of interference models for wireless networks. One of the simplest
models in this area are disk graphs, which are mostly analyzed using geometric arguments.
See [Fis03, GSW94] for a summary on the results and typical techniques. Recently and in-
dependently from our work, Christodoulou et al. [CEF10] study combinatorial auctions for
geometric objects. Similar to our approach, they present an LP formulation based on a prop-
erty in terms of an ordering, the fatness of geometric objects.
The inductive independence number is a non-standard graph parameter that is only re-
cently starting to receive increased attention. Up to our knowledge the parameter has first
been used in [AADK00], and since then has been rediscovered independently a number of
times (see, e.g., [Wan09]). Ye and Borodin [YB09] recently conducted the first study address-
ing general issues that arise when using the measure for solving algorithmic problems in
unweighted graphs.
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6.3 General Valuations
We first study the case, in which valuations may be completely arbitrary. That is, each bidder
v has a valuation bv,T for any bundle T ⊆ [k]. We do not make any further assumptions on
the valuations, not even monotonicity. In order to show the basic idea, we first demonstrate
our approach in the simpler context of unweighted conflict graphs in Section 6.3.1. The
extensions to edge-weighted graphs including formal definitions of independent sets and
inductive independence number are given in Section 6.3.2.
6.3.1 Unweighted Conflict Graphs
Our LP relaxation
One can get a very intuitive LP formulation for the weighted independent set problem by
leaving out the integer constraints from the integer linear programm formulation.
max. ∑
v∈V
bvxv
s.t. xu + xv ≤ 1 for all {u, v} ∈ E
0 ≤ xv ≤ 1 for all v ∈ V
This LP can be used to approximate independent set within a factor of (d¯ + 1)/2 [Hoc83,
KOHH05] where d¯ is the average vertex degree. However, even for the case of a clique the
integrality gap is n/2.
In contrast to this edge-based LP formulation, we here present a different LP based on the
inductive independence number ρ (recall Definition 6.1). As we will see later, in typical conflict
graphs the inductive independence number is constant and the corresponding ordering pi
can be efficiently calculated. Here we use Γpi(v) = {u ∈ V | {u, v} ∈ E,pi(u) < pi(v)} to
denote the backward neighborhood of v. This allows to use the following LP relaxation that
has one constraint for each combination of a vertex and a channel and another one for each
vertex.
max. ∑
v∈V
∑
T⊆[k]
bv,Txv,T (6.1a)
s.t. ∑
u∈Γpi(v)
∑
T⊆[k]
j∈T
xu,T ≤ ρ for all v ∈ V, j ∈ [k] (6.1b)
∑
T⊆[k]
xv,T ≤ 1 for all v ∈ V (6.1c)
xv,T ≥ 0 for all v ∈ V, T ⊆ [k] (6.1d)
This LP works as follows. For each vertex v and each possible set T ⊆ [k] of channels as-
signed to this vertex, there is one variable xv,T. Due to the bounded inductive independence
number all feasible allocations correspond to solutions of the LP. However, not all integer
solutions of the LP necessarily correspond to feasible channel allocations. Nevertheless, we
will show how to compute a feasible allocation from each solution.
Lemma 6.1. Let S be a feasible allocation and x be defined by xv,T = 1 if S(v) = T and 0 otherwise,
then x is a feasible LP solution.
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Proof. Conditions (6.1c) and (6.1d) are obviously satisfied. Let us now consider Condi-
tion (6.1b) for some fixed v ∈ V, j ∈ [k]. Set M := {u ∈ V | pi(u) < pi(v), j ∈ S(u)}.
Since M is an independent set, by definition of the inductive independence number, we
have |M ∩ Γpi(v)| ≤ ρ.
On the other hand, we have
∑
u∈Γpi(v)
∑
T⊆[k]
j∈T
xu,T = |M ∩ Γpi(v)| ≤ ρ .
So x is a feasible LP solution.
As all coefficients are non-negative, this LP has a packing structure. In particular, we can
observe the following decomposition property.
Observation 6.2. Let x be a feasible solution to the LP, and x(1) be a vector such that 0 ≤ x(1)v,T ≤ xv,T
for all v ∈ V, T ⊆ [k]. Then x(1) and x(2) := x− x(1) are feasible LP solutions as well.
If there are only O(log n) valuations bv,T non-zero, this LP is solvable in polynomial time.
In general, the elementary representation of the bv,T values is exponential in k. We can still
solve the LP optimally if bidders can be represented by demand oracles.
Demand Oracles
If there is an arbitrary number of channels, we must define an appropriate way to query
the valuation functions of the requests, as an elementary description becomes prohibitively
large. A standard way to deal with this issue in the auction literature is the representation
by so-called demand oracles. To query the demand oracle of bidder v, we assign each channel
i a price pi. Then the oracle delivers his “demand” S = arg maxT⊆[k] bv,T − ∑i∈T pi, i.e., a
bundle that maximizes the utility of v given that he pays the sum of prices of channels in the
bundle. In ordinary combinatorial auctions such demand oracles can be used to separate the
dual of the underlying LP. We here show that such demand oracles can also be used for the
solution of our LP (6.1). Consider the dual given by
min. ∑
v∈V
∑
j∈[k]
ρyv,j + ∑
v∈V
zv (6.2a)
s.t. ∑
u∈V
v∈Γpi(u)
∑
j∈T
yu,j + zv ≥ bv,T for all v ∈ V, T ⊆ [k] (6.2b)
yv,j ≥ 0 for all v ∈ V, j ∈ T (6.2c)
In contrast to ordinary combinatorial auctions, we cannot use the solution (y, z) directly as
the channel prices. Instead, we choose bidder-specific channel prices by
pv,j = ∑
u∈V
v∈Γpi(u)
yu,j .
Using this idea we see that the constraints of the dual are indeed equivalent to upper bounds
on the utility with bidder-specific channel prices. By obtaining the demand bundle with
highest utility for each player, we find a violated constraint or verify that none exists. This
allows to separate the dual LP and to solve it efficiently using the ellipsoid method. This
way, we get an equivalent primal LP with only polynomially constraints. The corresponding
primal solution has only polynomially many variables with x∗v,T > 0.
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Rounding LP Solutions
Having described the LP relaxation, we now analyze Algorithm 12 computing feasible al-
locations from LP solutions as follows. First, it decomposes the given LP solution to two
solutions x(1) and x(2) (line 1). In x(1) all fractional variables xv,T for sets T with |T| ≥
√
k
are set to zero. To get x(2) the exact opposite is performed. From each one, a feasible allocat-
ing is computed and the better one is selected at the end. This means, the algorithm either
allocates only sets of size at most
√
k or only of size at least
√
k. The actual computation of
the allocation works the same way for both LP solutions. It consists of two major parts: a
rounding stage and a conflict-resolution stage. In the rounding stage (lines 3–4), a tentative
allocation is generated as follows. For each vertex v the set of allocated channels S(l)(v) is
determined independently at random. Each set T 6= ∅ is taken with probability x(l)v,T/2
√
kρ
and with the remaining probability the empty set is allocated.
Conflicts can occur when two adjacent vertices share the same channel. In this case, the
conflict is resolved (lines 5–8) by allocating the channel to the vertex with smaller index in
the pi ordering. The other vertex is removed from the solution by being allocated the empty
set.
Algorithm 12: LP rounding algorithm for the combinatorial auction problem with un-
weighted conflict graphs.
1 decompose x into two solutions x(1) and x(2) by x(1)v,T = xv,T if |T| ≤
√
k and x(1)v,T = 0
otherwise. x(2) = x− x(1)
2 for l ∈ {1, 2} do
3 for v ∈ V do /* Rounding Stage */
4 with probability
x(l)v,T
2
√
kρ
set S(l)(v) := T
5 for v ∈ V do /* Conflict-Resolution Stage */
6 for u ∈ V with pi(u) < pi(v) and {u, v} ∈ E do
7 if S(l)(u) ∩ S(l)(v) 6= ∅ then
8 S(l)(v) := ∅
9 return the better one of the solutions S(1) and S(2)
Theorem 6.3. For any feasible LP solution x∗ with value b∗, Algorithm 12 calculates a feasible
allocation S of value at least b∗/8
√
kρ in expectation.
Proof. The allocations S(1) and S(2) are obviously feasible allocations because if {u, v} ∈ E,
then S(1)(u) ∩ S(1)(v) = ∅ and S(2)(u) ∩ S(2)(v) = ∅. Therefore, the output is also a feasible
allocation.
Let us now bound the expected values of solutions S(1) and S(2). Let l ∈ {1, 2} be fixed.
Let Xv,T be a 0/1 random variable indicating if S(l)(v) is set to T after the rounding stage.
Clearly, we have
E [Xv,T] =
x(l)v,T
2
√
kρ
. (6.3)
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Furthermore, let Yv,T be a 0/1 random variable indicating if S(l)(v) is set to T after the
conflict-resolution stage. We consider the event that Yv,T = 0, given that Xv,T = 1, i.e. that v
is removed in the conflict-resolution stage after having survived the rounding stage.
Lemma 6.4. The probability of being removed in the conflict-resolution stage after having survived
the rounding stage is at most 1/2.
Proof. The event can only occur if Xu,T′ = 1 for some u ∈ Γpi(v) and T ∩ T′ 6= ∅. In terms of
the random variables Xu,T this means
∑
u∈Γpi(v)
∑
T′⊆[k]
T∩T′ 6=∅
Xu,T′ ≥ 1 .
Using this notation we can bound the probability of the event by using Markov’s in-
equality
Pr [Yv,T = 0 | Xv,T = 1] ≤ Pr
 ∑
u∈Γpi(v)
∑
T′⊆[k]
T∩T′ 6=∅
Xu,T′ ≥ 1

≤ E
 ∑
u∈Γpi(v)
∑
T′⊆[k]
T∩T′ 6=∅
Xu,T′
 .
We will now show separately that this expectation is at most 1/2 for each of the two
possible values of l (l = 1 or l = 2).
Case 1 (l = 1): We have:
E
 ∑
u∈Γpi(v)
∑
T′⊆[k]
T∩T′ 6=∅
Xu,T′
 ≤ E
∑
j∈T
∑
u∈Γpi(v)
∑
T′⊆[k]
j∈T′
Xu,T′
 .
Due to linearity of expectation this is equal to
∑
j∈T
∑
u∈Γpi(v)
∑
T′⊆[k]
j∈T′
E [Xu,T′ ] .
Using Equation (6.3) and the fact that x(1) is an LP solution, this is
∑
j∈T
∑
u∈Γpi(v)
∑
T′⊆[k]
j∈T′
x(1)u,T′
2
√
kρ
≤ ∑
j∈T
1
2
√
k
.
Recall that we only have to deal with sets T for which |T| ≤ √k in this case. Hence,
the expectation is at most 1/2, and so is the probability that v is removed in the conflict-
resolution stage.
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Case 2 (l = 2): In this case, we have Xu,T′ > 0 only for sets T′ with |T′| ≥
√
k. This yields
for all u ∈ V
∑
T′⊆[k]
T∩T′ 6=∅
Xu,T′ ≤ ∑
T′⊆[k]
T′ 6=∅
Xu,T′ = ∑
T′⊆[k]
T′ 6=∅
∑
j∈T′
Xu,T′
|T′| = ∑j∈[k]
∑
T′⊆[k]
j∈T′
Xu,T′
|T′| ≤
1√
k
∑
j∈[k]
∑
T′⊆[k]
j∈T′
Xu,T′ .
So, we get
E
 ∑
u∈Γpi(v)
∑
T′⊆[k]
T∩T′ 6=∅
Xu,T′
≤ E
 1√k ∑j∈[k] ∑u∈Γpi(v) ∑T′⊆[k]
j∈T′
Xu,T′
 .
Again, we use linearity of expectation, Equation (6.3) and the fact that x(2) is an LP
solution. This gives us
1√
k
∑
j∈[k]
∑
u∈Γpi(v)
∑
T′⊆[k]
j∈T′
x(2)u,T′
2
√
kρ
≤ 1√
k
∑
j∈[k]
1
2
√
k
≤ 1
2
.
This bounds the probability for the second case.
In both cases we have Pr [Yv,T = 0 | Xv,T = 1] ≤ 1/2.
Using Lemma 6.4 and Equation (6.3) we get for all v ∈ V and T ⊆ [k]
E [Yv,T] ≥
x(l)v,T
4
√
kρ
.
This yields that both calculated solutions S(l) for l ∈ {1, 2} have expected value
E
[
b(S(l))
]
= E
[
∑
v∈V
∑
T⊆[k]
bv,T ·Yv,T
]
= ∑
v∈V
∑
T⊆[k]
bv,T · E [Yv,T] ≥ 1
4
√
kρ
∑
v∈V
∑
T⊆[k]
bv,Tx
(l)
v,T .
So, the better one of the two solutions has expected value
E
[
max{b(S(1)), b(S(2))}
]
≥ 1
2
(
E
[
b(S(1))
]
+ E
[
b(S(2))
])
≥ 1
8
√
kρ
∑
v∈V
∑
S⊆[k]
bv,S
(
x(1)v,S + x
(2)
v,S
)
=
1
8
√
kρ
∑
v∈V
∑
S⊆[k]
bv,Sxv,S =
b∗
8
√
kρ
.
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Hardness Results
In this section we provide matching lower bounds for the approximation ratios of our al-
gorithms. This shows that the above results cannot be vitally improved without further
restricting the model. Our results are based on the hardness of approximating independent
set in bounded-degree graphs [Tre01] or general graphs [Ha˚s99]. A first result is that the
O(ρ) algorithm for the case k = 1 is almost optimal.
Theorem 6.5. For k = 1 and for each ρ = O(log n) there is no ρ/2O(
√
log ρ) approximation algorithm
unless P= NP.
Proof. Such an algorithm could be used to approximate independent set in bounded-degree
graphs. Given a graph with maximum degree d its inductive independence number ρ is also
at most d. Trevisan [Tre01] shows that there is no d/2O(
√
log d)-approximation algorithm for all
d = O(log n) unless P= NP. This directly yields the claim.
As a second result we can also prove the impact of the number of channels k has to be as
large as
√
k.
Theorem 6.6. Even for ρ = 1 there is no k
1
2−ε-approximation algorithm unless ZPP= NP.
Our framework extends general combinatorial auctions with k items, and this is a stan-
dard result in the area [BN07] derived from the hardness of independent set in general
graphs.
In conclusion, our algorithmic results are supported by almost matching lower bounds
in each parameter. Without further restricting the graph properties (which means to use
additional properties of an interference model) no vitally better approximation guarantees
can be achieved in terms of ρ resp. k. However, this does not prove that no O(ρ +
√
k)
approximation can exist.
6.3.2 Edge-weighted Conflict Graphs
The SINR model cannot be modeled using binary relations (conflict/no-conflict) because
it accounts for aggregation of interference. To take these effects into consideration we in-
troduce edge-weighted conflict graphs, in which there is a non-negative weight w(u, v) be-
tween any pair of vertices u, v ∈ V. An independent set is defined as a set M ⊆ V such that
∑u∈M w(u, v) < 1 for all v ∈ M.
The definition of the inductive independence number can be generalized in a straightfor-
ward way. Since edge weights need not be symmetric, it turns out to be convenient to use
the following symmetric edge weights w¯(u, v) = w(u, v) + w(v, u).
Definition 6.2. The inductive independence number of an edge-weighted graph G is the mini-
mum number ρ such that there is a total ordering pi : V → [n] (bijective function) which fulfills for
all vertices v and all independent sets M ⊆ {u ∈ V | pi(u) < pi(v)} the following condition:
∑
u∈M
w¯(u, v) ≤ ρ .
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In the same way as in the unweighted case, we can use the definition to formulate the LP
relaxation.
max. ∑
v∈V
∑
T⊆[k]
bv,Txv,T (6.4a)
s.t. ∑
u∈V
pi(u)<pi(v)
∑
T⊆[k]
j∈T
w¯(u, v) · xu,T ≤ ρ for all v ∈ V, j ∈ [k] (6.4b)
∑
T⊆[k]
xv,T ≤ 1 for all v ∈ V (6.4c)
xv,T ≥ 0 for all v ∈ V, T ⊆ [k] (6.4d)
In weighted graphs we lose an important property we made use of to guarantee feasi-
bility in unweighted graphs: Resolving conflicts in one direction only does not suffice. To
cope with this issue, we increase the scaling by another factor of 2. We use rounding and
conflict resolution as previously to ensure that for each vertex v the sum of edge weights
to neighboring vertices that have smaller indices and share a channel with v is at most 1/2.
Formally, a partly-feasible allocation is an allocation S : V → 2[k] such that
∑
u∈V
pi(u)<pi(v)
S(v)∩S(u) 6=∅
w¯(u, v) <
1
2
for all v ∈ V . (6.5)
Rounding LP solutions to such partly-feasible allocations can be carried out in a similar
way as Algorithm 12. Algorithm 13 decomposes the given LP solution the same way as
Algorithm 12. Afterwards, it also performs two stages. In the rounding stage (lines 2–4),
again a tentative allocation is determined randomly by considering the LP solution as a
probability distribution.
Afterwards, only a partial conflict resolution (lines 5–8) is performed: If for some vertex v
the sum of edge weights to neighbors that have lower pi values and share a channel exceeds
1/2, it is removed from the solution (i.e. it is allocated the empty set). Such a partly-feasible
solution satisfies Equation (6.5).
Lemma 6.7. For any feasible LP solution x∗ with value b∗, Algorithm 13 calculates a partly-feasible
allocation S of value at least b∗/16
√
kρ in expectation.
Proof. The allocation is partly feasible since both allocations S(1) and S(2) satisfy Condi-
tion (6.5).
For the value of the solution let us again bound the value of the partly-feasible allocations
S(1) and S(2). Again, let us fix l ∈ {1, 2}. Let Xv,T be a 0/1 random variable indicating if
S(l)(v) is set to T after the rounding stage. This time, we have
E [Xv,T] =
x(l)v,T
4
√
kρ
. (6.6)
Let Yv,T be a 0/1 random variable indicating if S(l)(v) is set to T after the partial conflict-
resolution stage. Again, we consider the event that Yv,T = 0, given that Yv,T = 1, i.e., that v
is removed in the conflict-resolution stage after having survived the rounding stage.
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Algorithm 13: LP rounding algorithm for the combinatorial auction problem with
weighted conflict graphs.
1 decompose x into two solutions x(1) and x(2) by x(1)v,T = xv,T if |T| ≤
√
k and x(1)v,S = 0
otherwise. x(2) = x− x(1)
2 for l ∈ {1, 2} do
3 for v ∈ V do /* Rounding Stage */
4 with probability xv,T
4
√
kρ
set S(l)(v) := T
5 for v ∈ V do /* Partial Conflict-Resolution Stage */
6 set U(v) := {u ∈ V | pi(u) < pi(v), S(l)(v) ∩ S(l)(u) 6= ∅}
7 if ∑u∈U(v) w¯(u, v) ≥ 12 then
8 S(l)(v) := ∅
9 return the better one of the allocations S(1) and S(2)
Lemma 6.4 cannot be directly applied in this case. However, we have
Pr [Yv,T = 0 | Xv,T = 1] ≤ Pr
 ∑
u∈V
pi(u)<pi(v)
∑
T′⊆[k]
T∩T′ 6=∅
w¯(u, v) · Xu,T′ ≥ 12

≤ 2E
 ∑
u∈V
pi(u)<pi(v)
∑
T′⊆[k]
T∩T′ 6=∅
w¯(u, v) · Xu,T′

= E
 ∑
u∈V
pi(u)<pi(v)
∑
T′⊆[k]
T∩T′ 6=∅
w¯(u, v) · 2Xu,T′

due to Markov’s inequality and linearity of expectation. Now, we can use exactly the same
arguments as in the proof of Lemma 6.4 literally. This proof relies on two conditions: the
bound on E [Xu,T] and the fact that x(l) is a feasible LP solution. Both conditions are again
satisfied.
This implies that Pr [Yv,T = 0 | Xv,T = 1] ≤ 1/2 for both cases l ∈ {1, 2}. In combination
with Equation (6.6), we get for all v ∈ V, T ⊆ [k]
Pr [Yv,T = 1] ≥
x(l)v,T
8
√
kρ
.
Thus, we can conclude that for l ∈ {1, 2}, we have
E
[
b(S(l))
]
≥ 1
8
√
kρ
∑
v∈V
∑
T⊆[k]
bv,Tx
(l)
v,T .
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The expected value of the output is at least
E
[
max{b(S(1)), b(S(2))}
]
≥ 1
16
√
kρ
∑
v∈V
∑
T⊆[k]
bv,T
(
x(1)v,T + x
(2)
v,T
)
=
b∗
16
√
kρ
.
Given a partly-feasible allocation S, Algorithm 14 implements the necessary additional
conflict resolution to derive a fully-feasible one. The algorithm decomposes the partly-
feasible allocation to a number of feasible candidate allocations S1, S2, . . . . Each allocation
Si is initialized such that Si(v) = S(v) if vertex v has been removed from all previous al-
locations S1, . . . , Si−1. Otherwise Si(v) = ∅. Then a conflict resolution is performed on Si:
The vertices are considered by decreasing indices in the pi ordering. If the weight bound is
violated for some vertex v in the current allocation Si, it is removed from the allocation by
allocating the empty set. At the end, the best one of the candidate allocations is returned.
We will see that each candidate allocation allocates at least half of the remaining vertices
a non-empty set. Therefore at most dlog ne candidates are computed and the best one has
value at least b(S)/dlog ne.
Algorithm 14: Making a partly-feasible allocation fully feasible.
1 i := 1
2 V ′ := V
3 while V ′ 6= ∅ do
4 initialize Si by Si(v) := S(v) for v ∈ V ′ and Si(v) := ∅ otherwise
5 for v ∈ V ′ in order of decreasing pi values do
6 if ∑u∈V′, Si(v)∩Si(u) 6=∅ w¯(u, v) < 1 then
7 delete v from V ′ /* v stays in Si */
8 else
9 Si(v) := ∅ /* v is removed from Si */
10 i := i + 1
11 return the best one of the allocations S1, S2, . . .
Lemma 6.8. Given a (not necessarily feasible) allocation S in which Condition (6.5) is fulfilled for
all v ∈ V, Algorithm 14 calculates a feasible allocation of value at least b(S)/dlog ne.
Proof. Obviously, by construction, all candidates are feasible and so is the output allocation.
Next, we prove that we need at most log n iterations of the while loop by showing that
in each iteration at most half of the remaining vertices are removed from the allocation. This
means the cardinality of V ′ is at least halved in each iteration. Let V ′i be the set V
′ after the
ith iteration of the while loop; V ′0 = V.
Let us fix i ∈ N, and v ∈ V ′i+1. We know that v has been removed from Si by the
algorithm. This only happens if
∑
u∈V′i
S′i(v)∩S′i(u) 6=∅
w¯(u, v) ≥ 1 ,
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where S′i is the current state of Si while the algorithm considers v. Since Equation (6.5) is
obviously also satisfied for S′i , it has to be
∑
u∈V′i
pi(u)>pi(v)
S′i(v)∩S′i(u) 6=∅
w¯(u, v) ≥ 1
2
.
For a vertex u ∈ V ′i with pi(u) > pi(v) we know that the vertex has either been removed
from the allocation before (then u ∈ V ′i+1) or it stays in Si (i.e. S′i(u) = Si(u) = S(u) and
u /∈ V ′i+1). Hence
S′i(u) =
{
∅ if u ∈ V ′i+1
S(u) else
.
Combining these two insights, we get a necessary condition: if v ∈ V ′i+1 then
∑
u∈Ui(v)\Ui+1(v)
w¯(u, v) ≥ 1
2
,
where Ui(v) = {u ∈ V ′i | pi(u) > pi(v), S(v) ∩ S(u) 6= ∅}. Summing up all v ∈ V ′i+1 we get
∑
v∈V′i+1
∑
u∈Ui(v)\Ui+1(v)
w¯(u, v) ≥ 1
2
|V ′i+1| .
On the other hand, we can change the ordering of the sums and use the symmetry of the
weights w¯ to get
∑
v∈V′i+1
∑
u∈Ui(v)\Ui+1(v)
w¯(u, v) = ∑
u∈V′i \V′i+1
∑
v∈V′i+1
pi(u)>pi(v)
S(v)∩S(u) 6=∅
w¯(u, v)
= ∑
v∈V′i \V′i+1
∑
u∈V′i+1
pi(u)<pi(v)
S(v)∩S(u) 6=∅
w¯(u, v)
<
1
2
|V ′i \V ′i+1| ,
where the last bound is due to Condition (6.5).
In combination this yields
|V ′i+1| < |V ′i \V ′i+1| ,
which implies
|V ′i+1| <
1
2
|V ′i | ,
meaning less than half of the remaining vertices are removed in each iteration.
So, since |V ′0| = n, we can conclude that
|V ′i | <
1
2i
· n .
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Therefore, we get |V ′dlog ne| < 1. Thus the algorithm terminates within dlog ne steps.
By definition, for all vertices Si(v) = S(v) for exactly one i ∈ [dlog ne] and Si(v) = ∅
else. So ∑i∈[dlog ne] b(Si) = b(S). This yields for the value of the output
max
i∈[dlog ne]
b(Si) ≥ 1dlog ne ∑i∈[dlog ne]
b(Si) =
b(S)
dlog ne .
As a consequence, the computed feasible allocation has a value that in expectation is at
most an O(
√
kρ log n) factor smaller than that of the optimal LP solution.
6.3.3 Asymmetric Channels
Up to now, channels were symmetric in terms of interference, which means the same inter-
ference model is applied to each channel. In a more general setting, for each of the k channels
a different edge set Ej resp. a different edge-weight function wj for the interference graph is
given.
In this case, we have an edge weight function w¯j for each channel j ∈ [k]. The above LP
relaxation can easily be adapted by exchanging w¯ by w¯j in the constraints (6.1b). In contrast,
the analysis of the rounding algorithms internally depends on the assumption of symmetric
channels. In particular, the proof of Lemma 6.4 uses the symmetry.
However, when exchanging the probability for a vertex v to choose set T by x(l)v,T/2kρ resp.
x(l)v,T/4kρ, the proof of Lemma 6.4 can be carried out the same way without using the symmetry.
Hence, for the asymmetric case, we lose a factor of O(k · ρ) resp. O(k · ρ · log n) in the LP
rounding step. This represents our approximation ratio. The result may seem like a trivial
generalization of the k = 1 case. However, this is not true as multiple graphs make the
problem much harder. We can justify the approximation factor by a hardness bound.
Theorem 6.9. For each ρ, k with ρ · k = O(log n) there is no ρ·k/2O(√log(ρ·k)) approximation algorithm
for asymmetric channels unless P= NP.
Proof. Again, such an algorithm could be used to approximate the independent set problem
in bounded-degree graphs. Given a graph G = (V, E)with maximum degree d, we construct
k graphs G1 = (V, E1), . . . , Gk = (V, Ek) each having an inductive independence number of
ρ = d/k. For simplicity of notation, we assume this is an integer.
Let {v1, . . . , vn} be an arbitrary ordering of the vertices. We now distribute the edges
from E to the edge sets E1, . . . , Ek. For a vertex vi the incident edges to vertices vj of lower
index are distributed such that each edge set gets at most ρ such edges. Since the maximum
vertex degree is d this is always possible. The valuations for the vertices are chosen such that
for all vertices bv,T is 1 only for T = [k] and 0 otherwise.
By this construction allocations of valuation b exactly correspond to independent sets of
size b. Thus, such an approximation algorithm cannot exist unless P= NP.
As we see, for asymmetric channels our algorithms are close to optimal without making
further assumptions about the interference model.
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6.4 Symmetric Valuations
Let us now turn to the restricted case of spectrum auctions with symmetric valuations, in
which bv(T) = bv(|T|) for all v ∈ V. Our algorithms round the following LP relaxation
based on k · |V| variables xv,i ∈ {0, 1} indicating if v gets exactly i channels or not. The
relaxation reads
max. ∑
v∈V
k
∑
i=1
bv(i) · xv,i (6.7a)
s.t. ∑
u∈V
pi(u)<pi(v)
k
∑
i=1
i · w¯(u, v) · xu,i ≤ ρ · k for all v ∈ V (6.7b)
k
∑
i=1
xv,i ≤ 1 for all v ∈ V (6.7c)
xv,i ≥ 0 for all v ∈ V, i ∈ [k]. (6.7d)
Note that this relaxation does not describe the problem exactly, as an integral solution to
the relaxation might not correspond to a feasible allocation of channels. In particular, the
relaxation does not specify which user receives which channel, but this information is critical
for interference and feasibility of the requests.
We solve the LP relaxation optimally. The computed fractional solution is then decom-
posed into two solutions x(1) and x(2), that are rounded separately. Based on such a solution,
for each user v a preliminary number of channels d(l)v is determined at random. The prob-
ability is proportional to the fractional variables x(l)v,i . Having assigned these numbers of
channels, we still have to derive a feasible allocation. In this allocation, each user v either
gets d(l)v channels or none.
6.4.1 Unweighted Conflict Graphs
In the case of unweighted conflict graphs, we use a simple greedy approach to allocate avail-
able channels to users, see Algorithm 15. The expected social welfare of the output will
decrease only by a factor of O(ρ) under the fractional optimum, which is asymptotically
optimal.
Theorem 6.10. Algorithm 15 returns a feasible allocation of social welfare at least b∗/16ρ in expecta-
tion.
Proof. Solutions S(1), S(2) separate the problem into two subproblems, in which the maxi-
mum or minimum non-zero number of channels allocated to a single player is k/2, respec-
tively. We analyze both of these cases separately in the key proposition.
Proposition 6.11. For l ∈ {1, 2} and the expected social welfare of S(l) we have
E
[
b(S(l))
]
≥ 1
8ρ
· ∑
v∈V
k
∑
i=1
bv(i) · x(l)v,i .
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Algorithm 15: LP-Rounding for symmetric valuations and unweighted conflict graphs.
1 decompose x into two solutions x(1) and x(2) as follows: Set x(1)v,i = xv,i if i ≤ k/2
and x(1)v,i = 0 otherwise; set x
(2) = x− x(1).
2 for l ∈ {1, 2} do
3 for v ∈ V in increasing order of pi values do
4 with probability
x(l)v,i
4ρ set d
(l)
v := i
5 let F(l)v := {i ∈ [k] | there is no u ∈ Γpi(v) with i ∈ S(l)(v)}
6 S(l)(v) =
{
arbitrary M ⊆ F(l)v with |M| = d(l)v if |F(l)v | ≥ d(l)v ,
∅ otherwise
7 return the better one of the solutions S(1) and S(2)
Proof. For all v ∈ V, i ∈ [k], l ∈ {0, 1} let X(l)v,i be a 0/1 random variable indicating if in
the rounding stage d(l)v is set to i. We know that Pr
[
X(l)v,i = 1
]
=
x(l)v,i
4ρ . Let Y
(l)
v,i be a 0/1
random variable indicating if |S(l)(v)| = i. To show the proposition it remains to bound
Pr
[
Y(l)v,i = 0
∣∣∣ X(l)v,i = 1]; that is, the probability that a user v does not receive i channels al-
though d(l)v was set to i.
Case l = 1: The event that Y(1)v,i = 0 but X
(1)
v,i = 1 can only occur if |F(1)v | ≤ i. So in particular
|F(1)v | ≤ k/2. We can express |F(1)v | in terms of Y(l)v,i as
k− |F(1)v | ≤ ∑
u∈Γpi(v)
k
∑
i=1
i ·Y(1)u,i ≤ ∑
u∈Γpi(v)
k
∑
i=1
i · X(1)u,i .
By linearity of expectation and the definition of ρ this yields
E
[
k− |F(1)v |
]
≤ ∑
u∈Γpi(v)
k
∑
i=1
i · x
(1)
u,i
4ρ
≤ k
4
.
So, we get by Markov’s inequality
Pr
[
|F(1)v | ≤ k2
]
= Pr
[
k− |F(1)v | ≥ k2
]
≤ 1
2
.
In total this yields
Pr
[
Y(1)v,i = 1
]
= Pr
[
X(1)v,i = 1
]
· Pr
[
|F(1)v | ≥ i
]
≥ Pr
[
X(1)v,i = 1
]
· Pr
[
|F(1)v | ≥ k2
]
≥ x
(1)
v,i
8ρ
,
which proves the proposition in Case 1.
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Case l = 2: The event that Y(2)v,i = 0 but X
(2)
v,i = 1 can only happen if there is some u ∈ Γpi(v)
with S(2)u 6= ∅, in which case ∑
u∈Γpi(v)
k
∑
i=k/2+1
Y(2)u,i ≥ 1. Furthermore, we have
∑
u∈Γpi(v)
k
∑
i=k/2+1
Y(2)u,i ≤ ∑
u∈Γpi(v)
k
∑
i=k/2+1
X(2)u,i ≤
2
k ∑u∈Γpi(v)
k
∑
i=k/2+1
i · X(2)u,i .
Using linearity of expectation and the definition of ρ this yields
E
[
∑
u∈Γpi(v)
k
∑
i=k/2+1
Y(2)u,i
]
≤ 2
k ∑u∈Γpi(v)
k
∑
i=k/2+1
i · x
(2)
u,i
4ρ
≤ 2
k
· k
4
≤ 1
2
,
Markov’s inequality then implies that the probability that all of the u ∈ Γpi(v) have
S(2)(u) = ∅ is at least 1/2. This means
Pr
[
Y(2)v,i = 1
]
= Pr
[
X(2)v,i = 1
]
· Pr
[
|F(1)v | ≥ i
]
≥ Pr
[
X(2)v,i = 1
]
· Pr
[
∀u ∈ Γpi(v), S(2)(u) = ∅
]
≥ x
(1)
v,i
8ρ
,
which proves the proposition for Case 2.
Finally, to prove the theorem we note that by splitting the solution into two parts and
returning the better output, we lose only a factor of 2 in the approximation guarantee. For
the expected social welfare it holds maxl∈{1,2} ∑v∈V ∑ki=1 bv(i) · x(l)v,i ≥ b∗/2.
6.4.2 Edge-Weighted Conflict Graphs
Allocating the channels is much more involved in the case of edge-weighted conflict graphs
due to the asymmetry of interference constraints. In the unweighted case the simple greedy
allocation only has to make sure there are no edges to vertices on the same channel. This
is unsuitable now since adding a user might violate constraints at previously added users –
even though constraints are satisfied for the currently added user.
Having obtained the d(l)v values in the described way, we first consider only the incoming
weight from users of smaller index like in the unweighted case. If the incoming weight from
previous users is too high, i.e., ∑u∈V,pi(u)<pi(v) d
(l)
u · w¯(u, v) ≥ k/32, we remove all channels
from the user and set d(l)v := 0. However, unlike in the unweighted case, this does not
yet guarantee the existence of an allocation. The crucial difference occurs in the last step,
where the allocation is derived. This step is performed differently for the two solutions of
the decomposition. For the case in which each user was assigned at most k/8 channels, the
allocation is made in a randomized fashion in Algorithm 17 (ALLOCATE(1)). For the other
case, the allocation is made deterministically in Algorithm 18 (ALLOCATE(2)). Unlike in the
unweighted case, in both cases the resulting allocation will not include all users at a time but
only allocate channels to a subset of the originally chosen users.
Theorem 6.12. Algorithm 16 returns a feasible allocation of social welfare at leastΩ
(
b∗
ρ·(log n+log k)
)
in expectation.
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Algorithm 16: LP-Rounding for symmetric valuations and weighted conflict graphs.
1 decompose x into two solutions x(1) and x(2) as follows: Set x(1)v,i = xv,i if i ≤ k/8
and x(1)v,i = 0 otherwise; set x
(2) = x− x(1).
2 for l ∈ {1, 2} do
3 for v ∈ V in increasing order of pi values do
4 with probability
x(l)v,i
64ρ set d
(l)
v := i
5 set d(l)v := 0 if ∑u∈V,pi(u)<pi(v) d
(l)
u · w¯(u, v) ≥ k/32
6 run Algorithm ALLOCATE(l) on d(l), let S(l) be the result
7 return the better one of the solutions S(1) and S(2)
In order to show the bound, we will show that both LP solutions are rounded to feasi-
ble allocations that are in expectation at most a O(ρ · (log n + log k)) factor worse than the
respective LP solution.
As a first step, we analyze the input given in terms of the number of channels for each
user. In particular, we show that an allocation satisfying all of these demands simultaneously
would in expectation be at most a 1/128ρ factor worse than the fractional solution.
Proposition 6.13. For l ∈ {1, 2} and the expected social welfare of d(l) we have
E
[
∑
v∈V
bv(d
(l)
v )
]
≥ 1
128ρ
· ∑
v∈V
k
∑
i=1
bv(i) · x(l)v,i .
Proof. For all v ∈ V, i ∈ [k], l ∈ {0, 1} let X(l)v,i be a 0/1 random variable indicating if in the
rounding stage d(l)v is set to i. We know that Pr
[
X(l)v,i = 1
]
= x
(l)
4ρ . Let Y
(l)
v,i be the respective
0/1 random variable at the time when the allocation algorithm is started.
We have to bound Pr
[
Y(l)v,i = 0
∣∣∣ X(l)v,i = 1]. This is the probability that the weight bound
in line 5 is exceeded. By Markov’s inequality, we get
Pr
[
Y(l)v,i = 0
∣∣∣ X(l)v,i = 1] ≤ 32k · E
 ∑
u∈V
pi(u)<pi(v)
d(l)u w¯(u, v)X
(l)
v,i
 .
Applying linearity of expectation and the fact we have an LP solution this is
32
k
· ∑
u∈V
pi(u)<pi(v)
d(l)u · w¯(u, v) ·
x(l)v,i
64ρ
≤ 1
2
.
In total, we obtain
E
[
∑
v∈V
bv(d
(l)
v )
]
= ∑
v∈V
k
∑
i=1
bv(i) · Pr
[
Y(l)v,i = 1
]
≥ 1
128ρ ∑v∈V
k
∑
i=1
bv(i) · x(l)v,i .
In the two following subsections, we consider the two allocation algorithms and show
that in either case a feasible allocation of social welfare at least Ω(∑v∈V bv(d
(l)
v )/(log n +
log k)) is computed.
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ALLOCATE(1): Allocation algorithm for “small” sets
Given a preliminary selection of numbers of channels dv for all v ∈ V, Algorithm 17 gener-
ates a feasible allocation in which dv ≤ k/8 for each v ∈ V and ∑u∈V,pi(u)<pi(v) duw¯(u, v) <
k/32. The idea is that a number of allocations are computed having the property that each
user is considered in exactly one of these allocations. Each allocation is computed by first
selecting a subset Ht of all users and then performing k randomized contention-resolution
steps. We iterate over the k channels, and for each channel j we let each user v independently
perform a random experiment. With probability 8dv/k it receives this channel tentatively by
setting Xv,j = 1. If the user received dv channels in this tentative allocation it keeps the
respective channels in this allocation and is dropped from consideration. All other users
are allocated in later rounds. The main argument to show that this yields feasibility and
provides the desired bound on the approximation factor relies on a suitable tracking of the
successes during the contention-resolution process.
Algorithm 17: ALLOCATE(1): Channel allocation for users that require at most k/8
channels.
1 set V0 := V and t := 0
2 while Vt 6= ∅ do
3 Ht := ∅, Vt+1 := ∅
4 for u ∈ Vt in decreasing order of pi values do
5 if ∑v∈Ht dv · w¯(u, v) < k/32 then
6 add u to Ht
7 foreach j ∈ [k] do set Xv,j independently to 1 with probability 8dv/k
8 for v ∈ Ht do
9 foreach j ∈ [k] do set Yv,j = 1 if ∑u 6=v w¯(u, v) · Xu,j < 1
10 if ∑j∈[k] Yv,j ≥ dv then
11 set St(v) to an arbitrary subset of dv channels j with Yv,j = 1
12 else
13 set St(v) = ∅ and add v to Vt+1
14 set t := t + 1
15 return the best one of the allocations S1, S2, S3, . . .
Lemma 6.14. The allocation computed by Algorithm 17 (ALLOCATE(1)) has social welfare at least
Ω(∑v∈V bv(dv)/(log n + log k)) with high probability, i.e., with probability at least 1− (nk)−c for
any constant c > 1.
Proof. In order to show this bound, it suffices to prove that
E
[
∑
v∈Vt+1
dv
∣∣∣∣∣ Vt
]
≤ 3
4 ∑v∈Vt
dv .
Using Markov’s inequality this implies that for each constant c > 1 the probability that the
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set Vt with t ≥ (c + 1) log(nk)/ log(4/3) is not empty is at most
Pr
[
∑
v∈Vt
dv ≥ 1
]
≤ E
[
∑
v∈Vt
dv
]
≤
(
3
4
)t
nk ≤ (nk)−c .
Thus with high probability at most O(log(∑v∈V dv)) = O(log n + log k) allocations are com-
puted.
We prove the bound in two steps. First, we show that the sum of demands in the set Ht
is at least half of the total demands in Vt. Afterwards, we observe that for a user in Ht, the
probability to be included is at least 12 .
Claim 6.15.
∑
v∈Ht
dv >
1
2 ∑v∈Vt
dv .
Proof. Each user u ∈ Vt \ Ht was excluded from Ht because we have
∑
v∈Ht
pi(u)<pi(v)
dv · w¯(u, v) ≥ k32 .
Taking the sum, weighted by the respective du value, we get
∑
u∈Vt\Ht
du · ∑
v∈Ht
pi(u)<pi(v)
dv · w¯(u, v) ≥ ∑
u∈Vt\Ht
du · k32 .
On the other hand, we have
∑
u∈Vt\Ht
du · ∑
v∈Ht
pi(u)<pi(v)
dv · w¯(u, v) = ∑
v∈Ht
dv · ∑
u∈Vt\Ht
pi(u)<pi(v)
du · w¯(u, v) < ∑
v∈Ht
dv · k32 .
Assembling the two bounds yields the claim.
Claim 6.16. The probability for each user v ∈ Ht to be included in the allocation is at least 12 .
Proof. A user v ∈ V is not included in the allocation if there is a set M ⊆ [k]with |M| ≥ k− dv
such that Yv,j = 0 for all j ∈ M.
Let us first consider a single channel j. In order to have Yv,j = 1, two independent events
have to occur: First, we have to have Xv,j = 1 and second ∑u 6=v w¯(u, v) · Xu,j < 1. The
probability for the first one is defined in the algorithm, the second one can be bounded by
Markov’s inequality to get
Pr
[
Yv,j = 1
] ≥ Pr [Xv,j = 1] ·
(
1− E
[
∑
u 6=v
w¯(u, v) · Xu,j
])
=
8dv
k
·
(
1− ∑
u 6=v
w¯(u, v) · 8du
k
)
≥ 4dv
k
.
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Now consider a block B of
⌊
k
2dv
⌋
≥ 3k8dv consecutive channels. Since the random experi-
ments are independent, for such a block B the probability of ∑j∈B Yv,j = 0 is at most(
1− 4dv
k
) 3k
8dv ≤ exp
(
−3
2
)
≤ 1
4
.
Since there are k channels in total, we have at least 2dv blocks in total. For each of these
blocks, the probability of v getting no channel in this block is at most 14 . This is, the expected
number of blocks B in which ∑j∈B Yv,j = 0 is at most
dv
2 . Using Markov’s inequality, the
probability that there are more than dv blocks without a channel for v is less than 12 . Thus,
with probability at least 12 , v gets at least 1 channel in at least dv blocks. This yields the
claim.
Combining these two insights, we get the desired bound which proves the lemma.
ALLOCATE(2): Allocation algorithm for “large” sets
The allocation for the case that dv ≥ k/8 or dv = 0 for all v ∈ V is performed by Algo-
rithm 18. Here, we iterate starting with t = 1. In each iteration, a subset Ht of all users is
selected by going through the remaining users in decreasing order of pi. If for a user v we
have ∑v∈Ht dv · w¯(u, v) < k/32, it is added to Ht. However, in this case the allocation is im-
mediately carried out in a direct way: Each user that is added to Ht is allocated an arbitrary
set of dv channels, e.g. the first ones. This iteration is repeated with the remaining users that
did not get allocated anything until every user v ∈ V has been allocated dv channels in one
iteration t. Finally, the algorithm picks the best of the allocations computed in any single
iteration.
Algorithm 18: ALLOCATE(2): Channel allocation for users that require at least k/8
channels.
1 set V0 := V and t := 0
2 while Vt 6= ∅ do
3 Ht := ∅, Vt+1 := ∅
4 for u ∈ Vt in decreasing order of pi values do
5 if ∑v∈Ht dv · w¯(u, v) < k/32 then
6 add u to Ht and set St(v) = {1, . . . , dv}
7 else
8 set St(v) = ∅ and add v to Vt+1
9 set t := t + 1
10 Return the best one of the allocations S1, S2, S3, . . .
Proposition 6.17. Algorithm 18 (ALLOCATE(2)) computes at most O(log n + log k) allocations
and all of them are feasible.
Proof. Using exactly the same arguments as in Claim 6.15 above, we observe
∑
v∈Ht
dv > ∑
u∈Vt\Ht
du ,
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which shows that at most O(log n + log k) allocations are computed.
The allocations are feasible since the sum of incoming weights on any channel is bounded
by
∑
u∈Ht
w¯(u, v) ≤ 8
k ∑u∈Ht
du · w¯(u, v) < 8k ·
k
32
=
1
4
.
6.5 Mechanism Design
In an auction, the valuations for the allocations are private information of the respective bid-
ders. In general, a bidder can strategically misreport his valuation in order to increase his
personal utility. This happens, for example, if each bidder is charged his own bid. Under
these circumstances, a bidder can benefit from reporting a lower one than its true valua-
tion. This makes it hard or even impossible to maximize the social welfare. To avoid such
strategic behavior, we have to charge a user v a payment pv that make truthfulness a dom-
inant strategy. For each user v ∈ V we have to ensure that his quasi-linear utility satisfies
bv(S(v))− pv(bv, b−v) ≥ bv(S′(v))− pv(b′v, b−v), where S and S′ are the solutions to the al-
location problem when v reports the true bv and a some possibly other b′v, respectively. This
can be achieved using classic Vickrey-Clarke-Groves (VCG) payments if the allocation problem
is always solved optimally. In many cases, however, it is (under standard complexity as-
sumptions) impossible to solve the respective allocation problems optimally in polynomial
time. For this reason, VCG is not immediately applicable. One can even show that for some
problems, deterministic truthful mechanisms can achieve only trivial approximation guar-
antees although better approximation algorithms exist [PSS08].
The situation is much better if we resort to randomized mechanisms. These mechanisms
define a distribution D over the set of solutions S for the optimization problem and output
an allocation S ∈ S according to D. In this case, we aim for truthfulness in expectation, i.e., for
every v ∈ V
ES∼D [bv(S(v))− pv(bv, b−v)] ≥ ES∼D′
[
bv(S(v))− pv(b′v, b−v)
]
,
where D′ is the distribution if v reports b′v instead of bv. A general technique to design such
mechanisms is maximal-in-distributional range (MIDR). Here we fix a set (the range) of distri-
butions D over S , where D is independent of the valuations bv. The algorithm receives all
reported valuations bv and optimizes exactly overD to find D ∈ D with maximum expected
social welfare. Due to exact optimization over D, the mechanism can use VCG payments to
guarantee truthfulness in expectation.
For the algorithms described so far, we can use a framework proposed by Lavi and
Swamy [LS11] to obtain an MIDR algorithm and thus a mechanism that is truthful in ex-
pectation. We only highlight the main ideas of this technique and the most important obser-
vations that allow the use for our problem. For an accessible presentation of the complete
technique, see [Lav07] or [LS11].
The main idea of the approach is a technique called randomized metarounding by Carr and
Vempala [CV02]. It allows to decompose a (scaled) optimal LP solution x∗ into a convex
combination of integral solutions. That is, we determine a set of polynomially many integral
solutions gl and a weight λl ∈ [0, 1] for each of them such that∑l λl = 1 and∑l λl · gl = x∗/κ,
where κ is the integrality gap of the LP. Having derived the decomposition, the weights λl
define a probability distribution over the set of integral solutions S . The set of all possible
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outcomes of this decomposition will be our rangeD. By finding the optimal LP solution and
its decomposition, we also find the distribution among the ones in D that maximizes the
expected social welfare. Thus, we obtain a MIDR algorithm.
In more detail, the decomposition can be found as follows. We set up a decomposition
LP with exponentially many variables – one for each feasible integral solution – that represent
our desired λl-weights. This LP has polynomially many constraints but exponentially many
variables. We can construct the dual with polynomially many variables and exponentially
many constraints. The variables can be interpreted as valuations in an adjusted optimization
problem. If this problem has an algorithm that verifies that the integrality gap is at most
κ, we obtain a separation oracle and can solve the dual decomposition LP in polynomial
time. In particular, it allows us to construct an equivalent LP with a polynomial number
of constraints, i.e., the ones corresponding to the solutions obtained by our algorithm. For
this polynomial-sized dual we construct the primal and determine the polynomially many
probabilities of the solutions found by our algorithm, which completes the decomposition.
Using the decomposition LP requires that the LP relaxation of the optimization problem
has polynomial size. In the case of constantly many channels or symmetric valuations, this
is immediately the case. In the case of arbitrary valuations, we have in general exponentially
many variables. However, we can use demand oracles to solve the LPs. This results in
only a polynomial number of (non-zero) variables for the LP and therefore in an equivalent
polynomial-size LP. Using this equivalent LP, the complete decomposition procedure can be
carried out without accessing the original bidder valuations but only the ones that were used
for solving the original LP.
As shown in the previous sections, our algorithms are indeed able to verify certain inte-
grality gaps by transforming fractional to integral solutions. They return a solution within
the stated integrality gap κ with respect to any objective function in expectation. However,
to guarantee polynomial running time of the mechanism, we need deterministic algorithms.
Our algorithms can be derandomized as follows. The randomization in Algorithms 15 and
16 only depends on pairwise independence. Algorithm 17 can be made deterministic by us-
ing a combination of pairwise-independence and conditional-expectation techniques. Using
the respective derandomized algorithm, given an optimal LP solution x∗ of value b∗ we can
obtain an integral solution of value at least b∗/κ in polynomial time.
Note that even after introducing integrality constraints, the obtained integer programs
describe, in fact, still relaxations of the optimization problems, because Conditions (6.1b),
(6.4b), and (6.7b) allow each vertex to have multiple neighbors on the same channel. An
arbitrary integral solution to the LP might thus be infeasible for the original problem. This
is even more severe in the case of symmetric valuations, in which the ILP even does not
state what channels are assigned. However, our algorithms do not only produce feasible
integral LP solutions but also feasible solutions of the actual optimization problem with
the desired gap to the infeasible fractional optimum. Thus, they also prove the gap for a
potential fractional optimum to the LP describing the (more constrained) exact optimization
problem. The remaining arguments can be adapted from [LS11] almost without adjustment.
In summary, we are able to build the following mechanisms.
Corollary 6.18. Secondary spectrum auctions admit truthful-in-expectation mechanisms that run in
polynomial time and return feasible solutions approximating the optimal social welfare up to a factor
of
• O(ρ · √k) in case of unweighted conflict graphs and arbitrary valuations,
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• O(ρ · √k · log n) in case of edge-weighted conflict graphs and arbitrary valuations,
• O(ρ) in case of unweighted conflict graphs and symmetric valuations, and
• O(ρ · (log n + log k)) in case of edge-weighted conflict graphs and symmetric valuations.
A main drawback of this method is that the dual variables of the decomposition must
be interpreted as valuations of a new channel allocation problem. Here assumptions like
symmetry or submodularity cannot be made, and algorithms for such special classes of val-
uations might not be applicable. However, in our case the symmetry assumption is encoded
directly into LPs (6.7) by setting up variables for each number and each not set of channels.
This property carries over to the decomposition dual and our algorithms can be applied.
In contrast, for submodular valuations this is not possible. Therefore, we need a different
approach achieve truthfulness.
6.6 Matroid-Rank-Sum Valuations
In this section, we treat the class of so-called matroid rank sum (MRS) valuations, in which bv
for each bidder is a weighted sum of matroid rank functions. This covers all frequently con-
sidered submodular valuation functions such as, e.g., coverage functions, matroid weighted-
rank functions, and any convex combinations of these.
For ordinary combinatorial auctions with MRS valuations, Dughmi et al. [DRY11] de-
vise an MIDR mechanism. The range is given by all solutions to a linear relaxation of
the item-allocation problem. Rounding is done via a non-standard randomized rounding
scheme called Poisson rounding in [DRY11]. Finding the optimal distribution implies finding
the fractional allocation that will achieve best social welfare in expectation in the rounding
stage. The Poisson scheme is a convex rounding scheme, for which finding the best fractional
allocation becomes a convex program with objective function being expected social welfare.
Unfortunately, the Poisson rounding scheme is tailored to fit to ordinary combinatorial
auctions. The rounding is performed item-wise – when xi,j is the fractional allocation of
item j to bidder i, then j is fully given to i with probability 1− e−xv,j . With the remaining
probability no bidder receives j. Unlike items, the channels in our case can be given to
multiple users, and it takes significantly more effort to build a convex rounding scheme. In
the following we present our approach for this case. We follow the conventions in [DRY11],
in particular, with respect to representation of MRS valuations using lottery-value oracles.
Stated formally, we will show the following theorem.
Theorem 6.19. There is a truthful mechanism for MRS valuations that runs in expected polynomial
time and returns a feasible allocation representing a O(ρ)-approximation for unweighted and a O(ρ ·
log n)-approximation for edge-weighted conflict graphs.
6.6.1 Defining the Range
We define the distributional range D in this section and discuss why it is sufficiently large
to get good approximations. Our starting point are all fractional solutions x fulfilling the
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following linear constraints:
∑
u∈V
pi(u)<pi(v)
w¯(u, v) · xu,j ≤ ρ for all v ∈ V, j ∈ [k] (6.8a)
0 ≤ xv,j ≤ 1 for all v ∈ V, j ∈ [k] (6.8b)
Algorithm 19: Rounding scheme for a given solution x.
1 for j ∈ [k] do
2 draw pj uniformly for [0, 1]
3 decompose (xv,j)v∈V such that x = κ∑l λl gl and ∑l λl = 1
4 let l′ be the minimal l for which ∑l<l′ λl < pj
5 allocate gl′ tentatively
6 remove each v ∈ V from solution with a further probability of pv,j = 1−e
−xv,j/(2κ)
xv,j
κ
For each channel we pick a feasible independent set separately in our rounding scheme
Algorithm 19. For each channel j the corresponding fractional solution x·,j is decomposed
into polynomially many independent sets using parameter κ discussed below. The algo-
rithm selects one of these at random. The decomposition can be computed in polynomial
time using randomized meta-rounding [CV02, LS11] in combination with an appropriate
rounding scheme. Afterwards, each user v is removed from the solution by an independent
random experiment rendering the total probability for v to receive channel j to be exactly
1− e−xv,j/2κ. Note that pv,j must be a valid probability with pv,j ∈ [0, 1]. Here, we observe
that since numerator and denominator are both positive, pv,j also is. Furthermore, pv,j ≤ 1
because 1− exv,j/(2κ) ≤ xv,j2κ , for any κ ≥ 1. Consequently, the rangeD is given by all probabil-
ity distributions resulting from our rounding scheme applied to fractional solutions of (6.8a)
and (6.8b).
We have to specify the parameter κ, which ensures that the decomposition of x·,j ex-
ists. We interpret x·,j as solution to a linear program to maximize ∑v∈V av · xv,j subject to the
constraints (6.8a) and (6.8b) for channel j. This is essentially a linear relaxation for a single
channel allocation problem with some valuations av. We denote by κ the integrality gap of
this program with respect to feasible independent sets (Note that the constraints (6.8a) al-
low integer solutions x that represent infeasible independent sets). For this program we can
verify an integrality gap of κ = O(ρ · log n) for feasible independent sets using, e.g., Algo-
rithm 13 in combination with Algorithm 12. For unweighted conflict graphs, Algorithm 12
yields κ = O(ρ). Here, the simple greedy algorithm of [AADK00] (for details see Section 6.7
below) can even be shown to yield κ = ρ.
In either case, this allows to construct a decomposition LP and its dual, which can be
solved in polynomial time using the ellipsoid method, where the algorithm acts as separa-
tion oracle (for details on this method see [CV02, LS11]). Note that κ can merely be seen
as a parameter that serves to scale a fractional solution x into a region where a decompo-
sition into (feasible) integral solutions exists – independent of any objective function. The
reason we interpret it as integrality gap of an optimization problem is that the dual of the
decomposition LP allows an approximation algorithm verifying the gap to be used to sepa-
rate the dual and derive the required decomposition in polynomial time. The reason we do
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not simply radically overestimate κ is that it does play a central role when we discuss the
approximation factor of our rounding scheme.
For a given distribution, the expected social welfare of the returned allocation is exactly
∑
v∈V
∑
T⊆[k]
bv(T)∏
j∈T
(1− e−xv,j/(2κ))∏
j 6∈T
e−xv,j/(2κ) . (6.9)
For the case of MRS functions, this function is concave, as we will observe in more detail be-
low. Therefore, the best distribution in the range can be arbitrarily approximated by solving
a convex program, maximizing the concave objective (6.9) subject to linear constraints (6.8a)
and (6.8b).
As previously mentioned, the size of the range affects approximation factor and tractabil-
ity. Concerning the approximation factor, we can show that the social welfare of the optimal
allocation is at most an O(κ)-factor above the expected social welfare of the best distribution
in the range.
Lemma 6.20. The optimal distribution within the range is O(κ)-approximate in expectation when
valuations are submodular. Hence, in expectation, the solution of our rouding scheme is a O(ρ)-
approximation for unweighted and a O(ρ · log n)-approximation for edge-weighted conflict graphs.
Proof. The optimal allocation S∗ corresponds to a feasible solution x∗ of the convex program.
However, x∗ is not always rounded to S∗ but also to worse allocations. We bound the ex-
pected welfare of the received allocation in terms of that of S∗. This then yields the upper
bound on the approximation ratio. The probability of each user v of being allocated channel
j in rounding is exactly 1− e−x∗v,j/(2κ). We denote b(S∗) = ∑v∈V bv(S∗(v)) and use Proposi-
tion C.4 in [DRY11]. This yields an expected social welfare of the rounded allocation of at
least (1− e−1/(2κ)) · b(S∗) ≥ (1− e−1) · (2κ)−1 · b(S∗) due to concavity. Thus, the result of
rounding the best distribution is at most a factor of O(κ) worse.
6.6.2 Sampling the MIDR Distribution
The expected social welfare when rounding a fractional solution x is given by (6.9). Fortu-
nately, this function is concave in terms of x meaning an optimal fractional solution can be
approximated arbitrarily well in polynomial time. However, to make the mechanism truth-
ful in expectation, we are, in principle, required to solve the given convex program exactly.
Since this is not possible, Algorithm 20 devises a way to simulate an exact solution in
expected polynomial time. It returns an allocation in which each bidder has exactly the
same probability as in Algorithm 19 to get a channel. It requires us to compute δ-estimates
– a solution x of the convex program such that x∗v,j − δ ≤ xv,j ≤ x∗v,j + δ for all v, j. To
simplify the presentation, we assume that this can be computed in time poly(n, k, log(1/δ)).
For details on this issue, see Section 6.6.3.
Proposition 6.21. The desired decompositions yr − yr−1 = 2κ∑l λr,l gr,l exist and can be computed
in polynomial time.
Proof. We distinguish between the two cases r = 1 and r ≥ 2.
In the case of r = 1, yr fulfills equations (6.8a) and (6.8b). Here we can apply the de-
composition as described above. Using Algorithm 12 (for unweighted conflict graphs), or
13 and 14 (for edge-weighted conflict graphs) verifying integrality gaps of κ = O(ρ) or
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Algorithm 20: Simulating Algorithm 19 with estimates of the optimal convex-program
solution.
1 for j ∈ [k] do
2 draw pj uniformly from [0, 1) and let r be the minimal t for which pj ≥ 1− 2−t+1
3 set x0 = 0
4 for t = 1, . . . , r do
5 compute δt-estimate xt, where δt = 1/(n · 2t+1)
6 let ytv = max{yt−1v , xtv,j − δt}
7 decompose yr − yr−1 such that yr − yr−1 = 2κ∑l λr,l gr,l with ∑l λr,l = 2−r
8 let l′ be the minimum l such that pj > 1− 2−r−1 +∑l<l′ λl
9 tentatively allocate gr,l
′
10 remove each v ∈ V from solution with further probability
pv,j =
2κ
(
e−y
t−1
v /(2κ)−e−ytv/(2κ)
)
ytv−yt−1v
κ = O(ρ · log n) respectively, we can solve the decomposition LP of the meta-rounding
framework and decompose yr = 1κ λ˜
r,l gr,l with ∑l λ˜r,l = 1 where gr,l are integral solutions
corresponding to independent sets. The running time is polynomial in n and k. Setting
λr,l = 12 λ˜
r,l for all l yields the desired composition.
For the case r ≥ 2, we use the fact that xr−1 is already a 1/(n2r)-estimate. This yields
that 0 ≤ yrv − yr−1v ≤ 1/(n2r−1). Therefore, it is possible to decompose yr − yr−1 to the trivial
single-vertex independent sets. Formally, we consider an arbitrary ordering of the users
v1, . . . , vn, e.g. the one given by pi. We set gr,lvl = 1 and g
r,l
v = 0 if vl 6= v. The weights are
set to λr,l = 12κ (y
r
vl − yr−1vl ). This yields that ∑nl=1 λr,l ≤ ∑nl=1 12κ · 1n2r−1 ≤ 2−r. The remaining
weight is assigned to the all-zero fractional solution.
Proposition 6.22. For the probability of being removed we have pv,j ∈ [0, 1].
Proof. Since yt−1v ≤ ytv for all v ∈ V, the probability is at least 0. Furthermore, we have
2κ
(
e−yt−1v /(2κ) − e−ytv/(2κ)
)
ytv − yt−1v
=
2κe−yt−1v /(2κ)
(
1− e−(ytv−yt−1v )/(2κ)
)
ytv − yt−1v
≤
2κ
(
1− e−(ytv−yt−1v )/(2κ)
)
ytv − yt−1v
≤ 1 .
Proposition 6.23. For each user v ∈ V and each channel j ∈ [k] the probability to receive j is exactly
1− e−x∗v,j/(2κ).
Proof. Let r be defined as in the algorithm. Let us first consider the conditional probability
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of getting the channel given that r = t for some t. By definition this is
Pr [v gets j | r = t] = Pr
[
gr,l
′
v = 1
∣∣∣ r = t] · 2κ
(
e−yt−1v /(2κ) − e−ytv/(2κ)
)
ytv − yt−1v
=
2t
(
yt−1v − ytv
)
2κ
·
2κ
(
e−yt−1v /(2κ) − e−ytv/(2κ)
)
ytv − yt−1v
= 2t
(
e−y
t−1
v /(2κ) − e−ytv/(2κ)
)
.
We get
Pr [v gets j] =
∞
∑
t=1
Pr [r = t] · Pr [v gets j | r = t]
=
∞
∑
t=1
2−t · 2t
(
e−y
t−1
v /(2κ) − e−ytv/(2κ)
)
= 1− e−x∗v,j ,
where the last step is due to the fact that ytv converges to x∗v,j as t→ ∞.
Proposition 6.24. Assuming that the δ-estimates can be computed in time poly(n, k, log(1/δ)),
the expected running time of Algorithm 20 is polynomial in n and k.
Proof. Let us first consider the running time for the case that r = t for some fixed t. In
this case the δ-estimates in lines 5–7 can be computed in time ∑ti=1 poly(n, k, log(2
i+1n)) =
poly(n, k, t). The remaining computations take time poly(n, k). As a consequence, the ex-
pected running time of the algorithm can be bounded by ∑∞t=1 Pr [r = t] · poly(n, k, t) =
∑∞t=1 2
−t · poly(n, k, t) = poly(n, k), where the last step is due to a geometric series.
6.6.3 Computing δ-Estimates
Algorithm 20 only runs in expected polynomial time when assuming that a δ-estimate of
the convex program can be computed in time poly(n, k, log(1/δ)). The reasoning why we
assume this is essentially the same as in [DRY11]. However, for the sake of completeness,
we present the most important steps in this section.
First of all, we have to observe that the objective function is concave when all player
valuations are MRS.
Lemma 6.25. Our rounding scheme is convex when valuations are MRS.
Proof. Due to E [∑v∈V bv(S(v))] = ∑v∈V E [bv(S(v))], the result follows when E [bv(S(v))] is
concave for all v. By construction, the probability for each user to be allocated channel j is
exactly 1− e−xv,j/(2κ). Therefore each E [bv(Sv)] can be written as
∑
T⊆[k]
bv(T)∏
j∈T
(1− e−xv,j/(2κ))∏
j 6∈T
e−xv,j/(2κ) .
We only have to prove that this function is concave over (0, 1)k.
Dughmi et al. [DRY11] show that the function G : Rk → Rwith
G(x1, . . . , xk) = ∑
T⊆[k]
b(T)∏
j∈T
(1− e−xj)∏
j 6∈T
e−xj
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is concave over x ∈ (0, 1)k when b is MRS.
For E [bv(S(v))] = G(x/(2κ)) this also yields concavity since for any ξ ∈ [0, 1]
G
(
ξx + (1− ξ)y
2κ
)
= G
(
ξ
x
2κ
+ (1− ξ) y
2κ
)
≥ ξG
( x
2κ
)
+ (1− ξ)G
( y
2κ
)
.
This immediately yields the following claim when taking into consideration that the con-
straints are linear.
Claim 6.26. There is an algorithm in the lottery-value oracle model that, given an instance of spec-
trum auctions with edge-weighted conflict graphs on n bidders and k channels and an approximiation
parameter e > 0, runs in poly(n, k, log(1/e)) time and returns a (1− e)-approximate solution to
the convex program.
This yields the following result for δ-estimates. Suppose we are in the well-conditioned
case, i.e., on any line in the feasible set the second derivative of the objective function is
at least λ = ∑v∈V bv([k])
2poly(n,k)
. Then a δ-estimate can be computed by computing an (1 − e)-
approximate solution of the convex program with e = δ
2
2∑v∈V bv([k])
. This solution can be
computed in time poly(n, k, log(1/δ)).
Guaranteeing Good Conditioning
In general, the bound on the second derivative does not necessarily have to hold. Therefore,
the algorithm is modified as given in Algorithm 21.
Algorithm 21: Modified MIDR algorithm.
1 run Algorithm 20, let S be the resulting allocation
2 let β be 1nk ∑v∈V |S(v)|
3 draw q1 uniformly at random from [0, 1]
4 if q1 ≤ µ then
5 set S(v) := ∅ for all v ∈ V
6 draw q2 uniformly at random from [0, 1]
7 if q2 ≤ β then
8 choose some user v∗ ∈ V uniformly at random
9 set S(v∗) = [k] and S(v) = ∅ for all v 6= v∗
After having run Algorithm 20, the resulting allocation is discarded with probability
µ = 2−nk. Instead a trivial allocation is returned, in which either only a single user gets
allocated all channels or even no channels are allocated at all, as determined by another
random experiment. However, since this action is only taken with probability 1− µ = 1−
o(1), the approximation factor is not affected.
On the contrary, we can show that the expected social welfare changes, now having a
curvature of at least λ. This is the missing piece to build the δ-estimates necessary to run the
algorithm.
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In order to determine the precise expected social welfare of the modified algorithm, we
have to first quantify the probability that the initially computed solution is discarded. This
is done with probability β, which depends on the previous outcome. For the expectation, we
know
E [β] = E
[
1
nk ∑v∈V
|S(v)|
]
=
1
nk
k
∑
j=1
∑
v∈V
Pr [j ∈ S(v)] = 1
nk
k
∑
j=1
∑
v∈V
(
1− exv,j/(2κ)
)
.
Therefore the expected social welfare is
(1− µ) · E [b(S)] + µ · E [β] 1
n ∑v∈V
bv([k])
= (1− µ) · E [b(S)] + µ
n2k
·
(
k
∑
j=1
∑
v∈V
(
1− exv,j/(2κ)
))
·
(
∑
v∈V
bv([k])
)
.
Since both parts of the outer sum are non-negative, it suffices to bound the curvature of the
second one. The curvature of
(
∑kj=1 ∑v∈V
(
1− exv,j/(2κ)
))
is at least (e(2κ)2)−1. Therefore,
the curvature of the second part is at least
µ
n2k
· 1
e(2κ)2
·
(
∑
v∈V
bv([k])
)
= λ .
As a consequence, the modified algorithm can be run with δ-approximates as described
above with a resulting running time that is poly(n, k) in expectation.
6.7 Deterministic Mechanisms
While the mechanisms presented in previous sections obtain near-optimal guarantees on
social welfare, they have some drawbacks for application in practice. A serious problem
are running times – for MRS valuations our mechanism obtains polynomial running time
only in expectation. For general and symmetric valuations, we obtain polynomial worst-
case running times, but the convex optimization techniques needed to apply randomized
meta-rounding often have prohibitive running times for large practical problem instances.
Thus, let us briefly discuss designing fast and simple mechanisms. How can we design a
good and simple deterministic mechanism to incentivize truth-telling among bidders?
To our knowledge, there are only two algorithmic approaches to the channel assignment
problem that yield approximation guarantees in the order of O(ρ). One approach is round-
ing of suitably relaxed packing LPs, which turned out to be very successful. Although these
algorithms can be made deterministic, they require randomization to guarantee truthfulness
and fail for deterministic truthfulness. The other approach was proposed for the simplest
case of a single channel and unweighted conflict graphs, i.e., the maximum weighted inde-
pendent set problem. It is a simple greedy algorithm due to Akcoglu et al. [AADK00], which
first considers vertices one by one in reverse of the ordering of pi. If vertex v is under consid-
eration, its current value is subtracted from the value of each backward neighbor. If the value
of a vertex drops to 0 or below before it is under consideration in the ordering, this vertex is
removed. Finally, the algorithm makes a second pass over the surviving vertices, this time
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Figure 6.1: Example for non-monotonicity of the greedy algorithm. In part (a), the number
inside the circle denotes the vertex’s index in the pi-ordering, the one outside its reported
valuation. If bidder 7 reports x = 3, he is included in the solution; if he bids up to x = 4, he is
dropped by the algorithm. Parts (b) and (c) depict the resulting values and the independent
sets at the end of the execution of the algorithm for each case, respectively.
in forward ordering of pi, and greedily adds each vertex to the independent set if possible. It
can be shown using a local ratio argument that it provides a ρ-approximation [YB09].
It is tempting to believe that this algorithm is monotone and delivers a deterministically
truthful mechanism. Unfortunately, this is not the case, see our example in Figure 6.1. The
problem is that the algorithm makes a second pass over the vertices which introduces non-
trivial dependencies among bids and acceptance decisions. Nevertheless, we show how
to turn it into a monotone algorithm by spending an O(log n) factor in the approximation
guarantee.
Algorithm 22: Monotone O(ρ · log n)-algorithm for maximum-weight independent set.
1 sort the set of bids B = {bv | v ∈ V} in decreasing order, let bi be the i-th highest bid
2 for i = 1 to n do
3 let Vi = {v ∈ V | bv ≥ bi} and Si = ∅
4 for v ∈ Vi in decreasing order of pi values do
5 if N(v) ∩ Si = ∅ then add v to Si
6 output S = Si∗ with i∗ = arg maxi ∑v∈Si bv
Theorem 6.27. Algorithm 22 is deterministic and monotone. The computed solution is a O(ρ ·
log n)-approximation for the maximum-weight independent set problem.
Proof. We first prove that the algorithm is monotone. We show that if v 6∈ S and lies a value
b′v < bv, then v will never be able to become part of S. Suppose v is currently first considered
in iteration i. Submitting a smaller bid causes v to be considered at a later point j > i. In
the sets Vi, . . . , Vj−1 player v is replaced by a different player, sets V1, . . . , Vi−1 and Vj, . . . , Vn
remain as before, and so do S1, . . . , Si−1 and Sj, . . . , Sn. If one of these sets was chosen as the
best set before, then v will again not be part of S if he lies. The only sets that can be different
now are Si, . . . , Sj−1, in which v cannot be present. If previously set Sk with k ∈ {i, . . . , j− 1}
was chosen as the best set, it did not include v. Thus, in the run v was blocked by some
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other vertex. Removing v does not change the execution of the algorithm, thus the same
set will be computed again – however, due to the change in the ordering it will now appear
as Sk−1. The only sets Sk that can change are the ones with k ∈ {i, . . . , j− 1} where v was
included before. However, if a new optimal set appears here, it does not include v as well.
In conclusion, if v 6∈ S, he cannot become included into S by reducing his bid.
To bound the approximation factor, we use an argument similar to [Hal00]. Let us con-
sider the problem on the subset Vi and assume all vertices have value bi. For this problem,
our algorithm is equivalent to the greedy ρ-approximation algorithm for unweighted ver-
tices. Hence, for this subproblem we obtain a ρ-approximation. With S′i being the optimum
for this subproblem, then we have
∑
v∈S
bv = max
i∈[n] ∑v∈Si
bv ≥ max
i∈[n]
|Si| · bi ≥ 1
ρ
·max
i∈[n]
|S′i | · bi .
Now consider intervals Ij = (b1/2j, b1/2j−1], for j = 1, . . . , dlog ne. The last interval we set
Idlog ne+1 = [0, b1/n]. For each such interval we consider the subgraph of vertices v with
value bv ∈ Ij and the optimum solution Sj w.r.t. to this subinstance. Consider all i such that
bi ∈ Ij. It is easy to see that for all j = 1, . . . , dlog ne
1
ρ
·max
i:bi∈Ij
|S′i | · bi ≥
1
2 · ρ ∑
v∈Sj
bv .
For j = dlog ne+ 1 we obviously have |S′1| · b1 ≥ ∑v∈Sj bv. Thus, in total we have
1
ρ
·max
i∈[n]
|S′i | · bi ≥
1
2 · ρ · dlog ne+ ρ ·
dlog ne
∑
j=1
∑
v∈Sj
bv ≥ 12 · ρ · dlog ne+ ρ · ∑v∈S∗
bv ,
since the sum of values for the optimal solutions in the intervals is bigger than the global
optimum S∗. This proves the approximation factor.
This represents a promising first step towards designing simple truthful deterministic
mechanisms with non-trivial approximation guarantees. In contrast to algorithms using
the time-intensive solution of convex optimization problems, such quick and simple greedy
rules are much more suitable for application in practice. In addition, the concept of truth-
fulness in expectation used in the previous sections has drawbacks, e.g., it is not enough to
motivate risk-aware bidders to reveal their valuations truthfully. While there are many open
problems stemming from our work (e.g., improving the approximation bounds for specific
interference models), providing good and simple mechanisms for stronger notions of truth-
fulness is a challenging and arguably the most interesting avenue for future work.
6.8 Applications
In the previous sections we have described a general algorithmic approach to channel allo-
cation problems when the underlying conflict graph has bounded inductive independence
number. Here we will show that this property is particularly wide-spread among models
for interference in wireless communication. Our aim is not to prove optimal bounds in each
case but to show why we believe a bounded inductive independence number to be a key
insight for understanding algorithmic problems in wireless networking.
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The concept of conflict graphs can be applied in two basic scenarios. On the one hand,
the task could be to allocate channels to transmitters. Each transmitter intends to cover a
certain area, e.g., a base station in a cellular network. The interference model defines which
transmitters can be assigned the same channels. On the other hand, instead of single trans-
mitters one can consider pairs of network nodes (links) that act as sender and receiver. In
such a scenario, “users” are no single network nodes but links. Therefore, the vertices of the
conflict graph are links, and edges define which links can be assigned the same channels.
6.8.1 Transmitter Scenarios
A very simple, yet instructive model for a transmitter scenario is as follows. We have n
transmitters located in the plane at points p1, . . . , pn ∈ R2. Each of the transmitters has a
transmission range r1, . . . , rn ∈ R>0. Transmitters may be assigned the same channel if their
transmission ranges do not intersect. Under these conditions interference constraints can be
modeled by a disk graph. There is an edge between two vertices if the transmission-range
disks around the corresponding receivers intersect. It is a well-known fact that the inductive
independence number of a disk graph is at most 5 (cf. also [YB09]). However, for the sake of
completeness, we present the simple proof here as well.
Proposition 6.28. The inductive independence number of a disk graphs is at most 5.
Proof. Let G = (V, E) be a disk graph. Let pi be the ordering of vertices by decreasing radius
of the corresponding disk. So in other words V = {v1, . . . , vn} with r1 ≥ r2 ≥ . . . ≥ rn,
where ri is the radius of the disk around vi. If the disk representation is given, this ordering
can be computed in polynomial time by simply sorting the vertices. Let be v ∈ V and
M ⊆ {u ∈ V | pi(u) < pi(v)} be an independent set in G. By definition of the ordering, we
have for all u ∈ M the radius is at least rpi(v).
In order to show |M| ≤ 5, we assume |M| ≥ 6. This would yield that there were two
vertices whose angle seen from v was at most 60◦. From simple geometric arguments we can
conclude there has to be an edge between these two vertices. This contradicts the assumption
that M is an independent set and thereby proves the claim.
Another example for the transmitter scenario is the so-called distance-2 coloring. In con-
trast to the above model not only the neighbors (with intersecting disks) must be on different
channels but also their neighbors. Distance-2 coloring is a common model of transmitter sce-
narios. Here, we analyze the restriction on two graph classes. We refer the reader to [KMR01]
for the exact definitions and a discussion of the model. We can prove ρ = O(1) as well in
this case.
Lemma 6.29. Let r > 0, a > 0 and D be a disk of radius ar. Then the number of disks of radius at
least r that intersect D but not each other is at most (a + 2)2.
Proof. W.l.o.g., we assume the surrounding disks to have radius exact r. By scaling them
down and moving them inside their original area, they still do not intersect each other. By
moving them to the respective closest location to D, they still intersect D.
The disks of radius r are fully contained within the disk of radius kr + 2r around the
center of D. Each takes an area of pir2, whereas the available area is only pi(ar + 2r)2. So, the
number of surrounding disks is at most pi(ar + 2r)2/pir2 = (a + 2)2.
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Proposition 6.30. For distance-2 coloring in disk graphs the inductive independence number of the
associated conflict graph is bounded by a constant.
Proof. As for disk graphs, we order the vertices by decreasing ranges. Now consider a vertex
v and a conflicting vertex u of larger range. This vertex can either be directly connected to
v (there are at most 5 ones of this kind) or via an intermediate vertex u′. If the ru′ < rv is
smaller, we see that the disk of radius ru around u intersects the one of radius 2rv around v.
The above lemma yields that there can be at most a constant number of such vertices. For
the case ru′ ≥ rv, we take into consideration the disks around the intermediate vertices also
do not intersect. So, there can be at most 5 intermediate vertices and as many conflicting
vertices. The total number of conflicting vertices is constant.
Proposition 6.31. For distance-2 coloring in (r, s)-civilized graphs the inductive independence num-
ber of the associated conflict graph is at most 4r/s + 2.
Proof. In this case, the ordering does not matter. Therefore, we do not need to know the
geometric representation of the graph.
Consider a vertex v and a set of vertices M conflicting with v but not with each other.
Since the path length from v to each vertex in M is at most 2, the distance in the plane is
at most 2r. Now consider disks around the vertices in M, each of radius s/2. By definition
of the (r, s)-civilized graph these disks do not intersect each other. However, each of them
intersects a disk of radius 2r around v. Applying the above lemma, we see there are at most
(4r/s + 2)2 such disks.
As a matter of fact, ρ has to depend on this ratio of r and s. Obviously, all graphs can be
represented as (r, s)-civilized if the ratio r and s is unbounded. As our algorithm’s running
time does not depend on r and s, the approximation factor has to depend on them.
6.8.2 Unweighted Link-Based Scenarios
There are a number of different interference models for link-based scenarios that can be de-
scribed by some unweighted conflict graph. They are often called graph-based interference
models, but to avoid ambiguities we refer to them as binary interference models. Due to the
large variety, we have to confine ourselves to some selected examples.
Probably the best known binary model is the protocol model [GK00]. Network nodes are
modeled by points located in the plane. A link consisting of sender s and receiver r may
be allocated to a channel if and only if for all other senders s′ on this channel d(s′, r) ≥
(1+ ∆)d(s, r) for some constant ∆ > 0.
Proposition 6.32 (Wan [Wan09]). For the protocol model, the resulting conflict graph has an in-
ductive independence number of
ρ ≤
⌈
pi/ arcsin
∆
2(∆+ 1)
⌉
− 1 .
The IEEE 802.11 Model by Alicherry et al. [ABL05] is a bidirectional variant of this model,
and in this case ρ ≤ 23 [Wan09].
A more graph-theoretical approach is distance-2 matching [BBK+04]. In this case, two
edges e 6= e′ may be allocated to the same channel if there are at least two edges on any con-
necting path. Typically, results are restricted to certain graph classes, because in general ap-
proximating maximum distance-2 matchings is hard. For disk graphs, we can also show that
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the corresponding conflict graph has ρ = O(1). Interestingly, for distance-2 matching there
is already an algorithm and analysis based on the observation that the inductive indepen-
dence number is bounded, but the concepts are termed differently. Barrett et al. [BKM+06]
analyze a greedy approach to find a maximum independent set. For a link e = (u, v), they
define r(e) = r(u) + r(v), where r(u) and r(v) are the radius of the disk surrounding u resp.
v. The algorithm orders the links by increasing values of r(e). The key observation is now
that for all links e the maximum number of links of higher index that collide with e but not
with each other is O(1). This immediately yields ρ = O(1).
Corollary 6.33. For distance-2 matching in disk graphs the inductive independence number of the
associated conflict graph is bounded by a constant.
Analyses of greedy algorithms are often carried out in a similar manner. Such arguments
already suffice to bound the inductive independence number. There is plenty of opportunity
to further extend our results by similar observations.
6.8.3 SINR Model
The models mentioned above go well with graph-theoretic concepts. Although the SINR
model studied in this thesis does not fit in this traditional binary graph-theoretic context, it
has similar properties allowing it to be expressed using edge-weighted conflict graphs. We
can easily reduce the model to a conflict graph if transmit powers are fixed to a (sub-) linear
and monotone power assignment.
Proposition 6.34. The interference constraints in the SINR model with fixed transmit power can be
represented by a weighted conflict graph. If the power assignment is (sub-) linear and monotone, the
resulting inductive independence number is at most O(log n).
Proof. As the ordering pi, we order links from large to small sensitivity as already described
in Section 2.2. That is, if pi(`) < pi(`′) then β(`)d(`)α ≥ β(`′)d(`′)α.
We choose the edges of the conflict graph to have the following weights. For ` = (s, r),
`′ = (s′, r′) we set
w(`′, `) = min
{
1,
β(`)
1+ ε
· p(`
′)
d(s′, r)α
/(
p(`)
d(s, r)α
− β(`)
1+ ε
ν
)}
,
where
ε = min
`=(s,r)
min
`′=(s′,r′)
β(`)
2
p(`)
d(s′, r)α
/
p(`)
d(s, r)α
.
By this definition a set M fulfills the SINR constraint iff it corresponds to an independent set
in the edge-weighted graph. The 1/1+ε factor is only necessary to get an exact transforma-
tion of the “≥” in the SINR condition to the “<” in the independent set definition. Apart
from this factor the edge weights are equal to the notion of affectance ap. Using Lemma 2.26
immediately yields the edge-weighted graph to have an inductive independence number
ρ = O(log n).
Interestingly, we can also use our approach if transmit powers are not given upfront. In
this case, our algorithm has to decide about the assignment of links to channels and which
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transmit powers to use for each link. The first part is solved by LP rounding as above. In the
LP we use edge weights ensuring that there is a feasible power assignment for the computed
set of links. The second task of power assignment can then be done using the same way as
in Algorithm 1.
Note that, in contrast to the interference models mentioned above, in this case not all
feasible solutions (i.e., feasibly scheduled sets of links) correspond to independent sets in the
weighted graph. However, for our argument it suffices to observe that each set of feasible
links corresponds to an LP solution for some ρ and that independent sets also correspond to
feasible sets of links.
Theorem 6.35. For unlimited power control there is a choice of edge weights and an ordering such
that
• each independent set corresponds to a feasible solution, and
• for each feasible set M ⊆ V, we have ∑u∈M,pi(u)<pi(v) w¯(u, v) = O(log n) for all v ∈ V.
For fading metrics (see Section 2.6.4), the bound improves to O(1).
Proof. We define the weighted graph as follows. The set of vertices is again the set of all
links R. The ordering pi is the ordering from large to small sensitivities. Between two links
` = (s, r) and `′ = (s′, r′), we have the following weight
w(`, `′) =
{
min
{
1, 1τ
(
β(`)β(`′) d(s,r)
αd(s′,r′)α
d(s,r′)αd(s′,r)α + β(`)
d(s,r)α
d(s,r′)α + β(`)
d(s,r)α
d(s′,r)α
)}
if pi(`)<pi(`′)
0 otherwise,
where τ =
1
6 · 3α + 2 .
Corollary 2.3 states that for each independent set in the weighted graph the power control
algorithm calculates a feasible set of links.
On the other hand Lemma 2.30 shows that under the above edge weights each feasible
set of links is also an LP solution for some ρ = O(1) in fading metrics. Lemma 2.26 shows
ρ = O(log n) in general metrics.
In conclusion, this implies that by applying our rounding algorithm to the LP using
above defined weights we get a solution, for which we can compute a power assignment
(e.g., by Algorithm 1) to obtain a feasible set of links. The resulting approximation factors
are O(
√
k log n), O(log n + log k), and O(log n) for fading metrics. In general metrics, we
lose another factor of O(log n).
For power control with limited transmit powers as described in Section 2.4, we can use
the same technique as Algorithm 3 and split the instance into links depending on the fact if
the maximum transmit power significantly exceeds the power that is necessary to overcome
ambient noise. It is not clear whether this approach can also be expressed in edge-weights
having the favorable properties. We leave this as an open problem.
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6.9 Summary
In this chapter, we have seen a number of mechanisms for secondary spectrum auctions.
Using edge-weighted conflict graphs, we could abstract from particular interference models
and focus on the combinatorial problems. The given hardness results indicate that one can-
not hope for much better approximation guarantees in this level of generality. In order to
get better approximation factors, one would have to consider a particular interference model
more deeply.
Our algorithms yield truthfulness in expectation. It remains an open problem, whether
there are also mechanisms fulfilling stronger notions such as universal truthfulness or even
deterministic truthfulness. This question is also connected to the issue that the applied tech-
niques depend on involved convex-optimization tools. Although the worst-case running
times are polynomial respectively polynomial in expectation, running times are still pro-
hibitively large for practical applications.
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CHAPTER 7
Dynamic Scheduling
While in the study of secondary spectrum auctions we have dealt with competing demands
of possibly different networks, we will now take a look inside a network and consider
how communication requests can be coordinated. Although algorithmically challenging,
the latency-minimization problem only considers a very limited view of these problems as
it does not take into consideration that transmission requests actually arise over time. For
communication requests arriving in a network by adversarial injection or a stochastic pro-
cess over time, algorithmic research has mainly considered two scenarios. In packet-routing
networks the focus lies on multi-hop communication in a wireline network. That is, packets
have to use intermediate nodes until reaching their target node. The restriction is that on
each communication link only a single packet may be transmitted in a time slot. In schedul-
ing problems on a multiple-access channel, a number of users have to share a channel but only
one user can successfully transmit over the channel at a time. Although both approaches
have also been applied in the context of wireless networks, they do not account for the ge-
ometry of the network. Packet routing networks neglect all effects of interference between
communication links. In contrast, the multiple-access-channel model overestimates interfer-
ence as it does not take the locality of interference into consideration.
In this chapter, we aim at bridging the gap between these different settings. We consider
a general model for dynamic packet injection that allows to take the aspects of interference
into consideration. For example, this includes the advantages of the SINR model such as the
spatial separation of transmission but also different transmit powers and the fact if transmit
powers are fixed or can be chosen by the protocol. In order to cover these different variants,
our approach is quite general. Although the SINR model is the primary motivation, this
has the interesting consequence that virtually all interference models are covered, such as
the multiple-access channel, the radio-network model, the protocol model, and distance-
2 matching. Furthermore packet-routing networks allowing that each edge or each node
transmits or receives one packet at a time can be modeled as well.
We study stable scheduling protocols. That is, the expected time for each packet from
injection until delivery (latency) is bounded. Our objective is to build protocols of maximal
throughput that guarantee stability. In order to express this performance, we say that a
protocol is γ-competitive if the following holds. Assuming that there is some way an optimal
protocol could serve all arising transmission requests, our protocol would be able to do so
as well if time was stretched by the factor γ. Technically, we consider transmission requests
arising from stochastic and adversarial injection. In the stochastic model, the injection by a
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finite number of independent users has to be a convex combination of feasible sets, scaled
by factor γ. In addition to that, we adapt the popular model of a window adversary. During
each interval of length w, the adversary may only inject packets that could be served in that
time, scaled by γ.
We make use of the results for scheduling static transmission requests by giving a black-
box transformation to the dynamic model. For a number of algorithms, the exact through-
put bound can be transferred to the dynamic case. Using comparisons to the optimal static
schedule length, this yields competitive ratios that are as good as the approximation factor
of the static algorithms.
7.1 Our Contribution
We introduce a model for adversarial and stochastic packet injection in a wireless network
that is suitable for SINR models. Like in a packet-routing network, injected packets may
have to use intermediate nodes in order to reach the final destination. For this purpose, the
network nodes correspond to vertices of a graph that are connected by an edge if a trans-
mission can take place between them. Due to the diversity in assumptions, we model the
aspects of interference in a generic and abstract way. We choose a suitable matrix W quanti-
fying the relative amount of interference of one edge on another one. Based on this matrix,
we define an adversarial and a stochastic injection model, limiting the average amount of
packets injected per time slot by the injection rate ρ as follows. If F(e) is the average number
of packets using edge e then each entry of the vector W · F has to be bounded by ρ.
The definition is motivated by linear interference measures for the SINR model such as the
ones defined in Section 2.6.1. Consider a static single-hop instance in which n packets have to
be transmitted from their sender to the respective receiver, the interference measure defined
by the matrix W is given as I = maxe∈E ∑e′∈E We,e′R(e′). Here, R(e) denotes the number of
packets that have to be transmitted via the edge e. Examples of existing static scheduling
algorithms generate schedules of length O(I · log n) or O(I + log2 n) with high probability
for the respective interference measure I.
In related work [GMPS00, RT96, SV00] typically a protocol for dynamic injection is built
by repeatedly running a static algorithm for a suitably long time. In our case this does not
have the desired effect in general. For example, when scaling the number of communication
requests per edge, an O(I · log n) schedule length increases super-linearly since both I and
n increase. Thus, having more packets the throughput decreases. In order to deal with this
problem we show in the first step how to transform these algorithms to ones that are suit-
able for dense instances. We exploit the fact that there are only m possible communication
links. This allows us to improve the scaling behavior of an algorithm computing sched-
ules of length f (n) · I with high probability to O( f (m log m)) · I + g(m, n), where f (m) only
depends on the network size and g(m, n) grows sub-linearily in n.
The algorithms resulting from the first transformation are suitable to be used in the dy-
namic scenario. Here, we divide time into sufficiently long time frames. In each of them, the
static algorithm is executed with the intention that each injected packet is transmitted via
one hop in each time frame. However, packets may fail due to too many injected packets or
collisions in the algorithm. These packets are treated by separate executions of the algorithm.
This protocol is shown to be stable for injection rates corresponding to the throughput of the
respective static algorithm. As a result, we obtain the static approximation factor as the com-
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petitive ratio. In particular, for the SINR model we achieve competitive ratios between con-
stants and O(log2 m). The expected latency of a packet is also shown to be poly-logarithmic
in the size of the network.
Depending on the properties of the algorithm, we obtain a distributed protocol. In order
to run the transformation, the network nodes only need the knowledge of a global clock,
and the size of the network, the injection rate and (for the case of adversarial injection) the
window size. It is reasonable that this information is available to each network node as it
is static, that is, it does not depend on the packet injections and can be set at the deploy-
ment time. Furthermore, we show that being aware of a global clock is inevitable. When
assuming only local clocks, no protocol for the SINR model with uniform transmit powers
can be m/2 ln m-competitive. Achieving O(m)-competitiveness is trivial by falling back to
the multiple-access channel model.
7.2 Related Work
The analysis of stochastically arriving transmission requests in a wireless network has first
been considered in the context of ALOHA [Abr70]. Here, a multiple-access channel is con-
sidered. That is, only one transmission request can be served at a time. Over the years,
this work has been continued under a large number of different assumptions, e.g. if there
are finitely or infinitely many users or how much feedback the transmitters get, see e.g.
[HLR96, RU99, GMPS00, GJKP00] or [Chl01] for an overview.
A different approach for dynamic scheduling in wireless networks has been considered
by Tassiulas and Ephremides [TE92]. They consider a network with arbitrary interference
constraints, where in each round transmission requests arise by an independently, identi-
cally distributed process. Tassiulas and Ephremides prove optimality of a protocol that se-
lects in each round a maximum weight set of communication links. The protocol is optimal
because it is stable for any injection for which there is some stable protocol. However, this
protocol is neither distributed nor can it be computed in polynomial time in general. Viewed
from this perspective, we show how to approximate this optimal protocol. Very recently and
independently of our work, there has been some similar progress having the same aim by
Asgeirsson et al. [AHM12] and Pei and Kumar [PK12]. The main difference between these
protocols and ours is that we assume to have access to a global clock, which allows to obtain
significantly better results as we show in Section 7.9.
The probably most popular approach to bound adversarial packet injection was pre-
sented by Borodin et al. [BKR+01] and refined by Andrews et al. [AAF+96]. The general
idea is that there is some window size w. The adversary is (λ, w)-bounded if during any
interval of w time steps for any edge e ∈ E at most λ · w packets are injected having the
edge e on their path. Andrews et al. show that very simple local policies such as shortest-in-
system (SIS) guarantee that for each λ < 1 the number of undelivered packets in the system
is bounded at any time. The protocol by Aiello et al. [AKOR98] achieves essentially the same
result but does not have to know the routing paths. It only suffices that there are paths (only
known to the adversary) that make the adversary (λ, w)-bounded.
The model of a (λ, w)-bounded adversary has also been applied to the multiple-access
channel [BFCH+05, CKR12, CKR07]. The idea is that in each time interval of length w at
most λ · w packets can arrive. Chlebus et al. [CKR12] show that quite simple deterministic
protocols are stable for all λ < 1, whereas stability for λ = 1 is impossible for distributed
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protocols. Further adaptations of the window adversary also consider wireless networks
[AZ04, CK10]. However, in these cases interference is again completely neglected. To the
best of our knowledge adversarial injection taking locality of interference into account has
not yet been considered.
While commonly the only criterion is bounded delay, Rabani and Tardos [RT96], and
Scheideler and Vo¨cking [SV00] show how to achieve small delays by transforming static
packet-routing algorithms. The second part of our transformation is inspired by the one
of Scheideler and Vo¨cking and structurally similar. However, in order to achieve stability
they use SIS as a fallback solution, which is known to yield stability. This is not possible in
our case since no stable protocols have been known up to now. Furthermore, their analysis
and way to cope with dependencies is complex and tailored to the packet-routing case. For
this reason, our analysis does not have much in common with the one by Scheideler and
Vo¨cking.
7.3 Formal Definition of the Network Model
We assume the wireless network to be modeled as a directed graph G = (V, E). The vertex
set V corresponds to the set of network nodes. The set E indicates the set of possible com-
munication links between two nodes. As the graph is not necessarily complete, we assume
that packets might need to be transmitted via intermediate nodes before reaching their final
destination. These paths are fixed for each packet, e.g., by routing tables. They may, in prin-
ciple, visit nodes multiple times. They are only restricted to have length at most D. We will
use m := max{|E|, D} as the significant network size.
Via each communication link at most one packet may be transmitted per time step. Fur-
thermore, transmissions on different links are also subject to interference. Generalizing mul-
tiple variants of the SINR model but also packet-routing networks, the multiple-access chan-
nel and a broad class of wireless interference models (see Sections 7.7 and 7.8), we employ a
linear interference measure as already introduced in Section 2.6.1. However, we use a slightly
different notation more suitable for this case. There is some matrix W to express the (relative)
impact that a transmission on one link has to a transmission on another one. It is chosen later
on based on the geometry and the interference assumptions. More precisely, for two edges
e and e′, the quantity We,e′ ∈ [0, 1] indicates, how much a transmission on e is interfered by
a transmission on e′. We assume that We,e = 1 for all e ∈ E. Given a set of paths let R(e)
denote the number of paths including edge e somewhere. The interference measure induced
by the vector R is now given by I := ‖W · R‖∞ = maxe∈E ∑e′∈E We,e′ · R(e′).
Note that, in contrast to the edge-weighted graphs in the previous chapter, we do not
state explicitly here what makes a transmission successful. In our final protocol, all trans-
missions will be carried out by the algorithm our transformation is applied on. We will
only assume that there is some algorithm generating schedules of length at most f (n) · I or
f (m) · I + g(n, m) in case of n packets. For our considerations, it is not important if, for ex-
ample, acknowledgment transmissions have to be carried out (like by Algorithm 9). Further-
more, to get a bound on the competitiveness, we will need the property that the interference
measure can also serve as a lower bound on the optimal schedule length.
For example, the case of packet routing networks can be captured by setting W to the
identity matrix and receive the congestion as the interference measure. For the multiple-
access channel, we can set W to the matrix whose entries are all 1. In this case I is simply
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the total number of packets to be delivered. In both cases the interference measure is triv-
ially a lower bound on the optimal schedule length. The respective algorithms for the static
scenario are discussed in Section 7.8.
7.3.1 Injection Models
For the communication requests arising over time, we adapt two famous models: time-
independent, finite-user stochastic injection and injection by a window adversary. In either
case, the injected packets are assumed to have a fixed path through the network. We bound
the average interference measure of all communication requests injected per time slot. If
F(e) is the average number of packets that have to be transmitted via edge e, the injection
rate λ is the largest component of the vector W · F.
For the stochastic model, we take the following assumptions. We assume that there is a
finite number of packet generators each of which injects at most one packet per time slot at
random. The probability distribution is identical in each time slot and independent among
different generators or different time slots. Formally, let Xtg,P be 1 if generator g injects in time
slot t a packet that shall be routed along path P. We assume these random variables to have
the following three properties. (a) The injection in each time step is identically distributed.
That is for any pair t1 and t2 the random variables X
t1
g,P and X
t2
g,P have to be identically
distributed for all g and P. (b) The injection of different generators and in different time slots
is independent. Formally, we require independence of any subset of random variables Xtg,P
in which no pair shares both the same t and the same g. (c) Each generator only injects a
single packet per time slot. That is for any fixed t, and g only one of the Xtg,P can be 1. We
require each component of W · F to be bounded by λ, where F(e) = ∑g ∑P:e∈P E
[
Xtg,P
]
.
Furthermore, we consider a (w,λ)-bounded adversary for an arbitrary w ∈ N. That is,
considering an arbitrary interval of w time slots, we require that the interference measure
induced by all links of the respective paths is at most w · λ. Formally, let R(e) be the number
of packets including edge e on the path injected during that interval. Then each component
of the vector W · R is bounded by w · λ.
7.4 Static Algorithms for Large Packet Numbers
All existing approaches to use static scheduling algorithms in a dynamic environment
[GMPS00, RT96, SV00] share the idea of running the algorithm repeatedly for a suitably
long time. As in these cases the schedule length grows linearly, this does not decrease the
throughput and at the same time failures are less likely. In our case, however, the situation is
different. Consider for example an algorithm that computes a schedule of length O(I · log n)
for n packets with high probability. Then doubling all packets does not only double the
number of time slots used as both I and n are doubled. Our solution to this problem is to
exploit that there are only m different links that can be used for transmissions. Starting e.g.
from an O(I · log n) algorithm, our transformation yields an O(I · log m + log n · log2 m +
log2 n · log m)-algorithm. That is, for sufficiently many transmission requests, the schedule
length becomes linear in I.
More precisely, we assume that there is some algorithmA(I, n) that generates a schedule
of length f (n) · I with probability 1 − 1/n if the interference measure is at most I and the
number of packets is at most n. Algorithm 23 runs A repeatedly on randomly selected
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subsets of the communication requests. Each edge randomly selects delay values for all
waiting packets. The algorithm is then executed on all packets having received the same
delay, assuming the interference measure of these packets to be at most χ = 6(ln m + 9).
Having an interference measure of at most χ, the number of packets can also be at most m · χ
as we have We,e = 1 for all e ∈ E. Thus, we know that f (mχ) · χ time slots suffice for the
execution. For each packet not being successfully transmitted, the same step is repeated with
a smaller maximum delay. At some point not many packets remain. These are dealt with by
running A without using the random-partition technique.
Algorithm 23: Transformation to get a schedule length that is independent of the num-
ber of packets.
set χ = 6(ln m + 9)
for i := 1 to ξ = dlog(I/2φχ log n)e do
assign each remaining packet a delay of at most
⌈
2−i+1·I/χ
⌉
execute A(χ, m · χ) for f (mχ) · χ steps on all packets that received the same delay
for i := 1 to dφe+ 1 do
execute A(2φχ log n, n) on the remaining packets
In the analysis, we show that with high probability the interference measure induced
by the remaining transmission requests reduces by a factor of two in each iteration of the
for loop. Thus, after ξ iterations, the interference measure has become as small as O(log n ·
log m) and for this reason the original algorithm can schedule all remaining packets with it
in O( f (n) · log n · log m) steps.
Theorem 7.1. If A(I, n) uses at most f (n) · I steps with probability at least 1− 1/n, then for each
constant φ ≥ 0 Algorithm 23 uses at most 2 · f (mχ) · I +O(log n · f (mχ) + f (n) · log n · log m)
with probability at least 1− 1/nφ.
Proof. The number of time slots Algorithm 23 is simply the sum of the numbers of time slots
used by all iterations of A
ξ
∑
i=1
⌈
2−i+1 · I
χ
⌉
· f (mχ) · χ+ (dφe+ 1) · f (n) · 2φχ log n
≤ 2 · f (mχ) · I + ξ · f (mχ) · χ+ (dφe+ 1) · f (n) · 2φχ log n
= 2 · f (mχ) · I +O(log n · f (mχ) + f (n) log n · log m) .
In order to bound the success probability, let R(i)(e) be the number of remaining packets
for edge e after the ith iteration of the for loop, R(0) = R. We claim that with probability at
least 1− 1/nφ all of the following events occur:
• For all i ∈ [ξ], we have ‖W · R(i)‖∞ ≤ 2−i · I
• All remaining packets are successfully transmitted in one of the last φ log n executions
of A.
In order to bound the probability of a failure, we consider the first event that does not
occur. That is, let us assume that for i, we have ‖W · R(i)‖∞ ≤ 2−i · I. Given this event, we
now bound the probability that ‖W · R(i+1)‖∞ ≤ 2−i−1 · I.
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Claim 7.2. For all i ∈ [ξ]
Pr
[
‖W · R(i)‖∞ > 2−i · I
∣∣∣ ‖W · R(i−1)‖∞ ≤ 2−(i−1) · I] ≤ 2i2ξ · 14nφ .
Proof. Let i ∈ [ξ] be fixed. The packets listed in R(i) have not been transmitted properly up
to the ith iteration of the algorithm. In the ith iteration each packet from R(i−1) is assigned a
delay value uniformly at random from the set [ψ], where ψ =
⌈
2−i+1·I/χ
⌉
.
Let R(i−1)j (e) be the number of packets having been assigned delay j in the ith iteration.
A packet might not be successfully transmitted in the ith iteration for two reasons. Either
we have ‖W · R(i−1)j ‖∞ > χ or in spite of the fact that the interference measure was small
enough the algorithm failed.
In the first case, we set Yj = ‖W · R(i−1)j ‖∞/χ, otherwise we set Yj = 0. If in contrast, we
had a failure of the algorithm, we set Zj = 1 and otherwise Zj = 0. These definitions yield
‖W · R(i)‖∞ ≤ ∑ψj=1 Yj · χ+∑ψj=1 Zj · χ.
Let us first consider the random variables Yj. For fixed j ∈ [ψ] and e ∈ E the random
variable (W · R(i−1)j )(e) is the weighted sum of independent random variables because for
each packet the delay is chosen independently. For this reason, we can apply a Chernoff
bound on (W · R(i−1)j )(e). For the expectation, we have
E
[
(W · R(i−1)j )(e)
]
≤ ‖W · R
(i−1)‖∞
ψ
≤ χ
2
.
Chernoff and union bound now yield that for all δ ≥ 1, we have
Pr
[
‖W · R(i−1)j ‖∞ ≥ (1+ δ) ·
χ
2
]
≤ ∑
e∈E
Pr
[
(W · R(i−1)j )(e) ≥ (1+ δ) ·
χ
2
]
≤ m · exp
(
−δχ
6
)
.
In terms of Yj this means that for all α ≥ 1
Pr
[
Yj ≥ α
] ≤ m · exp(− (2α− 1)χ
6
)
≤ m · exp
(
−χ
6
α
)
≤ m · exp (−(ln m + 8+ ln 2)α) ≤ exp(−8α) · 2−α ,
which yields
exp(4α+ 4) · Pr [Yj ≥ α] ≤ 12α .
Thus, we can conclude for E
[
e4·Yj
]
E
[
e4·Yj
]
≤ 1+
∞
∑
a=2
exp(4a) · Pr [Yj ≥ a− 1]
= 1+
∞
∑
α=1
exp(4α+ 4) · Pr [Yj ≥ α]
≤ 1+
∞
∑
α=1
1
2α
= 2 .
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The random variables Yj are not independent. Nevertheless, we have E
[
∏
ψ
j=1 e
4·Yj
]
≤
∏
ψ
j=1 E
[
e4·Yj
]
. This is due to the fact that eY1 is non-decreasing in Y1 and E
[
∏j 6=1 eYj
∣∣∣ Y1]
is non-increasing in Y1 because larger values of Y1 only reduce the probability that there
are many packets with delay 2, . . . ,ψ. The FKG inequality (see, e.g., [DR98, Theorem 9])
now yields E
[
eY1 · E
[
∏j 6=1 eYj
∣∣∣ Y1]] ≤ E [eY1] ·E [E [∏j 6=1 eYj ∣∣∣ Y1]] = E [eY1] ·E [∏j 6=1 eYj].
Applying this argument repeatedly yields the claim.
For this reason, we get
Pr
[
ψ
∑
j=1
Yj ≥ ψ4
]
= Pr
[
e4∑
ψ
j=1 Yj ≥ eψ
]
≤ e−ψ
ψ
∏
j=1
E
[
e4·Yj
]
≤ e−ψ · 2ψ ≤ 2− ψ4 .
Let us now turn to the random variables Zj. We have Zj = 1 if the respective execution of
A failed in spite of the fact that the interference measure was small enough. By assumption,
the probability of this event is at most 1mχ ≤ 18e . Thus, E
[
Zj
] ≤ 18e and E [∑ψj=1 Zj] ≤ ψ8e . As
these are independent 0/1 random variables, we can apply a a Chernoff bound to get
Pr
[
ψ
∑
j=1
Zj ≥ ψ4
]
≤ 2− ψ4 .
Thus, we get
Pr
[
‖W · R(i)‖∞ > 2−i · I
∣∣∣ ‖W · R(i−1)‖∞ ≤ 2−(i−1) · I] ≤ Pr [ ψ∑
j=1
Zj +
ψ
∑
j=1
Yj ≥ ψ2
]
≤ 2 · 2− ψ4 .
Furthermore, we have
ψ =
⌈
2−i+1 · I
χ
⌉
≥ 4 (ξ − i + 2φ log n) .
For this reason
2−
ψ
4 ≤ 2−ξ+i−2φ log n ≤ 2
i
2ξ
· 1
4nφ
.
This completes the proof of the claim.
Having shown this bound for each iteration, we can now take the sum over all i ∈ [ξ] to
get
ξ
∑
i=1
Pr
[
‖W · R(i)‖∞ > 2−i · I
∣∣∣ ‖W · R(i−1)‖∞ ≤ 2−(i−1) · I] ≤ ξ∑
i=1
2i
2ξ
· 1
4nφ
≤ 2 · 1
4nφ
.
Now let us consider the last dφe + 1 executions of A. Provided that ‖W · R(ξ)‖∞ ≤
2−ξ · I ≤ 2φχ log n, by our assumption the probability that not all packets are successfully
transmitted in one execution is at most 1/n. Having dφe+ 1 independent repeats, this fail-
ure probability reduces to 1/2nφ. Taking another union bound, this shows that the combined
failure probability is at most 1/nφ.
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7.5 Dynamic Scheduling Protocol for Stochastic Injection
We are now prepared to transform the static algorithm into a protocol for dynamic packet
injection. In this section, we consider the stochastic injection. In the next section, the results
are transferred to the adversarial injection model. The assumption we make is that there is
some algorithm A(I, n) for static scheduling instances. Given at most n communication re-
quests of interference measure at most I, it computes a schedule of length f (m) · I + g(m, n)
with probability at least 1− 1/2n4. Here, f is a function independent of n, and g is a function
growing sublinearily in n. Such an algorithm can, for example, be obtained by the transfor-
mation presented in the previous section. Given this algorithm, we build a stable protocol
for each injection rate λ < 1f (m) .
Let λ = (1− ε)/ f (m). Without loss of generality, we assume that ε ≤ 1/2. We divide
time into frames of length T. We require that T ≥ 100 f (m)
ε3
+ 48 f (m) ln m
ε2
and furthermore that
T ≥ 4 f (m)
ε2
· g(m, mf (m) · T). The latter condition is fulfilled for sufficiently large T because
g(m, n) grows sublinearily in n. For example, if f (m) = O(log m) and g(m, n) = O(log n ·
log2 m + log2 n · log m), as derived in the previous section, it suffices to have T = O( log4 m
ε2
).
Furthermore, we set J = (1+ ε) · λ · T.
Each time frame of length T itself consists of two phases. Each packet is intended to
make one hop towards its final destination during the first phase of a time frame. In order
to achieve this goal, after injection a packet waits for the next time frame to begin. Here,
A(J, m · J) is executed for T′ = f (m) · J + g(m, m · J) time slots on the set containing the
respective next hop on the path of each packet that has not failed so far. In this execution
packets can fail to reach their next hop destination. If this happens, a packet is referred to
as failed and will from now on be only scheduled for transmission in the second phase, the
clean-up phase. The clean-up phase consists of the remaining T − T′ time slots of the time
frame. Here, the algorithm is executed another time but only on the following set of packets.
Each edge e with a non-empty buffer of failed packets performs a random experiment. With
probability 1/m it selects the failed packet from its buffer whose failure is longest ago. With
the remaining probability no packet from the buffer of failed packets on this edge is selected
in this round. On the selected packets, we execute A(1, m · J) for f (m) · 1+ g(m, m · J) time
steps. If T fulfills the bounds mentioned before, these are at most T − T′ steps. So both
phases fit into a time frame.
In order to prove stability, we have to consider the failed packets. Each packet that does
not fail will reach its final destination after at most D time frames. The central question is
therefore whether the clean-up phases are able to keep the buffers of failed packets small. In
the following two sections, we show that both queue lengths and packet latency are bounded
in expectation, proving the protocol to be stable.
7.5.1 Queue Lengths
In order to show the stability of the protocol, we show in this section that in expectation
queue lengths are bounded. As previously stated, it suffices to bound the lengths of buffers
for failed packets. Packets that do not fail spend at most D + 1 time frames in the system.
Having a bounded (expected) number of packets injected per time step, they do not have to
be considered anymore.
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Theorem 7.3. The expected queue lengths (i.e., number of undelivered packets) are bounded at any
time.
To prove the theorem, we consider as a potential function Φ the sum of the numbers of
remaining hops all failed packets have to cross. In a clean-up phase this quantity reduces
if a transmission is successfully carried out. Obviously, this potential function is an upper
bound on the summed buffer sizes as well.
First, we bound the increase of the potential function in a time frame, which is due to
colliding packets. The increase may depend on the previous value of the potential function.
For example, if all packets collided in the previous time frames, collisions are less likely. For-
tunately, we can use the following pessimistic assumption. The probability of a collision is
maximal (and therefore the potential increase) if no packets have collided before. Therefore
we will assume for the bound on the potential increase that all injected packets have reached
the current time frame without failing. This may yield that we account for failed packets
multiple times: We add its contribution to the potential function in each time frame it would
fail. However, this assumption allows us to treat the potential like a Markov chain.
Lemma 7.4. For each i ∈ N the probability that the potential increases by at least i ·m2 J + 1 is at
most (mJ)−4−i.
Proof. Let I be the interference measure of all transmission requests that were originally
meant to be served in this phase. As we have We,e = 1 for all e ∈ E and path lengths are at
most D, the potential increase in case of a failure can be bounded by D · |E| · I ≤ m2 I. As a
first step towards the final result, we bound the probability of I being large.
Claim 7.5. For all δ > 0, we have Pr [I ≥ (1+ δ)λT] ≤ m ·
(
eδ
(1+δ)1+δ
)λT
.
Proof. We denote the packets that are injected in time step t as follows. The variable Xg,et,d
indicates if generator g injects a packet having edge e as the dth hop in time step t. The Xg,et,d
are random variables having the following three properties.
• The injection in each time step is identically distributed. That is, for any pair t1 and t2
the random variables Xg,et1,d and X
g,e
t2,d
have to be identically distributed for all g, e and d.
• The injection of different generators and in different has to be independent. This can
be formalized by stating independence for each subset S of these random variables
with the following property. If Xg,et,d , X
g′,e′
t′,d′ ∈ S and Xg,et,d 6= Xg
′,e′
t′,d′ , then we have t 6= t′ or
g 6= g′.
• Each generator only injects a single packet per time slot. That is, for any fixed t, d and
g only one of the Xg,et,d can be 1.
Let R(e) be the number of packets attempting to be transmitted via e in the time frame
of consideration. Applying the above notation, we have R(e) = ∑g ∑
d
j=1 ∑
t0−jT
t=t0−(j+1)T−1 X
g,e
t0,j
,
where t0 is the first time slot of the currently considered time frame. For this reason (W ·
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R)(e) is a weighted sum of independent random variables. Its expectation is
E [(W · R)(e)] = E
∑
e′∈E
We,e′∑
g
D
∑
j=1
t0−jT
∑
t=t0−(j+1)T−1
Xg,e
′
t0,j

= ∑
e′∈E
We,e′∑
g
D
∑
j=1
t0−jT
∑
t=t0−(j+1)T−1
E
[
Xg,e
′
t0,j
]
.
The injection is time-invariant. So this is equal to
∑
e′∈E
We,e′∑
g
D
∑
j=1
TE
[
Xg,e
′
t0,j
]
≤ λT .
Applying union bound and Chernoff bound, we get
Pr [I ≥ (1+ δ)λT] ≤ ∑
e∈E
Pr [(W · R)(e) ≥ (1+ δ)λT] ≤ m ·
(
eδ
(1+ δ)1+δ
)λT
.
We now distinguish between the two cases i = 0 and i > 0.
For i = 0, we have to bound the probability that a packet fails. As mentioned earlier
there are two possible reasons for this event to occur. On the one hand, the network is
overloaded in the time frame, that is, I > J. In order to apply Claim 7.5, we use the fact that
T ≥ 100 f (m)
ε3
+ 48 f (m) ln m
ε2
to get λT ≥ 50
ε3
+ 24 ln m
ε2
. This implies
λT ≥ 2A ln (Am(1+ ε)) , where A = 5
− ln
(
eε
(1+ε)1+ε
) .
As for all x ≥ 0, we have x ≥ x2 + ln(x), this yields
λT
A
≥ λT
2A
+ ln
(
λT
A
)
≥ ln (Am(1+ ε)) + ln
(
λT
A
)
= ln (m(1+ ε)λT) = ln (mJ) .
Putting this into the bound on Pr [I ≥ J] obtained by Claim 7.5, we get
Pr [I ≥ J] = Pr [I ≥ (1+ ε)λT] ≤ m
(
eε
(1+ ε)1+ε
)A ln(mJ)
= m
(
1
mJ
)5
≤ 1
2(mJ)4
.
Still in the case I ≤ J packets may fail. This is due to the fact that internal randomization
of the algorithm can result in failures. We required the algorithm to have at failure probabil-
ity of at most 1/2(mJ)4 in this case. Combining the two bounds, this shows the claim for the
case i = 0.
Considering the case i > 0, we apply again the fact that T ≥ 100 f (m)
ε3
+ 48 f (m) ln m
ε2
. This
implies T ≥ 100+30 ln mλ . That is, we have
λT
15
≥ λT
30
+ ln
(
λT
15
)
≥ ln(15(1+ ε)m) + ln
(
λT
15
)
= ln(mJ) .
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Putting this into our bound by Claim 7.5, we get
Pr [I ≥ (1+ i)J] ≤ Pr [I ≥ (1+ i)λT] ≤ m exp
(
− i · λT
3
)
≤ m
(
1
mJ
)5i
≤
(
1
mJ
)4+i
.
For the potential decrease in clean-up phases we use a very pessimistic but simple as-
sumption. In the worst case all failed packets are in the same buffer. Even in this case, the
potential decreases with probability at least 1/2em.
Lemma 7.6. The probability that a non-zero potential decreases is at least 1/2em.
Proof. Having non-zero potential, at least one buffer contains failed packets. For this reason,
the probability that at least one packet is selected is at least 1/m. With probability at least
(1− 1/m)m−1 ≥ 1/e no other packet is selected. The success probability of the algorithm is at
least 1/2. All events are independent.
Combining these two bound we get the following facts on the Markov chain’s drift, that
is, its expected change. The drift is finite for each state and in the case of non-zero potential
it is negative. This already yields that the Markov chain is ergodic [Pak69]. However, we
can also bound the probability distribution quantitatively.
Lemma 7.7. Let ∆ be an integer random variable that only values −1, 0, i · H + 1 for some H ∈N,
having the following distribution:
• Pr [∆ = −1] = q,
• Pr [∆ = 0] = (1− a− q), and
• Pr [∆ = i · H + 1] = a1−b · bi,
where b ≤ 18 , a ≤ q4H .
Let Φ be another, independent, non-negative integer random variable. If Pr [Φ ≥ k] ≤ (1− 1H )k
for all k ∈N, then this bound also holds for max{Φ+ ∆, 0}.
Proof. For k = 0 the bound trivially holds. So let us consider k > 0. Considering all possible
values of ∆, we have that Pr [max{Φ+ ∆, 0} ≥ k] is
Pr [∆ = −1,Φ ≥ k + 1] + Pr [∆ = 0,Φ ≥ k] +
∞
∑
i=0
Pr [∆ = i · H + 1,Φ ≥ k− (i · H + 1)] .
Using the definitions and the independence, this is at most
q ·
(
1− 1
H
)k+1
+ (1− q− a)
(
1− 1
H
)k
+
∞
∑
i=0
a
1− b b
i ·
(
1− 1
H
)k−(i·H+1)
.
We now apply the fact that b ≤ 1/8 and H ≥ 2. This yields
∞
∑
i=0
bi ·
(
1− 1
H
)−i·H
≤
∞
∑
i=0
(4b)i ≤ 2 and 1
1− b
(
1− 1
H
)−1
≤ 5
2
.
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For this reason, the probability is at most(
1− 1
H
)k (
q ·
(
1− 1
H
)
+ (1− q− a) + 5a
)
≤
(
1− 1
H
)k (
1− 1
H
q + 4a
)
.
As we have a ≤ q4H , this is at most
(
1− 1H
)k
.
Lemmas 7.4 and 7.6 show that the potential change is stochastically dominated by ∆ in
the lemma when setting H = m2 J, a = (mJ)−4, b = (mJ)−1, and q = (2em)−1. Thus the
lemma shows that Pr [Φ(t) ≥ k] ≤
(
1− 1m2 J
)k
at any time t.
7.5.2 Packet Latency
Keeping the insights from the previous section in mind, we can now bound the expected
time that a packet spends in the network between the time of injection and reaching its final
destination (latency). In particular, we show that for each packet with a path length d, the
expected latency is O(d · T). That is, it takes O(d) time frames.
Theorem 7.8. The expected latency of a packet of path length d is O(d · T).
For packets that do not fail, this bound is trivial since they take one hop in each time
frame. Therefore, it is crucial how much time it takes from the moment a packet fails until
its delivery. Fortunately, this can be related to the potential after the time frame of failure.
Observation 7.9. The expected remaining number of time frames a packet spends in the network
between failure and reaching its destination is at most 2emΦ, where Φ is the potential after the time
frame of failure.
Proof. In order to show this claim, we consider the following simplified model that works
as an upper bound for the clean-up phases. At the time of failure, all remaining hops of a
packet are added to the tail of a FIFO queue. In each time frame, one hop is dequeued with
probability 1/2em. If the queue length is k after adding the hops of a packet, this packet will
spend in expectation 2em · k time frames in the queue.
For the actual network, the potential Φ after the time frame of failure is an upper bound
the number of successful transmission the failed packet has to wait for until it is delivered.
Just as in the FIFO queue, in each time frame there is a successful transmission with proba-
bility at least 1/2em. Therefore, the expected number of time frames the packet spends in the
network is at most 2em ·Φ.
With this observation, we can proceed to the proof of Theorem 7.8.
Proof of Theorem 7.8. We consider a single packet from its injection until its delivery. The
number of time steps in between is the latency, which is denoted by L. The packet is injected
during a certain time frame, which we call time frame 0. It waits at the generator node until
the beginning of the next time frame (time frame 1). Then it crosses one edge in each time
frame until it eventually fails or reaches its final destination. By F we denote the number
of the time frame in which the packet fails. If the packet reaches its destination without
failing, we set F = ∞. By Xi we denote the number of time frames that the packet needs
from reaching the starting node of the ith hop to its final destination. By this definition, we
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have L ≤ T + X1 · T. Set Xd+1 = 0. Furthermore, we let Φi be the potential after the ith time
frame.
We can write E [Xi | F ≥ i], that is, the expected time for the hops i, . . . , d given the packet
has not failed yet, as follows. Two events can occur: Either the packet does not fail when
taking the ith hop (i.e. F ≥ i + 1), yielding the remaining number of time frames to be
1+ E [Xi+1 | F ≥ i + 1]. Otherwise we have a failure in exactly that time frame. So, formally,
we get
E [Xi | F ≥ i]
= Pr [F ≥ i + 1 | F ≥ i] (1+ E [Xi+1 | F ≥ i + 1]) + Pr [F = i | F ≥ i]E [Xi | F = i] .
Multiplying by Pr [F ≥ i] yields
Pr [F ≥ i]E [Xi | F ≥ i] = Pr [F ≥ i + 1] (1+ E [Xi+1 | F ≥ i + 1]) + Pr [F = i]E [Xi | F = i] .
For the latter part, we use Observation 7.9. In this notation it states E [Xi | F = i] ≤ 2em ·
E [Φi | F = i]. We have already derived bounds on E [Φi] for all i. However, F and Φi do not
necessarily have to be independent since exactly the packet that we are considering might
yield a large potential increase.
Claim 7.10.
Pr [F = i]E [Φi | F = i] ≤ 2mJ
Proof. By definition, we have
Pr [F = i]E [Φi | F = i] =
∞
∑
k=1
Pr [Φi = k, F = i] ≤ (mJ)3 · Pr [F = i] +
∞
∑
k=(mJ)3+1
Pr [Φi ≥ k] .
In the previous section we showed that in each time frame, the probability that packets fail
is at most 1
(mJ)4 . Since packet injections are independent, this also yields that for our packet
of consideration, the failure probability is each time frame is at most 1
(mJ)4 . Thus, we have
Pr [F = i] ≤ 1
(mJ)4 . That is (mJ)
3 · Pr [F = i] ≤ 1mJ . Furthermore, we showed Pr [Φi ≥ k] ≤(
1− 1m2 J
)k
. This yields
∞
∑
k=(mJ)3+1
Pr [Φi ≥ k] ≤
∞
∑
k=(mJ)3+1
(
1− 1
m2 J
)k
≤
(
1− 1
m2 J
)(mJ)3 ∞
∑
k=1
(
1− 1
m2 J
)k
≤
(
1− 1
m2 J
)(mJ)3
m2 J ≤ 1
mJ
.
In combination, this shows the claim.
Putting in this bound, we now get the following simple linear recursion
Pr [F ≥ i]E [Xi | F ≥ i] ≤ Pr [F ≥ i + 1]E [Xi+1 | F ≥ i + 1] + 3 .
Solving it, we get
E [X1] = Pr [F ≥ 1]E [X1 | F ≥ 1] ≤ 3d ,
which shows that E [L] ≤ E [X1] T + T ≤ 3dT + T = O(dT).
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7.6 Dynamic Scheduling Protocol for Adversarial Injection
In order to transfer the achieved results of the previous section to the adversarial injection
model, we adapt an approach by Scheideler and Vo¨cking [SV00]. The idea is to assign each
packet a random delay at the time of injection. Then this packet is kept at the generator node
until the delay has elapsed. After this time it is treated as if it was actually injected at this
time.
We consider an adversarial injection of rate λ = (1− ε)/ f (m). For each packet a delay
value δ from 0 to δmax − 1 is chosen uniformly at random, where δmax = d2(D + w)/εe.
Like in the stochastic model, it waits until the beginning of the next time frame, but now it
spends another δ time frames waiting. Afterwards it is treated like in the stochastic model
with λ′ = (1− ε/2)/ f (m).
Theorem 7.11. The expected queue lengths are bounded at any time. The expected latency of a packet
is O(D · w · T/ε).
Proof. The only point at which the injection model comes into play in the previous section
is Claim 7.5. We have to show that this claim holds for the described protocol in the case
of adversarial injection as well. So let us consider a fixed time frame. Let R(e) be again the
number of packets that are intended to be transmitted via e in this step. All these packets
have been injected at most D + δmax time frames ago. Let Pj(e) be the set of all packets
injected in the last j+ δmax time frames that have e as their jth hop. Let Rall(e) = ∑Dj=1|Pj(e)|.
For p ∈ Pj(e) let Xp = 1 if packet p received a delay such that the jth shall take place in the
time frame of consideration. With this definition, we have
E [R(e)] =
D
∑
j=1
∑
p∈Pj(e)
E
[
Xp
]
=
∑Di=1|Pi(e)|
δmax
=
Rall(e)
δmax
.
Thus we get
E [(W · R)(e)] = ∑
e′∈E
We′,e
Rall(e)
δmax
≤ ‖W · Rall‖∞
δmax
.
All packets in Rall were injected within at most δmax + D time frames, that is at most
(δmax + D) · T time steps. This interval can be covered by d(δmax + D) · T/we windows of
length w. By the constraint of the adversary, this yields
‖W · Rall‖∞ ≤ λwd(δmax + D) · T/we ≤ λ(δmax + D) · T + λw
Since we have δmax ≥ 2(D + w)/ε, we get
E [(W · R)(e)] ≤ λT δmax + D + w
δmax
≤ λT
(
1+
ε
2
)
≤ λ′T
Furthermore, for each e ∈ E the random variable (W · R)(e) is a sum of negatively asso-
ciated random variables [DR98]. Therefore, we may apply a Chernoff bound. Combining it
with a union bound, we get that for all δ > 0
Pr
[
I ≥ (1+ δ)λ′T] ≤ ∑
e∈E
Pr
[
(W · R)(e) ≥ (1+ δ)λ′T] ≤ m ·( eδ
(1+ δ)1+δ
)λ′T
.
That is, the bounds for queue lengths can be transferred. The bound on the latency also
holds after having waited the delay. Adding the expected delay yields the claim.
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7.7 Application to SINR-based Algorithms
In order to apply algorithms for the SINR model, we choose the impact matrix W depending
on whether the transmit powers are fixed for the respective links or they can be chosen for
each transmission by the protocol. In principle, our weights are the ones that have already
been used in Section 2.6.1. However, as we strive to design distributed protocols, we show
the application in more detail here.
7.7.1 Fixed Power Assignments
Let us first consider the case in which the network links use fixed transmit powers. We
achieve the best competitive ratios when dealing with a linear power assignment. In this
case, we set the matrix entries to W`,`′ = ap(`′, `). With this definition the interference mea-
sure I is apart from constant factors the one defined in [FKV11]. For this reason, we can use
the algorithm from [FKV11] that achieves a schedule length of O(I + log2 n) whp. Applying
the transformation, we get a protocol allowing for injection rates Ω(1). The lower bound on
I in [FKV11] states that for each set of transmission requests that can be served in a single
step we have I = O(1). Thus the optimally achievable injection rate is O(1) as well. That is,
independent of the network size we are only a constant factor worse.
Corollary 7.12. For linear power assignments there is a stable, constant-competitive distributed
protocol.
Generalizing linear power assignments, we consider power assignments that are (sub-)
linear and monotone. In this case, we set the matrix W to W`,`′ = max{ap(`, `′), ap(`′, `)}
if pi(`) > pi(`′) and W`,`′ = 0 otherwise. We apply Algorithm 9, that needs for n pack-
ets O(A¯(R, p) · log n) steps. Here, R denotes the multiset of all transmission requests. We
observe that for the interference measure I defined by the matrix W, we have I ≥ A¯/2.
Therefore, we can apply the transformation from Section 7.4 to get a distributed algorithm
computing schedules of length O(I · log m + log n · log2 m + log2 n · log m) with high proba-
bility. This yields a protocol that is stable for all injection rates in Ω(1/ log m). Furthermore,
Lemma 2.26 show that all stable protocols are limited by some injection rate O(log m).
Corollary 7.13. For monotone (sub-) linear power assignments there is a stable, O(log2 m)-compe-
titive distributed protocol.
As all transmissions in our protocol are carried out by the employed algorithm, this pro-
tocol also includes the acknowledgment transmissions introduced in Section 3.4. At this
point, one has to remark that in [HM11a] an improved analysis of Algorithm 9 has been
presented. It remains an open problem to fit this analysis into our framework.
7.7.2 Powers Chosen by the Algorithm
There are two approaches to face the setting in which each transmission may use an indi-
vidual power. On the one hand, one can derive a distributed protocol by still using fixed
transmit powers for each link in an oblivious fashion, that is, without taking into considera-
tion which transmissions actually take place. Using linear power assignments as described
in the previous section, the results in [FKV11] yield an O(log∆ · log m)-competitive protocol.
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Here, ∆ is the ratio between the length of the longest and the shortest link. Using square-
root power assignments [FKRV09, Hal09], we get O(log log∆ · log2 m)-competitive proto-
cols. Considering fading metrics (see Section 2.6.4), the protocols are O(log∆) respectively
O(log log∆ · log m)-competitive.
We can also exploit the possibility of selecting powers for each transmission individually.
For this case only centralized approximation algorithms are known, which were presented
in Chapter 2. We set the weights as described in Section 2.6.1. The iterated greedy algorithms
yield schedule lengths of O(I · log n) with this measure. We have lower bounds of O(1) in
fading metrics with unlimited transmit powers resp. O(log m) in general metrics or with
limited transmit powers.
Corollary 7.14. For arbitrary transmit powers, there is a stable centralized protocol that is
O(log m)-competitive in fading metrics and O(log2 m)-competitive in general metrics.
This protocol has the drawback of being centralized and for this reason not applicable
in practical settings. However, this results shows the problem is tractable in general. In
order to construct a distributed protocol, a possible solution could be to spend some time
for preprocessing. Even an O(I · log m + poly(m, log n)) algorithm could be used to get the
same competitive ratio and latencies that are poly-logarithmic in the network size.
7.8 Further Applications
Defining the matrix W and using the right static algorithm, we can immediately get results
for further models. A trivial example are packet-routing networks, where we can set W to
the identity matrix and use the trivial single-hop algorithm to get stable protocols for all
λ < 1. In this section, we demonstrate how to apply our framework in the multiple-access
channel or in more involved models by introducing a conflict graph on the network links.
7.8.1 Multiple-Access Channel
In order to model the multiple-access channel, we set all entries of the matrix W to 1. This
yields the interference measure to be the number of packets – a lower bound in this case. We
get different results depending on the assumption if stations have individual IDs or if all are
running the same protocol. More precisely, we get stable protocols for all λ < 1/e without
station IDs. Using IDs, we get guarantee stability for all λ < 1. This matches the best results
and the respective lower bounds, see, e.g., [GMPS00] for details.
For the symmetric case, i.e. there are no IDs, Algorithm 24 is an acknowledgment-based
static algorithm. Using it, we can build stable protocols for all λ < 1/e.
Lemma 7.15. Given constants φ ≥ 1 and δ > 0, Algorithm 24 is a symmetric algorithm for the
multiple-access channel transmitting n packets in (1 + δ)en + O(log2 n) steps with probability at
least 1− 1nφ
Proof. The total number of time slots used is
ξ
∑
i=0
(
1− 1
e(1+ δ)
)i
· n + e(φ+ 1) ln n · φ ln n2e
2(1+ δ)2
δ2
≤ (1+ δ)en +O(log2 n) .
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Algorithm 24: Static scheduling algorithm for the multiple-access channel.
set ξ =
ln
(
2φ 2e(1+δ)
2
δ2
ln n
)
ln(1− 1e(1+δ) )
and s = 2φ ln n 2e
2(1+δ)2
δ2
for i := 1 to ξ do
assign each packet a delay independently uniformly at random of at most⌊(
1− 1e(1+δ)
)i
n
⌋
let packets with the same delay be transmitted in the same time step
for i := 1 to se(φ+ 1) ln n do
in each step each packet is transmitted independently with probability 1/s
Let Xi be the number of packets remaining after the ith iteration in the first stage, X0 = n.
Lemma 2 from [GMPS00] yields the following bound
Pr
[
Xi ≥
(
1− 1
e(1+ δ)
)
s
∣∣∣∣∣ Xi−1 ≤ s
]
≤ F(s, δ) , where F(s, δ) = exp
(
−s δ
2
2e2(1+ δ)2
)
.
That is, we get
Pr
[
Xξ ≥
(
1− 1
e(1+ δ)
)ξ
n
]
≤
ξ
∑
i=1
F
((
1− 1
e(1+ δ)
)i
, δ
)
≤ 1
2nφ
.
For the second stage, we assume that
Xξ ≤
(
1− 1
e(1+ δ)
)ξ
n = s .
This yields that in each step each packet is successfully transmitted with probability at least
1
s
(
1− 1
s
)s−1
≥ 1
e · s .
This is, the combined probability for a packet not to be successfully transmitted in any of the
steps of the second stage is at most(
1− 1
e · s
)es(φ+1) ln n
≤ 1
2nφ+1
.
Taking a union bound yields the claim.
So, we get a stable protocol for each injection rate λ < 1/e. This is exactly the same bound
as in [GMPS00], unfortunately with a higher packet latency. However, with our transforma-
tion the result also hold for adversarial injection.
Corollary 7.16. There is a symmetric stable protocol for each injection rate λ < 1/e on the multiple-
access channel.
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For the case that each station has a unique ID and stations can distinguish between si-
lence and a successful transmission, a very simple algorithm can still do better.
Lemma 7.17. There is an asymmetric algorithm for the multiple-access channel transmitting n pack-
ets in n + m steps.
Proof. The algorithm is straightforward. It was, for example, used as ROUND-ROBIN-WITH-
HOLDING by Chlebus et al. [CKR12] before. The algorithm is deterministic. In each round
at most one of the station transmits. Station 0 starts transmitting in the first round and
continues until all requests have been served. Each station i + 1 listens to the channel while
station i transmits. After i has transmitted all packets, in one time slot no transmission is
performed at all. This is the signal for station i + 1 to start transmitting.
Corollary 7.18. There is an asymmetric stable protocol for each injection rate λ < 1 on the multiple-
access channel.
7.8.2 Conflict Graphs
We can describe further models by a using conflict graph. The set of vertices is the set of
network links E and directed edges indicate if a transmission on one link is interfered by a
transmission on another link. Implementing for example the node constraint model, in which
each node can only transmit or receive a single packet in each step, we have edges between
links that share an endpoint. In this case, we can get constant-competitive since the conflict
graph has bounded independence and the algorithm from [FKV11] can be adapted.
For the more general case that the conflict graph has inductive independence number ρ
(see Definition 6.1), we can build O(ρ · log m)-competitive protocols. Conflict graphs with
constant ρ for example result from the radio network model in disk graphs, the protocol
model or distance-2 matching in disk graphs.
We define the matrix We,e′ by setting We,e′ = 1 if there is an edge (e, e′) or (e′, e) in
the conflict graph and pi(e) ≤ pi(e′). All other matrix entries are set to 0. This way I =
maxe ∑e′=e or e′ conflicts with e,pi(e′)≤pi(e) R(e′). That is, we take the maximum over all edges in the
graph and take a summed number of requests at all conflicting edges of smaller index. This
yields that no protocol can achieve injection rates greater than ρ.
We consider the following simple distributed algorithm to build an O(ρ · log m) compet-
itive protocol: In each step, via each link e with probability R′(e)/4I a packet is transmitted,
where R′(e) is the number of remaining packets for link e.
Theorem 7.19. The above algorithm needs O(I · log n) time slots with probability 1− 1/nc for any
constant c.
Proof. Let nt be the random variable indicating how many packets still need to be transmit-
ted after the tth time slot, n0 = n. Let us consider a fixed time slot t. Let R′(e) be the number
of remaining packets to be transmitted via e. Let Xe be the 0/1 random variable indicating
if there is a transmission attempt via e in this time slot. Given Xe = 1, the probability of a
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successful transmission via e is
Pr
[
∑
e′ conflicts with e
Xe′ < 1
]
= 1− Pr
[
∑
e′ conflicts with e
Xe′ ≥ 1
]
≥ 1− E
[
∑
e′ conflicts with e
Xe′
]
= 1− ∑
e′ conflicts with e
E [Xe′ ]
due to Markov’s inequality. That is, we can conclude for the expected number of successful
transmissions
E [nt − nt−1 | nt] ≥ ∑
e∈E
E [Xe]
(
1− ∑
e′ conflicts with e
E [Xe′ ]
)
= ∑
e∈E
R′(e)
4I
(
1− ∑
e′ conflicts with e
R′(e′)
4I
)
= ∑
e∈E
R′(e)
4I
−∑
e∈E
R′(e)
4I ∑e′ conflicts with e
R′(e′)
4I
Now observe that∑e∈E ∑e′ conflicts with e R′(e)R′(e′) = 2∑e∈E ∑e′ conflicts with e,pi(e′)<pi(e) R′(e)R′(e′)
and therefore
∑
e∈E
R′(e)
4I ∑e′ conflicts with e
R′(e′)
4I
= ∑
e∈E
R′(e)
4I ∑e′ conflicts with e
pi(e′)<pi(e)
R′(e′)
2I
≤ ∑
e∈E
R′(e)
8I
.
Plugging this into the bound on E [nt − nt−1], we get
E [nt − nt−1 | nt] ≥ ∑
e∈E
R′(e)
8I
=
nt−1
8I
.
Therefore, we have
E [nt | nt−1] ≤
(
1− 1
8I
)
· nt−1 ,
which yields
E [nt] ≤
(
1− 1
8I
)t
· n ,
and in particular for any constant c ≥ 0
Pr
[
n8I(c+1)dln ne 6= 0
]
≤ E
[
n8I(c+1)dln ne
]
≤
(
1− 1
8I
)n8I(c+1)dln ne
· n ≤ 1
nc+1
n =
1
nc
.
This yields the claim.
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7.9 Aspects of Distributed Protocols
In general, it is desirable to design distributed dynamic scheduling protocols. Our trans-
formation requires the nodes to have access to a global clock (in order to build the time
frames), and the network size m, the injection rate λ and (in the adversarial model) to the
window size w. The other properties depend on the algorithm the protocol was derived
from. Particularly, the amount of feedback the protocol needs is identical to the one of the
static algorithm. For example, we can start from a static acknowledgment-based algorithm,
that is, the only feedback it gets is if it its own transmission was received. Transforming this
algorithm, the dynamic protocol will also be acknowledgment-based. Furthermore, if the
algorithm is the same for all nodes and does not use IDs, we derive a symmetric protocol.
Fortunately, the required information for our transformation is available at the time of
deployment. So our protocol can be considered distributed if the static algorithm is. How-
ever, at this point the natural question arises whether all these assumptions are necessary,
particularly the knowledge of a global clock, allowing the construction of common time
frames. For the multiple-access channel it can be shown that having only local clocks does
not weaken the protocols significantly. Even with an acknowledgment-based protocol, lo-
cal clocks can be synchronized [GMPS00]. In our case this is different. We can show that
we cannot get m/2 ln m-competitive without a global clock in the SINR model with uniform
transmit powers. This is quite a strong bound because O(m)-competitiveness can already
be trivially achieved by neglecting geometry aspects and using the multiple-access-channel
model.
Theorem 7.20. There is no stable acknowledgment-based protocol with local clock for the SINR model
with uniform transmit powers that is m/2 ln m-competitive.
Proof. We consider the network given in Figure 7.1. It consists of m − 1 short links. On
each of these links transmissions can be carried out without collisions no matter which other
transmissions take place. In contrast, transmissions on the long link can only be successfully
carried out when all small links remain silent. Let in each step one packet arrive at each
link with probability λ. Having access to a global clock, we can get stable protocols for all
λ < 1/2 by using even time slots for transmissions on the short links and odd time slots for
transmissions on the long links.
. . .
. . .
Figure 7.1: The instance considered in the proof of Theorem 7.20.
Now we show that for λ ≥ ln mm no acknowledgment-based protocol with only a local
clock can be stable. For each small link i and each time slot t let qi,t be the probability that a
packet is transmitted via this link in the respective time slot, taking the average over all ran-
dom packet arrivals. Note that delaying the start of the protocol at a link does not change this
behavior. This is due to the fact that it cannot get any feedback form the rest of the network
– as interference is never too high, each transmission attempt is immediately successful.
Since we assume stability there has to be some k ∈N such that for each interval of length
k the expected number of transmissions is at least (1− 1/m)λ. That is, for each t0 ∈ N, we
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have ∑t0+k−1t=t0 qi,t ≥ (1− 1/m)λ. Assign each small link a delay from 1, . . . , k independently
uniformly at random. This way, for each time slot, the probability that a small link transmits
a packet is at least (1− 1/m)λ. Since the delays were independent, the probability that no
small link transmits at all is(
1−
(
1− 1
m
)
λ
)m−1
<
ln m
eln m
≤ λ .
Now consider the long link. In order to have a successful transmission, none of the small
links may be transmitting. As we have just shown, the average number of slots in which this
happens is less than ln mm . Thus, even when attempting a transmission in each time slot, we
cannot achieve stability for λ ≥ ln mm .
7.10 Summary
In this chapter we have shown a general technique to transfer results from static to dynamic
packet scheduling in a wireless network. This transformation is independent of the respec-
tive interference model. All accesses to the wireless network are performed via a given
algorithm for static problems. Improving, adapting or extending this static algorithm suf-
fices to build a new dynamic protocol. This gives a strong motivation for studies of the static
scheduling problems. Particularly, a distributed algorithm for latency minimization that also
optimizes the power assignment could directly be turned into a dynamic protocol.
We have shown that the global clock is inevitable for our transformation and it is impos-
sible to achieve competetive bounds in the SINR model without this assumption. However,
it could be interesting which further information is really necessary in which model to design
the protocol. It remains an open question whether knowing the network size, the injection
rate, and the window size is really necessary.
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Conclusion and Further Work
In the first part of this thesis, we have shown a number of algorithms for very fundamen-
tal combinatorial problems occurring in a wireless network, namely capacity maximization
and latency minimization. The achieved approximation factors are between constant and
poly-logarithmic in the number of network nodes. For many cases, our algorithms are the
first whose performance guarantees do not degenerate to trivial ones in any network. In our
simulations in Chapter 5 it furthermore turned out that our algorithms for capacity maxi-
mization are able to compete with existing algorithms in randomly generated instances.
However, there is still room for improvement. For example, even with uniform transmit
powers, the best approximation factor for single-hop latency minimization so far is O(log n),
which is due to the fact that all existing algorithms actually strive to maximize the utilization
of the first time slot. There are also no results on approximability of capacity maximization.
It remains an open question whether there is a (constant) lower bound on the approximation
factor or if there is even a PTAS for one of the problem variants.
Probably the more important issue, however, is decentralization. So far, our capacity-
maximization algorithms were stated in a way that they know the node positions and the
interference conditions perfectly. Indeed they can also work with inaccurate data by scaling
weight bounds appropriately. Nevertheless, it remains an open problem how much (accu-
rate) information is necessary. For the case of latency minimization with fixed power assign-
ments in Chapters 3 and 7, we have demonstrated that even with hardly any information,
competitive approximation factors can be obtained. Similar results also hold for capacity
maximization with uniform transmit powers [Din10, AM11]. Therefore, it is reasonable to
hope that the general insights can be transferred to decentralized settings. The lower bounds
on the optimal schedule length already obtained in Chapter 2 played an important role in
the analysis of distributed protocols.
Going beyond the algorithmic problems considered in this thesis, it could be interesting
to use different objective functions. So far, in all of our considerations, the objective was
to maximize the total network throughput. In future studies, objective functions could also
reflect aspects of fairness or energy consumption.
Besides, interference models could be refined. Our results on Rayleigh fading in Chap-
ter 4 were very promising in this matter because they demonstrated that despite changing
the models, the general insights endure. However, there is a wide area of additional aspects
that could be taken into account. Neither in the model with fading nor in the one without,
we can take obstacles into consideration so far. We assumed the path-loss exponent to be
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constant, which is equivalent to perfectly omni-directional propagation. Modeling obstacles
would require different path-loss exponents. Allowing them to be arbitrary, however, would
make the capacity-maximization problem inapproximable as one could use an approxima-
tion algorithm to solve the independent-set problem in general graphs (see, e.g., [Gou09]).
To the best of our knowledge there is no generally accepted model for obstacles that prevents
these tractability issues.
As a second aspect, the model could and should also be extended to take further tech-
nological abilities of the devices into account. An example already briefly considered in this
thesis is the study of different data rates. So far, algorithmic research focused on thresholds
for the SINR and thus a fixed data rate. Today’s devices and standards, in contrast, support
multiple data rates. For example the WLAN standard IEEE 802.11 supports up to 8 different
data rates. As we have seen in Section 2.7, our techniques are, in principle, also applicable
in case of flexible data rates. For the distributed protocols as presented in Chapters 3 and
7, however, such a transformation is not as obvious. Another standard technology not con-
sidered so far is MIMO. It is included in current standards such as IEEE 802.11n or LTE and
allows to increase the throughput by using multiple antennas without using a large band-
width or higher powers. Beyond these examples, also the technologies evolve, letting new
problems arise. A recent example is analog network coding [KGK07]. Although it is still in
its infancy, there are already first algorithmic considerations [GW08, KKL+11].
A third potential modeling aspect to be mentioned here are external influences. So far,
they were hardly taken into consideration because, apart from ambient noise, all interference
was assumed to originate in the network. Unreliable communication has been an emerg-
ing topic in related fields of algorithmic research, dealing with different interference mod-
els. For example, an adversarial jammer [ARS08, RSSZ10] and unreliable transmission links
[KLN+10] in the radio-network model have been considered. Particularly, our results on dy-
namic scheduling in Chapter 7 in principle also allow to be applied to unreliable networks
by adapting the respective static algorithm. However, it remains an open problem to devise
an appropriate model.
Although the basic optimization problems sound simplistic, we have shown in the sec-
ond part that the obtained insights can be used to solve advanced problems. We were able to
introduce SINR models to the study of secondary spectrum auctions and dynamic schedul-
ing. Even better, we found a way to suitably abstract from the interference model in both
cases. In contrast to previous approaches, that focused on single models, mainly binary ones,
our results can be adapted to different interference models. In case of secondary spectrum
auctions, one only has to replace the underlying conflict graph. For dynamic scheduling,
only a suitable static single-hop scheduling algorithm has to be plugged in.
Altogether, we have pointed out a way to design approximation algorithms for wireless
networks with power control beyond oblivious power assignments. It is reasonable to hope
that further sophisticated problems can be solved based on the results of this thesis and
that this way SINR models can be applied in all areas of algorithmic research on wireless
networks.
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